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Foreword
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Foreword
After experiencing compressed industrialization, the Korean economy underwent rapid opening and changes in its industrial structure,
a process that is ongoing today. These changes are obviously affecting
a host of labor issues that emerged as the income gap grew worse.
The late 1990s and early 2000s saw an increase in non-regular jobs,
more outsourcing, relocation in the manufacturing sector, and the
growing share of the service sector as a result of the policy of reform
and flexibility in the labor market. Ultimately, these factors have led
to labor market dualization and a shortage of decent jobs. Meanwhile,
the social insurance program provides some guarantee of income, but
its application leaves much to be desired, as many people remain
uncovered.
The Korea Labor Institute has been analyzing these issues and
recommending policy options, and offers a part of the results in
English. This book, which introduces the study results of 2010,
includes one or two papers on each of the following topics: employment structure and wages, labor–management relations, and social
security.
Chapter 1 (Soo-Mi Eun) introduces the growing trend of in-house
subcontracting, analyzes the cause, and offers some possible solutions.
Chapter 2 (Jin-Ho Jeong) examines how the adoption of and increase
in the minimum wage affect the wage distribution of all workers, not
only those receiving the minimum wage. Chapter 3 (Jae-Ho Keum)
looks into the trends in the gender wage gap since the 1997 Asian
financial crisis and discusses the reasons why it has persisted instead
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of shrinking. Chapter 4 (Hoon Kim and Jong-Hee Park) reviews the
employee representation system as an alternative to fill the gap in the
role of unions left by the continuing decrease in Korea’s organization
rate. Chapter 5 (Byung-Hee Lee) reviews the insurance premium
subsidies program as a policy tool to fully expand social insurance
coverage and increase formal employment. Chapter 6 (Sung-Hee Lee)
presents an overview of Korea’s industrial relations landscape after
the introduction of multiple trade unions in July 2010.
The studies in this book not only introduce the latest labor issues
in Korea but also review new trends and evaluate policy performance
in related areas. It is humbly wished that the book will help readers in
and outside of Korea further their understanding of recent changes in
employment and welfare in the country. Your continued interest and
encouragement will be most appreciated.

May 2012
Sung-teak Kim
Acting President
Korea Labor Institute
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In-House Subcontracting in Korea and
Reasons for Its Use∗
Soo-Mi Eun∗∗
Introduction

In-house subcontracting is a form of employment that has been
widely used in Korean manufacturing since the 1960s and 1970s.
Initially employed in shipbuilding and steelmaking, in-house subcontracting expanded into the electronics and automobile industries in the
1980s and spread into all industries, including the public and service
sectors, after the financial crisis of 1997.
Regulations on in-house subcontracting do exist. In several cases
since 2008, the Supreme Court of Korea ruled that work performed at
Hyundai Motors, Hyundai Heavy Industries, and some other large
manufacturing firms under in-house subcontracting agreements was in
fact illegal dispatch work. The government has also been providing
administrative guidance on in-house subcontracting since 2004, and has
been trying to regulate this type of work through a series of administrative decisions that such subcontracting is an illegal form of dispatch
employment. To elaborate, the government decided in December 2003
that Yongin Kiup—a subcontractor—was in fact engaging in the illegal
∗

This paper is a recompilation of Chapter 2 “Use of in-house subcontracting in Korea” and
Chapter 4 “Reasons for the use of in-house subcontracting in Korea and the social effect
of in-house subcontracting” in the 2011 Korea Labor Institute (KLI) report, In-house
subcontracting and the Korean employment structure.
∗∗
Dr. Soo-Mi Eun was elected as the member of the 19th National Assembly of South Korea
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dispatch of workers; in 2004, the government confirmed that all
subcontract workers working in-house at the Ulsan, Asan, and Jeonju
Hyundai Motors plants were illegal dispatch workers; and in 2005,
made the same decision on all in-house subcontract work at Kiryung
Electronics, Hynix, Magnachip, and GM Daewoo, and for some (42
persons) in-house subcontract work at Kia Motors. In 2006 as well,
illegal dispatch work was identified in the firms KM&I and Creative.
Following these incidents, the Worker Dispatch Act was revised on
November 30, 2006; and in April 2007, the Ministry of Labor and the
Ministry of Justice jointly set forth “the Guidelines on Criteria for Worker
Dispatch” and declared their commitment to constantly watch for illegal
dispatch of workers.
Despite these court rulings and such administrative efforts, the use
of in-house subcontracting is increasing, and there is a widespread
controversy over disguised outsourcing and illegal worker dispatch,
because there are “many cases where a nominal subcontracting
agreement is formally established, but in fact the prime contractor
actually has command over the subcontract workers in relation to their
work” (Cho, 2007, p. 5).
Since the 2000s, in-house subcontracting has become one of the
largest issues in labor disputes. From the labor dispute that arose from
the termination of agreements on May 28, 2001, by Daewoo Carrier—
as the prime contractor—with six subcontracting firms, to disputes at
Hynix-Magnachip, Hyundai Hysco, Kiryung Electronics, KM&I,
Renaissance Hotels, Korea Rail Retail (KTX attendants), construction
and plant operations at Daegu, Gyeongbuk, Pohang, Ulsan, and
Gwangyang, Hyundai, Kia, GM Daewoo Motors, and at Koscom and
E-Land, many disputes surrounding such work have landed on the
front pages of Korean newspapers. The Supreme Court ruling on July
22, 2010, that Hyundai Motors was using illegally dispatched workers
led non-regular workers at Hyundai Motors, which recalled the partial
strikes in 2005 and which served to highlight the issue of in-house
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subcontracting, to a strike on November 15 (Eun, 2011; Kang, 2010;
Park, 2010a).
Labor disputes by in-house subcontract workers do not occur easily,
but once they do, they tend to last for months, if not years. Similar
situations arise each year, and such disputes, which were limited to the
manufacturing sector until the mid-2000s, have expanded to the public
and service sectors. Given the fact that the total number of labor
disputes for all reasons has actually been decreasing since the 2000s, the
yearly occurrence of disputes related to in-house subcontracting is
quite conspicuous.
Why, then, do Korean firms continue to use in-house subcontracting
despite the court rulings and labor disputes above? If cost reduction
and competitive pressures were the major reasons, firms could simply
use legal non-regular workers, but why do they choose to use in-house
subcontracting when it is accompanied by allegations of illegality? And
why is in-house subcontracting being actively used even by the public
sector, which is relatively free from pressures to cut costs and be
competitive?
Based on these three questions, in this paper we seek to engage in
analysis that focuses on the three following aspects.
First, we wish to redefine the concept of in-house subcontracting
and provide an overview of its use by industry and sector (public,
private, etc.) and by firm size.
Second, we examine the economic efficiency and effect of using inhouse subcontracting. Here, we look at whether the argument that inhouse subcontracting is used because of the high wages of regular
workers makes sense, while analyzing the effect of in-house subcontracting on the quality and quantity of jobs.
Third, we track the history of in-house subcontracting use, and
reveal that, in addition to cost-cutting and competitive pressures, inhouse subcontracting is used because of social factors such as
governmental policies and organizational isomorphism.
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In-House Subcontracting: Definition and Use
What Is In-House Subcontracting?
The topic of in-house subcontracting has mostly been approached
from the perspective of an economic contractual relationship, where
in-house subcontracting is regarded as a form of outsourcing—
specifically, labor outsourcing.
In-house subcontracting may resemble outsourcing, but it is in fact
one specific form of employment contract relations. In-house
subcontracting is problematic precisely because it fundamentally
damages the employment contract relationship that forms the legal
basis for the labor market and replaces this relationship with an
economic contract relationship or a market transaction relationship,
thus effectively demoting human labor to a mere commodity. Park
(2009) noted that “triangular labor relations leave much room for the
infringement of worker’s rights and therefore this method of using
labor is strictly regulated by law in each country,” and that particular
care must be taken with in-house subcontracting because it “takes on
the appearance of outsourcing and thus gives rise to the ‘misunderstanding’ that this method of using labor is not subject to the Employment Security Act or the Worker Dispatch Act” (pp. 2-3). In this regard,
in this paper we approach in-house-subcontracting from the perspective of the employment-contract relationship.
First, although in-house subcontracting may appear to be an economic contract relationship or a market transaction relationship like
general outsourcing, it must be viewed as a specific type of employment contract. When in-house subcontracting is regarded as a form of
outsourcing to be dealt with under the Civil Code, less attention is
given to the damage done to the employment contract relationship and
to the loss of order provided for in labor laws. Furthermore, when we
treat both legal and illegal in-house subcontracting as outsourcing, we
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may overlook the fact that in-house subcontracting is problematic
because of the “employment contract relationship” between two
employers and one worker. For this reason, we approach in-house
subcontracting not from the perspective of whether it is legal to form
an outsourcing relationship or any other economic contract relationship,
but from the viewpoint that it is basically impossible to form proper
employment contract relationships through in-house subcontracting.
We note that when we regard in-house subcontracting as a form of
outsourcing, we are essentially allowing employers to avoid concluding
employment contracts.
Second, in-house subcontracting is a form of indirect employment
that is different yet often very similar to dispatched work. Unlike direct
employment, which integrates both an employment contract (employment) and command over (use) a worker, in-house subcontracting is a
form of indirect employment in that these two are separated; and
because in-house subcontracting involves directly joining (to work in)
the prime contractor workplace, it is similar to dispatched work.
Dispatched workers, however, can receive direct instructions from the
user of their labor (prime contractor), and firms that send dispatch
workers to prime contractors must register in accordance with the
Worker Dispatch Act; furthermore, both the employer and the dispatch
firm are legally responsible for the wages and working conditions of
dispatched workers. In-house subcontracting is quite different from
dispatched work in that there are no regulations whatsoever governing
this type of work. Because dispatched work and in-house subcontracting closely resemble each other, the criteria for the distinction between
the two have been a point of contention, and most firms that use inhouse subcontracting are not free from the suspicion that the in-house
subcontracting they employ is in fact illegal dispatch work or disguised
outsourcing. In fact, this is a risk inherent in indirect employment.
Third, the concept of in-house subcontracting in Korea broadly
encompasses illegal dispatched work, disguised outsourcing (worker
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supply), and lawful outsourcing, and therefore we require comprehensive measures to deal with this issue in order to properly protect labor
rights. It is difficult to protect labor rights through existing laws and
institutions even for lawful in-house subcontracting, because it
constitutes a multidimensional employment contract between the prime
contractor, the employer, the actual user of labor, and the worker. In
sum, in-house subcontracting is distinct from modern-day employment
contracts that constitute direct employment, and is a multidimensional
labor relationship that is formalized in a specific type of employment
contract in the realm of indirect employment. In terms of institutions
and practices, we therefore need completely new measures to deal with
issues related to in-house subcontracting.
Use of In-House Subcontracting
According to results of the 2008 Survey on In-House Subcontracting
conducted by the Ministry of Labor in 2009 on large firms with 300 or
more workers, 963 of the 1,764 firms surveyed (or 54.6%) use in-house
subcontracting (see Table 1-1).
In-house subcontract workers number 369,000, accounting for 28.0%
of the workers in the prime contractors that use in-house subcontracting. The average number of workers in firms that use in-house
subcontracting is 1,368, whereas it is 800 for firms that do not use inhouse subcontracting, indicating that larger firms use in-house
subcontracting more heavily.
By industry, the shipbuilding industry uses in-house subcontracting
the most: all the firms surveyed in this industry indicated that they use
in-house subcontracting. The steel and automobile industries are the
next two heaviest users of in-house subcontracting. These data imply
that in-house subcontracting in Korea may have started in the manufacturing industry and in large companies. In the clerical and sales services
industries, too, in-house subcontracting is used in 43.8% of firms,
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Table 1-1. Use of In-House Subcontracting (2008)
(Unit: workplaces, persons, %)

Industry

All
Machinery
Automobiles
Electrical
and
electronics
Steel
Shipbuilding
Chemicals
Clerks and
sales
services
Others

Industry

All
Machinery
Automobiles
Electrical
and
electronics
Steel
Shipbuilding
Chemicals
Clerks and
sales
services
Others

No. of firms
No. of workers
Large companies
Large companies
Not using Using in- SubconNot using Using in- Subconin-house
house
in-house
house
tractors
tractors
subcon- subconsubcon- subcontracting
tracting
tracting
tracting
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
1,764
801
963 10,717 1,958,556 641,151 1,317,405 368,590
109
30
79
621
80,378
12,937
67,441 12,128
22
3
19
330 114,255
1,750
112,505 19,541
169

63

106

1,075

226,835

39,558

187,277

26,116

27
16
111

2

475
847
565

41,529
64,847
89,176

720

31

25
16
80

23,104

40,809
64,847
66,072

28,912
79,160
16,401

868

488

380

3,652

970,993

435,834

442

184

In-house
subcontracting
use rate
C/A
54.6
72.5
86.4

Proportion
of firms
not using
in-house
subcontracting
E/B
800
431
583

535,159 122,456

258
3,152
370,543 127,248
243,295 63,876
Firm size
Per each prime contractor
Proportion
of firms
Proportion of
using in- Subcon- Subcon- Subcontract
subcontract
house
tractors tractors
workers
workers
subcontracting
F/C
G/D
D/C
G/C
G/F*100
1,368
34
9.0
383
28.0
854
20
12.7
154
18.0
5,921
59
5.8
1,028
17.4

62.7

628

1,767

24

9.9

246

13.9

92.6
100.0
72.1

360
745

1,632
4,053
826

61
93
29

5.3
1.9
14.2

1,156
4,948
205

70.8
122.1
24.8

43.8

893

1,408

34

10.4

322

22.9

58.4

692

943

20

8.2

248

26.3

Note. Data from 2008 Survey on In-House Subcontracting, by Ministry of Labor, 2009 (recompiled from
a news release from the office of National Assembly Member Hong Hee-deok).

indicating that the use of in-house subcontracting continues to spread
despite the large differences in technological characteristics and
processes between the varying industries.
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Determinants of In-House Subcontracting Use and
Employment Outcomes
This study rearranges available data to identify the characteristics of
firms using in-house subcontracting and their workforces and to
analyze the employment outcomes of in-house subcontracting.
First, we take the workplace name, region, major product, and
number of workers from the 2008 Survey on In-House Subcontracting and
combine this data with data from the Database(DB) On Firms
Registered For Employment Insurance (EI) maintained by the
employment insurance data network to identify the EI Workplace ID
for each workplace. Using this ID, we use the EI Original Register DB
and the EI History DB to obtain job-spell data for workers in each
workplace. These job-spell data provide information on the new-hire
date, job-separation date, reason for job separation, and personal
characteristics of each job position, along with information on the
firm’s EI start date, termination date, industry, and size. Although the
2008 Survey on In-House Subcontracting includes only information on inhouse subcontracting use in 2008, we obtained job-spell data for
workers in each workplace from 2003 to 2008 in order to examine
changes in job creation, job destruction, new hires, and job separation.
By combining the two data sets, we obtained information on the yearend number of workers, number of new hires, number of job
separations, gender, age, education·tenure of the workforce, industry
submajor group, the existence of multiple establishments, and the date
of first employment1 from 2003 to 2008 for each firm.
Although not presented in this paper, we also combined the above
data with corporate balance sheets from the Korea Investors Service to
analyze management performance in accordance with the degree of inhouse subcontracting use. Through this procedure we obtained 6-year
1

The first day an establishment ever employed a worker is used to measure the age of the
establishment as of the end of 2008.
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balanced panel data for 973 firms that continued to engage in management activities from 2003 to 2008 and that filed all financial reports
without omissions during this period. Compared with the data in the
2008 Survey on In-House Subcontracting, this final data set includes fewer
firms in steelmaking and in clerical and sales services and gives us a
higher rate and degree of in-house subcontracting use, but is still quite
representative of the actual state of in-house subcontracting use.
Using this final data set, we measured the degree of in-house subcontracting use by incidence and by intensity, defined by the number of
in-house subcontract workers as a percentage of the number of
workers employed by the prime contractor (see Table 1-2). Overall,
59.2% of firms use in-house subcontracting, and the number of
subcontract workers reaches 30.4% of the number of workers employed
by the prime contractor. Firms using in-house subcontracting have an
Table 1-2. Comparison of Firm Characteristics by Incidence and Intensity of In-House Subcontracting
Use (2008)
Used

Not used

397
775
0.207
20.5
0.040
35.2
0.375
0.301
0.592
0.107
0.289
0.402
0.177
0.132

576
1,433
0.385
26.5
0.087
65.4
0.291
0.271
0.703
0.026
0.125
0.307
0.224
0.344

280
1,323
0.275
26.3
0.068
56.5
0.333
0.298
0.678
0.023
0.159
0.343
0.222
0.277

10 to
less 50% or
than more
50%
219
77
1,434 1,834
0.516 0.416
27.0
25.5
0.105 0.104
74.0
73.5
0.306 0.149
0.268 0.207
0.714 0.743
0.019 0.050
0.100 0.090
0.295 0.240
0.251 0.170
0.353 0.499

Less
than
10%
No. of firms
No. of workers (persons)
Multiple establishments
Firm
Firm age (years)
characteristics
Public corporation
Per capita yearly pay (1 million KRW)
Gender
Proportion of women
Less than 30
Age
30-54
55 or older
Less than 1 year
1 year-less than 5 years
Tenure
Workforce
5-less than 10 years
composition
10 years or more
Middle school graduate or
lower
High school graduate
Education
Technical college graduate
University graduate or
higher

0.080

0.017

0.022

0.013

0.015

0.433
0.175

0.359
0.153

0.379
0.139

0.347
0.165

0.334
0.163

0.311

0.470

0.460

0.475

0.488
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average of 1,433 workers, which is quite higher than the 775 in firms
that do not use in-house subcontracting. The intensity of in-house
subcontracting is higher in prime contractors that employ more
workers; that is, the rate of use is higher in larger firms. Closely linked
to the size of firms is the existence of multiple establishments; the
greater the number of establishments, the higher the intensity of use.
In-house subcontracting use is also higher in older firms and in public
corporations. Of the public corporations, 75.8% use in-house
subcontracting, compared with 58.0% of private firms; and in
organizations that use in-house subcontracting, the number of
subcontract workers as a percentage of the number of workers
employed by the prime contractor is 27.9% in the public sector, which
is higher than the 16.9% in the private sector.
We next estimated the determinants of in-house subcontracting-use
Table 1-3. Determinants of In-House Subcontracting Use (Probit Model)
Variable

Estimation
(1)

(2)

(3)

Constant term

-2.487(0.384)***

-2.570(0.388)***

-2.208(0.515)***

log(no. of workers)

0.314(0.058)***

0.318(0.058)***

0.289(0.063)***

Firm age

0.023(0.004)***

0.022(0.004)***

0.007(0.005)

Multiple establishments

0.387(0.095)***

0.275(0.101)***

0.205(0.109)*

Public corporation

0.303(0.179)*

0.240(0.181)

0.196(0.197)

0.002(0.001)***

0.001(0.001)

Per capita pay
Proportion of women

-0.109(0.235)

Proportion of workers 30-54 years of age

-0.240(0.404)

Proportion of workers at least 55 years old

-7.081(1.136)***

Proportion of middle school graduates or
lower
Proportion of technical college graduates

1.388(0.899)
0.312(0.350)

Proportion of university graduates or
higher
Proportion of 5-9 years of tenure
Proportion of more 10 years or more of
tenure
Log-likelihood
Sample size

* p < .10. ** p < .05. *** p < .01.

0.217(0.204)
1.210(0.359)***
1.531(0.316)***
-600.049

-594.219
973

-510.964
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Table 1-4. Determinants of In-House Subcontracting Use (Tobit Model)
Estimation
Variable

(1)

(2)

(3)

Constant term

-0.984(0.217)***

-1.001(0.217)***

log(no. of workers)

0.097(0.032)***

0.098(0.032)***

0.079(0.032)**

Firm age

0.007(0.002)***

0.007(0.002)***

0.003(0.003)

Multiple establishments

0.192(0.057)***

0.158(0.060)***

0.099(0.061)

Public corporation

0.196(0.102)*

0.187(0.102)*

0.178(0.107)*

Per capita pay

0.001(0.000)*

-0.669(0.286)**

0.000(0.000)

Proportion of women

-0.424(0.144)***

Proportion of workers 30-54 years of age

-0.323(0.249)

Proportion of workers at least 55 years old
Proportion of middle school graduates or
lower
Proportion of technical college graduates
Proportion of university graduates or
higher
Proportion of 5-9 years of tenure
Proportion of more 10 years or more of
tenure
sigma_u

-3.406(0.696)***

Log-likelihood
Sample size

0.530(0.565)
0.490(0.204)**
0.163(0.119)
0.544(0.210)**
0.465(0.180)**
0.759(0.023)***
-897.969

0.758(0.023)***
-896.164

0.738(0.022)***
-841.813

973

* p < .10. ** p < .05. *** p < .01.

incidence and intensity using a probit model (Table 1-3) and a tobit
model (Table 1-4).
Estimation (1) gives us results similar to the statistical results described previously, where in-house subcontracting use is higher in
proportion and intensity in large firms, older firms, firms with multiple
establishments, and public corporations. Estimate (2) adds average
yearly pay to firm characteristics, where the proportion and intensity of
in-house subcontracting use increase as average wages increase.
Although the incidence of in-house subcontracting use for public
corporations is statistically insignificant in this estimate because of the
correlation between explanatory variables, the results are similar to our
previous analysis in most respects. Estimate (3) additionally controls for
the workforce composition variables, and here the use rate is lower in
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firms with older workers, and higher when there is a high rate of longer
tenure.
When workforce composition is controlled for, the average wage
level does not have a statistically significant influence on the degree of
the use of in-house subcontracting. Thus, when workforce productivity
is controlled for, we see that the use of in-house subcontracting is not
attributable to the high wages of regular workers. This contradicts the
claims of large companies that they cannot help but use in-house
subcontract workers because of the high wages of their regular workers.
More research is required on this issue in the future.
Last, we measured the influence of in-house subcontracting use on
the quantity and the quality of jobs. Based on the year-end number of
workers in each firm, net employment change at the firm level is used
in accordance with the method of Davis and Haltiwanger (1999) to
measure job creation and job destruction.
Table 1-5 sets forth the rate of change to jobs and the laborturnover rate when in-house subcontracting is used and when it is not
used. Throughout the period of analysis from 2004 to 2008, the jobcreation rate for firms not using in-house subcontracting is consistently
higher than for firms that do use in-house subcontracting. Although
the same is also true for the job-destruction rate, the creation rate is
higher than the destruction rate; therefore, the net job-growth rate is
higher in firms that do not use in-house subcontracting. The jobreallocation rate is also higher in these firms because of their relatively
higher job-creation rate.
Meanwhile, the rates for new hires, job separation, and worker
reallocation are all higher in firms not using in-house subcontracting,
but the rate of new hires exceeds the job-separation rate, leading to a
higher rate of net job growth in firms that do not use in-house
subcontracting. In sum, the use of in-house subcontracting may have a
negative effect on employment. To confirm this result, we analyzed the
employment outcomes of in-house subcontracting use and non-use as
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Table 1-5. Job Changes and Labor Mobility in Accordance with In-House Subcontracting Use

Firms not using
in-house subcontracting
(A)

Firms using
in-house subcontracting
(B)

Difference (A-B)

Job creation rate
Job destruction rate
Net job growth rate
Job reallocation rate
Rate of new hires
Job separation rate
Worker reallocation rate
Job creation rate
Job destruction rate
Net job growth rate
Job reallocation rate
Rate of new hires
Job separation rate
Worker reallocation rate
Job creation rate
Job destruction rate
Net job growth rate
Job reallocation rate
Rate of new hires
Job separation rate
Worker reallocation rate

2004
0.091
0.038
0.052
0.129
0.483
0.430
0.913
0.059
0.026
0.034
0.085
0.213
0.179
0.391
0.031
0.013
0.019
0.044
0.270
0.252
0.522

2005
0.116
0.022
0.094
0.138
0.506
0.413
0.919
0.062
0.025
0.037
0.087
0.209
0.172
0.380
0.054
-0.003
0.057
0.051
0.298
0.241
0.539

2006
0.099
0.027
0.073
0.126
0.515
0.442
0.958
0.066
0.014
0.052
0.080
0.213
0.161
0.373
0.033
0.013
0.020
0.046
0.302
0.282
0.584

2007
0.089
0.021
0.068
0.110
0.525
0.457
0.982
0.044
0.021
0.023
0.065
0.186
0.163
0.349
0.045
0.000
0.045
0.045
0.339
0.294
0.633

2008
0.062
0.037
0.025
0.098
0.485
0.460
0.946
0.042
0.025
0.017
0.067
0.178
0.160
0.338
0.019
0.012
0.007
0.031
0.308
0.300
0.608

set forth in tables 1-6 and 1-7.
Table 1-6 presents the results of an estimation of the effect of the
use of in-house subcontracting on changes to jobs. First, larger firms
have a higher rate of net job growth. This is due not to their higher rate
of job creation but to their lower rate of job destruction. Job creation
is higher for firms having multiple establishments, which, accordingly,
also have higher rates of net job growth. The job-destruction rate is
significantly lower for public corporations than for private firms.
Meanwhile, the net job-growth rate is lower in firms that have higher
average-wage levels, due to their low rate of job creation. In terms of
the influence of workforce composition, the job-destruction rate is
higher in firms that employ a higher proportion of women, and the net
job-growth rate is higher for firms that employ more young people and
university graduates.
As for the influence of the use of in-house subcontracting—the
main focus of this paper—firms that use in-house subcontracting have
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Table 1-6. Effect of In-House Subcontracting Use on Changes to Jobs (Random Effects Model)
Variable
In-house subcontracting use
Log(no. of workers)
Firm age
Multiple establishments
Public corporation
Log(per capita pay)
Proportion of women
Proportion of youths
Proportion of technical college
graduates
Proportion of university
graduates and higher
Constant term
sigma_u
sigma_e
rho
R-squared

N

Net job-growth rate
EC
-0.0227
0.0121
-0.0022
0.0133
0.0101
-0.0244
-0.0129
0.1711

SD
(0.0072)***
(0.0039)***
(0.0003)***
(0.0076)*
(0.0148)
(0.0030)***
(0.0158)
(0.0198)***

0.0159 (0.0227)

Job-creation rate
EC
-0.0194
-0.0016
-0.0024
0.0163
-0.0084
-0.0194
0.0221
0.1381

SD
(0.0062)***
(0.0034)
(0.0002)***
(0.0065)**
(0.0128)
(0.0026)***
(0.0137)
(0.0170)***

Job-destruction rate
EC
0.0036
-0.0143
-0.0002
0.0027
-0.0183
0.0055
0.0355
-0.0351

SD
(0.0030)
(0.0016)***
(0.0001)*
(0.0031)
(0.0061)***
(0.0013)***
(0.0066)***
(0.0082)***

-0.0070 (0.0195)

-0.0249 (0.0094)***

0.0513 (0.0118)***

0.0328 (0.0102)***

-0.0192 (0.0049)***

0.0667 (0.0277)**
0.0537
0.1728
0.0881
0.1009

0.1834 (0.0238)***
0.0532
0.1427
0.1218
0.1294
4,725

0.1205 (0.0115)***
0.0205
0.0738
0.0717
0.0425

Note. EC = estimated coefficient; SD = standard deviation. Time effect not presented in results.
* p < .10. ** p < .05. *** p < .01.

a job-creation rate, which is 1.9 percentage points lower, a jobdestruction rate, which is 0.4 percentage points lower (not statistically
significant), and a net job-growth rate that is 2.3 percentage points
lower than firms that do not use in-house subcontracting.
In Table 1-7 we see the effect of in-house subcontracting use on
labor mobility, and here the rate of new hires is 15.2 percentage points
lower and the job-separation rate is 11.4 percentage points lower in
firms that use in-house subcontracting.
These estimation results indicate that the use of in-house subcontracting slows the rate of new hires and weakens job creation in large
firms. Meanwhile, for the job-destruction rate, there is no statistically
significant difference between firms that do and firms that do not use
in-house subcontracting; thus, it is difficult to say that the reliance on
in-house subcontracting is due to quantitative rigidity in the prime
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Table 1-7. Effect of In-House Subcontracting Use on Labor Mobility (Random Effects Model)
Variable
In-house subcontracting use
Log(no. of workers)
Firm age
Multiple establishments
Public corporation
Log(per capita pay)
Proportion of women
Proportion of youths
Proportion of technical college graduates
Proportion of university graduates and higher
Constant term
sigma_u
sigma_e
rho
R-sq

N

Rate of new hires
EC

Job separation rate

SD

-0.1515 (0.0170)***
0.0222 (0.0081)***
-0.0068 (0.0007)***
0.0264 (0.0177)
-0.0476 (0.0353)
-0.0387 (0.0048)***
0.3331 (0.0348)***
0.4605 (0.0404)***
-0.1504 (0.0454)***
-0.1419 (0.0257)***
0.4377 (0.0565)***
0.2188
0.1796
0.5975

EC

SD

-0.1137 (0.0147)***
-0.0476 (0.0065)***
-0.0050 (0.0006)***
0.0011 (0.0152)
-0.0409 (0.0304)
0.0076 (0.0036)**
0.3313 (0.0287)***
0.1934 (0.0322)***
-0.2307 (0.0359)***
-0.2026 (0.0211)***
0.7179 (0.0455)***
0.1950
0.1257
0.7065

0.3907

0.3872
4,725

Note. EC = estimated coefficient; SD = standard deviation. Time effect not presented in results.
* p < .10. ** p < .05. *** p < .01.

contractor. Large firms have claimed so far that they use in-house
subcontracting because of the rigidity associated with employing
regular workers, but the results of our analysis tell the opposite story.
These results also support those of the previous studies that described
the HR and labor management practices of large firms as following a
model that combines collective layoffs of regular workers with the use
of non-regular workers such as in-house subcontract workers (Kim,
Kim, Bae, & Kim, 2004).
We see that the quantity of jobs created in firms that use in-house
subcontracting is low, but how about the quality? The most representative variables of job quality are wages and occupational composition;
however, data on these two variables either were not collected for the
period of analysis or could not be used because of changes in
occupational classification. Instead, we used information on the
regularity of jobs in EI eligibility data that are available from 2006 to
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calculate the proportion of regular-position new hires since 2006.
The data show that the proportion of new hires in regular positions
is 6.2 percentage points lower in firms that use in-house subcontracting
(see Table 1-8). Thus, the use of in-house subcontracting has a negative
impact not just on the quantity of employment but also on its quality.
Table 1-8. Effect of In-House Subcontracting Use on the Proportion of New Hires into Regular
Positions (Random Effects Model)
Proportion of new hires
into regular positions
EC
SD

Variable
In-house subcontracting use
Log(no. of workers)
Firm age
Multiple establishments
Public corporation
Log(per capita pay)
Proportion of women
Proportion of youths
Proportion of technical college graduates
Proportion of university graduates and higher
Constant term
sigma_u
sigma_e
rho
R-sq

-0.0616
-0.0715
-0.0012
-0.1367
-0.0298
-0.0116
-0.0310
-0.1934
-0.2151
-0.0031
-1.2830
-0.2522
-0.1505
-0.7374

N

(0.0194)***
(0.0104)***
(0.0008)***
(0.0202)***
(0.0401) **
(0.0059)* *
(0.0408) **
(0.0501)***
(0.0557)***
(0.0308) **
(0.0717)***

0.1423
2,835

Note. EC = estimated coefficient; SD = standard deviation.
* p < .10. ** p < .05. *** p < .01.

Social Causes of the Use of In-House Subcontracting
Competitive Pressure or Cost Reduction?
The analysis presented in the previous section indicates that the use
of in-house subcontracting cannot be attributed to the rigid employment or high wage levels of regular workers; furthermore, a number of
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studies indicated that the claim that in-house subcontracting is used
because of the negative effect of unions—that is, their unreasonable
demands—is also unfounded (Eun, 2007, 2008; Lee & Kim, 2006; Park,
2006; Park, 2007).
In addition, many studies indicated that the need to reduce costs and
the pressure to remain competitive also cannot fully explain the use of
in-house subcontracting. First, cost-reduction and competitive pressures
cannot explain why in-house subcontracting is used more by public
corporations than by private firms. We saw in the previous section that
the proportion of in-house subcontracting used is higher in the public
sector than in the private sector, even though public corporations are
mostly monopolies or oligopolies that face relatively less pressure to
compete or to cut costs. Second, it has already been shown through
examples that the use of non-regular workers, including those hired
through in-house subcontracting arrangements, does not necessarily
reduce labor costs but can—to the contrary—lead to their increase.
Eun (2006, pp. 43-44) analyzed a survey of local governments to find
that budget savings sometimes do not occur and that a budget may
actually increase when the public sector contracts out services to the
private sector or uses in-house subcontracting. This happens because (1)
there is hardly any budget-savings effect since labor costs in contracts
with the private sector to use in-house subcontracting are still controlled by the Ministry of Government Administration and Home
Affairs guidelines, and such contracts entail management costs and a
guarantee of the middle margin for the private contractor; (2) most
contracts with the private sector are for simple tasks that very seldom
require the use of external professionals, and therefore can only serve
to cut costs while not contributing otherwise to management performance; (3) even when professional resources are used, the efficiency of
inputted capital is quite low because fixed equipment is required; (4)
monopolies and oligopolies are inevitable for sanitation services, road
repairs, and other key governmental tasks, and it therefore remains
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difficult to secure flexibility; and (5) there is always the risk of intermediary exploitation and consequent labor disputes, leading to an overall
cost-cutting effect that is not very large.
Until the mid-2000s, many private contracts were awarded to the
lowest bidder, which led to a deterioration of working conditions that
was very likely to diminish the quality of public services or block the
performance of public tasks. Negotiated contracts, on the other hand,
carry a high risk of collusion. Although personnel cuts, worsened
working conditions, and more intense labor are used by contractors to
increase their middle margin amidst lax supervision, and although
contractors clearly engage in moral-hazard behavior, strangely enough,
in many cases governmental bodies remain hostage to private contractors. The government’s policy of increasing efficiency in the public
sector by promoting the use of in-house subcontracting through
private contracts has, in some cases, ultimately led simply to the use of
low-paid workers without any increased efficiency in management or
any reduction in overall costs.
It is therefore more persuasive to view the increased use of in-house
subcontracting in the public sector as the result not of competition or
of cost-cutting but of non-economical factors or of governmental
policy directions. Cho (2006a) explained, “There was a strong demand
in the past decade for more efficiency in the public sector, and in
responding to such demands, the cap on the number of regular
government workers was unreasonably limited; so the shortage of
labor brought about by the recent implementation of the 40-hour work
week was mostly dealt with by increasing non-regular workers or by
outsourcing. More specifically, the Ministry of Planning and Budget
and the Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs
have exerted tighter control over the number of government workers
and the budget, and in particular, at the time of the foreign exchange
crisis, the ministries mandated a 30% cut in personnel. Even after
recovering from the crisis, while demands for government projects
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increased and project budgets were allocated, personnel costs were still
tightly controlled, which forced public corporations into a corner
where the only choice was for them to use project budgets to utilize
non-regular workers or expand outsourcing. Meanwhile, more workers
were required in the process of introducing the 40-hour work week,
but most public organizations were not allocated the required number
of workers and were forced to respond by increasing the utilization of
non-regular (including indirectly employed) workers” (p. 26).
Second, it is difficult to explain the high use of in-house subcontracting by private firms having a monopoly or oligopoly in the
domestic market that focus more on domestic consumption than on
exports. For instance, department stores and large discount stores have
monopolistic or oligopolistic statuses in the Korean market as,
compared with small- and medium-sized firms, they face far less
pressure in terms of market competition while they do not engage in
any global competition in the international markets. Even so, these
firms still have a high tendency to use in-house subcontracting.
Table 1-9 provides information on employment type by job task in
department stores and large discount stores, and shows how openended contracts, directly employed non-regular workers, and indirectly
employed workers are used in a variety of jobs. The manner in which
department stores and large discount stores having a monopoly or
oligopoly in the domestic market use a wide variety of employment
types for each job cannot really be explained by competitive pressures.
Third, it is not clear why Korean export-oriented manufacturing
firms need to use in-house subcontracting.
Cho (2006b) wrote that, unlike Korea’s Hyundai Motors, Toyota of
Japan uses fixed-term contract workers, and that these workers are not
used for job tasks similar to those performed by regular workers. As
such, other firms that compete in the global markets employ nonregular workers in a very different manner, and very rarely use in-house
subcontracting workers in key work as they do in Korea. Fixed-term
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Table 1-9. Employment Types for Each Job Task in Department Stores and Large Discount
Stores
Employment type
Openended
contract

Department store

Large discount store

Separate job Cashiers, sales, promotions, electrical Cashiers, sales, promotions, electrical
category
and facilities etc.
and facilities, etc.
Fixed-term
contract
workers

Direct
Part-time
employment
workers
Part-time
temporary
workers
Dispatched
workers
Indirect
employment Contract
company
workers

Cashiers, sales, promotions, food
products (agricultural and fishery
products prep), culture center, safety
facilities, deliveries, drivers, nurses,
clerical staff
Cashiers, sales, promotions, food
products, customer support services,
locker management, gift events, etc.
Cashiers, sales, promotions, team
treasurer, parking tags, food, culture
center, member services, parking-fee
operations
Sales, promotions, etc.

Cashiers, sales, promotions, food
products (agricultural and fishery
products prep), safety facilities,
deliveries, drivers, clerical staff
Cashiers, sales, promotions, food
products, customer support services,
product helpers, etc.
Cashiers, sales, promotions, etc.
Sales, promotions, miscellaneous
goods, bookkeeping, culture center,
etc.

Inspection duties, exchanges,
cashiers, security, guards, parking,
Cashiers, security, guards, parking,
information, announcements,
information, announcements,
cleaning, restaurants, delivery orders,
cleaning, restaurants, etc.
food, parking tags, locker
management, etc.

Note. Adapted from Jong-Jin Kim (2008, p. 171).

contract work is a form of direct employment where, unlike in-house
subcontracting, workers receive direct commands from the user of
their work and receive compensation in the form of wages and
working conditions. In addition, fixed-term contracts are regulated by
the Fixed-term Contracts Act, and the use of such workers is therefore
quite different from the use of unregulated in-house subcontracting.
Fourth, we cannot really say that in-house subcontracting is used in
temporary and marginalized work or in work that is avoided by regular
workers, since in-house subcontracting in Korea is widespread even in
permanent and key jobs.
According to a 2006 survey on the establishment of measures for
non-regular workers, the public sector fills temporary demands for
labor with daily workers or fixed-term workers, whereas in-house
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subcontract workers are used for permanent jobs. In the manufacturing
industry, too, most in-house subcontract workers are in permanent
positions and have an average tenure of 5 years. In manufacturing, even
though dispatch workers can be used for temporary work, firms choose
instead to use in-house subcontracting under the name of temporary
subcontracting (Eun, 2007). We should recall that Supreme Court
rulings on illegal dispatch work have mostly involved large manufacturing firms.
Fifth, we also need to reassess the claimed need for in-house subcontracting as a response to wide fluctuations in market demand. Such
fluctuations increase the need for firms to secure labor flexibility. Thus,
firms that are more sensitive to market fluctuations have more
incentive to use non-regular workers, and if employment rigidity is
stronger for regular workers, then this incentive would increase further.
Even so, this cannot explain the use of in-house subcontracting—
which usually involves allegations of unlawfulness—instead of lawful
non-regular workers. Furthermore, fluctuations in market demand
affect all firms around the world that are exposed to competition, so we
need to explain why Korea is so partial to in-house subcontracting.
Last, the argument that regulations on dispatched work lead to the
use of in-house subcontracting also lacks sufficient grounds. The
Worker Dispatch Act was legislated in Korea on February 20, 1998, and
the use of in-house subcontracting precedes this legislation. In addition,
there are no studies that conclude that the legislation of the Worker
Dispatch Act caused the expansion of in-house subcontracting use.
Based on interviews with labor and personnel managers in large
firms, we predict that these firms will not switch to dispatched work
from in-house subcontracting even if the Worker Dispatch Act is
weakened. Although they will not convert in-house subcontracting
positions to dispatch worker positions, these firms will instead continue
to use in-house subcontracting and convert some regular positions to
dispatch-worker positions. Eun, Oh, and Yoon (2008), for instance,
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reported that “in in-depth interviews, firms that use in-house subcontracting say that they will continue to use in-house subcontracting even
if the utilization of dispatched workers is allowed. The reasons were
that, when in-house subcontracting positions are converted to
dispatched worker positions, (1) firms incur costs related to direct labor
management, (2) firms are regulated by the Worker Dispatch Act, and
that (3) it is difficult to make changes as the firm’s labor management
strategy has already been firmly established upon the basis of the use
of in-house subcontracting” (p. 303).
History of and Reasons for the Use of In-House Subcontracting: Governmental
Policies and Organizational Isomorphism
If in-house subcontracting use cannot be explained by the employment rigidity of regular work, the union effect, competition, and costcutting, why then do Korean firms use in-house subcontracting?
Through an approach based on history, in this paper we focus on the
fact that when the internal labor market was being formed within
Korea’s large companies, firms started to rely more on in-house
subcontracting and on workers from other external markets, and that
this reliance on workers from other external markets has increased
recently.
This development diverges from the manner in which the labor
process of capitalism, where initial proletarianization transitioned to
homogenization, and where the pre-modern forms of employment in
the early craft system or through in-house subcontracting transitioned
to modern direct employment, has developed around the world. In
Korea, the government-led industrial policies of the 1960s and 1970s
promoted the use of pre-modern in-house subcontracting, and when
the labor-flexibility strategies of large companies (conglomerates) were
added on after 1997, in-house subcontracting spread into all industries.
Of course, that unions did not have the power to deter in-house
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subcontracting, given a unionization rate and collective-agreement
coverage rate of less, both of which are less than 20%, is also a major
factor, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
First, if we look at the history of capitalism and the development of
labor process in the world, we can see that the establishment in the
early and mid-twentieth century of modern labor practices based on
direct employment resulted from a combination of the needs of capital,
the needs of the state, and a global consensus.
Gordon, Edwards, and Reich (1984, p. 2) set forth the idea of labor
market segmentation, and distinguished the three stages of historical
change—initial proletarianization, homogenization, and segmentation—in labor organizations and the structure of the labor market in
the United States. According to Gordon et al., initial proletarianization
took place from the 1820s to the 1890s, which corresponded to the
first stage of the development of capitalism in the United States,
during which the main characteristics of the types and processes
(production organizations) of labor can be described as the coexistence
of indirect employment and other pre-modern types of labor and
capitalist wage labor. Having very weak technology and labor management skills, the firms during this era chose to form production
organizations in accordance with market demand. This was manifested
in the accumulation and collaboration of labor and capital in factories,
where the type of work ranged widely from handmade crafts to wage
work. The reason why labor and capital were gathered in the factories
was that factories “enabled effective supervision” (Gordon et al., 1984,
pp. 56-58). This accumulation of labor and capital in the factories at
this stage does not, however, signify the establishment of modern
control over labor processes and practices by capital.
Gordon et al. (1984) divided the labor-process organization methods
(production organizations) of the initial proletarianization period into
the three categories of simple control, inside contracting, and the craft
system, and explained that these three types of production organization
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coexisted in all industries. According to Gordon et al., inside contracting during this period consisted of prime contractors relying on inside
subcontractors and workers who worked for only the prime contractor
in exchange for daily pay when work occurred. The in-house subcontractors were craftsmen who received premiums or profits from the
prime contractors in return for supervising and employing their own
workers. All hiring, dismissals, and control over the labor processes of
workers were conducted by the in-house subcontractors.
This type of in-house subcontracting and craft system gradually
disappeared in the United States in the 1900s as the transition to waged
work was completed and labor processes became homogenized. This
transition happened because the production-organization methods of
the initial proletarianization period did not allow for the prime
contractor to control the production process, and therefore the prime
contractor had no opportunity to cut costs or to increase labor intensity.
The prime contractors therefore led attacks on craftsmen while gaining
control over the majority of other workers. This was, on the one hand,
an act of “discovering and applying a production organization system
that could harmonize and coordinate the labor of semi-skilled workers
and new types of machinery” while “providing a new system through
which the cooperation of workers could be attained so as to reduce the
reliance on the technical skills of craftsmen” (Gordon et al., 1984, p.
114), and, on the other hand, a measure to weaken strikes and other
forms of resistance while providing better wages and working
conditions than those laboring under in-house subcontracting or in a
craft system.
Similar changes to capitalism and labor processes are found in other
advanced countries as well. In particular, the combination of technological development and new production organizations weakened the
influence of craftsmen in the production process, while creating
worker groups composed of a majority of the workers and thus
enabling business owners to gain more complete control over labor.
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With the First and Second World Wars underway, the labor organization methods of the initial proletarianization disappeared and the labor
market became homogenized. This homogenization was manifested in
the establishment of the mass production system and the principle of
direct employment, the creation of internal labor markets within firms,
and the emergence of the welfare state. Regulations at the level of the
state also emerged clearly at this stage, with governments inducing the
direct employment—instead of employment arranged through a third
party—of needed workers in large plants. The regulation through laws
and institutions of indirect employment that functioned as a personnelsupply service became core principles in the establishment of the
International Labour Organisation (ILO) in 1919. The spirit of this era
is well represented in the 1944 Declaration of Philadelphia, which
states that human labor is not a commodity.2
Global competition and technological development since the 1970s
have of course caused the transition from homogenization to segmentation of labor. Here, some regulations on indirect employment—in
particular, worker supply—were lifted to allow worker supply in the
form of worker dispatch. Worker Dispatch Acts were legislated in the
UK (1976), Germany (1972), France (1972), Italy (1997), and Japan
(1985). Some advanced nations also use in-house subcontract workers
for simple jobs, such as cleaning and security guards, but most
countries regard the use of in-house subcontract workers in assembly,
repair, or conveyor-belt jobs in the flow process as illegal. Thus, in2

In the last days of the Second World War, representatives of governments, businesses, and
labor participated in the International Labor Conference in Philadelphia (in Pennsylvania,
USA) and adopted the Declaration of Philadelphia, signed by U.S. President Franklin
Roosevelt, Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins, and the ILO Director General. This
Declaration reaffirms the aims and purposes of the ILO as follows: (1) labor is not a
commodity; (2) freedom of expression and of association are essential to sustained
progress; (3) poverty anywhere constitutes a danger to prosperity everywhere; (4) the war
against want requires to be carried on with unrelenting vigor within each nation, and by
continuous and concerted international effort in which the representatives of workers and
employers, enjoying equal status with those of governments, join with them in free
discussion and democratic decision with a view to the promotion of the common welfare.
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house subcontract workers are used in these countries as secondary
workers within the framework of direct-employment practices.
Compared with the transition from initial proletarianization to
homogenization in advanced countries, the path that Korea has
followed is quite unique. Rather than a transition to homogenization,
Korea went from a mix of initial proletarianization and homogenization straight to segmentation. In other words, Korea went from a mix
of direct and indirect employment in the absence of any firmly
established labor practices straight to segmentation in the labor market.
This was the inevitable result of a government-led accumulation and
nurturing of capital. In the 1960s and 1970s, despite the rapid growth
of light-industry exports, the Park Chung-hee administration planned a
strategy to nurture the growth of steelmaking and other individual
industries in order to overcome backwardness in the production of
production goods, including various metals. This plan required the
simultaneous mass mobilization and accumulation of capital together
with skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled workers. At the time, however,
capital was not capable of managing such a large-scale workforce, and
thus it was needed that the government intervened with active policies
to nurture such industries—the result of which were the industrial
policies combining the subcontractor subsidiary system and in-house
subcontracting. In other words, the key purpose of industrial policy in
Korea at the time was to support the formation of huge monopolistic
capital by organizing a wide range of small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) sectors as subsidiaries of large companies and also binding
labor to the large companies in the form of in-house subcontracting.
Another characteristic of the Korean labor market is that the traditions of craft labor are non-existent. Guilds and the traditional craft
culture played a key role in Europe in the response of workers to
industrial changes and the development of class consciousness, but
Korea’s industrialization happened without any such craft culture (Koo,
2002, p. 205). In addition, workers in the 1960s and 1970s were just
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lowly factory workers who were recognized as pillars of industry at best.
Although the Constitution of the Republic of Korea guarantees the
three basic labor rights, any attempt to exercise these rights was foiled
by a government that regarded such attempts as “communist” threats
to the country. Not only was it difficult to join a labor union, but also
there was no respect for civil rights. Therefore, unlike firms in the
advanced countries, Korean firms had no reason to rely on craftsmen
or to fear the resistance of workers when they used in-house subcontracting. The recently acclaimed book 23 Things They Did Not Tell Us
argues that there is no such thing as a free market, given that markets
require political power from birth. In Korea, this political power—or
the state—was required not only at the very beginning but throughout
the development of the market.
POSCO (formerly Pohang Iron and Steel Company) is a clear
example of how the government actively supported the accumulation
of capital by turning subcontractors into subsidiaries while supporting
the accumulation of labor through in-house subcontracting. Before the
completion of its Pohang plant, POSCO established a Cooperative
Projects Division in February 1971 and finalized its plan for attracting
cooperative project partners (subcontractors) in June 1971 in preparation for operations. This plan consisted mainly of a review of the
economic validity of direct versus outsourced operations, the identification of 49 tasks and 12 enterprise units, and technical training for these
cooperative partners (Sohn, 2009, p. 89). As a result, in 1973 POSCO
had 3,213 workers (44.7% of all workers) from 20 in-house subcontractors, and by 1981 this grew to 7,251 workers (33.2% of all workers)
in 22 subcontracting firms. According to a 2009 interview, the Pohang
and Gwangyang POSCO plants employ approximately 10,000 regular
workers, and about 15,000 non-regular workers, including in-house
subcontract workers, composing about 60% of the total workforce.
POSCO also exhibits—rather exceptionally—characteristics of an
internal labor market, applying promotion systems and other policies
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for its directly employed workers. Thus, POSCO is the standard model
for Korean firms within which directly employed regular workers in the
internal labor market coexist with indirectly employed workers, namely
in-house subcontract workers from the external labor market.
These characteristics are also found in the labor accumulation of
Hyundai Heavy Industries, another firm that received governmental
support in its development. Hyundai Heavy Industries grew on the
back of governmental policies nurturing the heavy and chemical
industries. To secure the skilled workers that it lacked, Hyundai Heavy
Industries received governmental support to establish in September
1972 within its shipyard a training center for technicians, whom it
employed directly and treated as employees. Soon after, however, a
system of commissioned management was introduced as a means to
indirectly employ these workers through in-house subcontracting. This
system was introduced in July 1973, and by September 1974, technicians in 16 areas including welding and assembly were converted in
stages to subcontract technicians (Shin, 2003). As a result, of the
13,156 workers employed at Hyundai Shipbuilding at the time, 1,455
workers were in management positions, 4,690 were directly employed
technicians, and 7,011 were technicians under commissioned management. Of the 4,690 directly employed technicians, 1,981 were temporary workers on internships or apprenticeships; therefore, the number
of in-house subcontract workers in fact represented 258.8% of the
number of regular technicians and accounted for 53.5% of all workers.
When in 1974 workers at Hyundai Shipbuilding launched a labor
strike, demanding that the company abolish in-house subcontracting
under commissioned management, the labor office initially responded
that “the commissioned management system implemented by the
firm . . . is similar to waged subcontracting that has been introduced in
general construction firms, where the responsibility for the determination and payment of a worker’s employment wage resides with the
commissioned manager, and is therefore a factor of uncertainty for the
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worker in terms of concerns over wrongful dismissals etc.” Several
days later, however, the government changed its position, declaring that
“commissioned management is recognized as a unique management
method utilized by Hyundai Shipbuilding in its operations” (Shin, 2003).
At the time, both directly employed and outsourced workers had very
low wage levels, and the government intervened to adjust unit wage
rates. Some claim, therefore, that the government helped to adjust
distribution between the firm and the workers, and thanks to this role
of government, a win-win system was at least in place where, unlike
today, large companies did not exert too much pressure to lower unit
wage rates, whereas the profitability of SMEs was quite high.
However, several implications stem from this simultaneous use of
direct and indirect employment in Korea’s standard model of labor
process and labor management. First, unlike in the advanced countries,
institutions and practices that regulate in-house subcontracting and that
regard indirect employment as a detriment to labor rights have not
taken root in Korea. Also, there is no burden of economic cost
associated with the use of pre-modern labor practices, and any costs
that may arise are shouldered by the government. Labor-management
models established at POSCO, Hyundai Heavy Industries, and other
large, representative firms very quickly spread throughout the industrial
sector. It is for this reason that Korea’s capitalistic growth is characterized by the modern-day revival of the pre-modern practices.
We also need to focus on the combination of the Korean standard
labor-management model with post-1997 discussions on competition
and efficiency. The government-led development of capitalism in the
1960s and 1970s turned into market-led development beginning in the
1990s. At this stage, firms used in-house subcontracting with governmental support not because they lacked management capabilities, but
because it was the best way for them to bring home profits while
shirking their responsibilities—all in the name of competition and
efficiency. There are no regulations and therefore no responsibilities
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involved in this government-supported standard model, and organizations operating within it do not need to engage in efforts to develop
labor-management capabilities. It is for this reason that even the public
sector so easily chooses to use in-house subcontracting.
The use of in-house subcontractors is thus clearly different from the
use of other non-regular workers, such as fixed-term contract workers
or dispatched workers. Above all, in-house subcontracting constitutes a
pre-modern labor practice that voids any protective measures offered
to workers on the basis of modern labor practices and that is blind to
all labor rights. In contrast, fixed-term contract work and dispatched
work are governed by modern labor practices that mandate at least a
minimum level of protection for labor rights. This difference becomes
clearer when we remember that, whereas for dispatched work the
dispatching agency and the prime contractor must jointly pay for using
the worker’s labor, in-house subcontract work involves no such
responsibility, as it is essentially a purely economic contractual relationship. It is for this reason that in-house subcontracting is used so
extensively in Korea, despite the fact that Korea’s laws on dispatched
work are flexible to the extent that all industries can use dispatched
workers for temporary jobs.
The Korean standard model actually prioritizes this economic contractual relationship instead of employment contract relations and
supports the dominance of a culture that emphasizes competitiveness
and efficiency. In this situation, it has become natural for businesses to
treat human labor as a commodity. Korea’s labor laws may appear to be
based on modern labor practices, but there exists a large blind spot that
escapes the application of such laws. This blind spot is not restricted to
the informal sector, which is dominated by small businesses, or to
marginalized jobs. In-house subcontracting is also present in the formal
sector, which is dominated by large firms, and in key jobs. The
characteristic of jobs in Korea is that this blind spot exists for jobs
both at the center and on the sidelines, and both in the formal and the
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informal sectors.

Conclusion
We have thus far examined the status of and reasons for the use of
in-house subcontracting. In Korea, in-house subcontracting is used
more often in the formal sectors of large manufacturing firms. It has a
negative effect on both the quantity and the quality of jobs in Korea
and is a major cause of polarization; and the frequent labor disputes
that arise in the context of its use damage social integration. The use
of in-house subcontracting was, however, firmly rooted in Korean
industry early on in Korea’s development process by governmental
policies designed to nurture a strong heavy industry, and has become
even more difficult to regulate with the spread of in-house subcontracting to all industries, along with the dominance of growth- or
profit-led policies and discourse following the 1997 economic crisis.
Discussions in the past decade have therefore focused on eliminating
illegal in-house subcontracting and on ensuring the use of lawful inhouse subcontracting and, further, on comprehensive measures to
resolve the employment instability that accompanies even lawful inhouse subcontracting. The following are the main points of the
discussions.
First, employment-friendly reform must be implemented in the
public sector. The focus of such reform must be to provide decent jobs.
1. Direct employment is recommended. For instance, guidelines
encouraging the use of in-house subcontractors and other non-regular
workers should be eliminated, and new evaluation criteria should be
established for the public sector. This evaluation should require regular
reporting of the size and proportion of direct and indirect employment
and should also reflect the degree of improvement by year. Incentives
for local governments and public corporations that abstain from
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outsourcing should also be actively considered.
2. Standard wage levels and working conditions should be set for
each job task. The use of non-regular workers is promoted further with
gaps and discrimination in wages and working conditions. The public
sector must therefore set an example and eliminate such gaps and
discrimination.
3. All projects that have already been contracted out to the private
sector should be reassessed and reconverted to direct employment. For
projects that must inevitably be contracted out to the private sector,
criteria must be established for strict review, management, and
supervision to secure the quality and quantity of provided public
services and to ensure appropriate wages and working conditions. The
semi-public ownership approach that has recently been actively
reviewed by some local governments should also be included in the
considerations.
4. Private firms fulfilling public-sector procurement contracts should
be required to maintain wages and working conditions to the extent
equal to or higher than public-sector standards. Private firms participating in the bidding process should be required to report the size and
proportion of their non-regular workers, including in-house subcontract workers, and should also be required to phase in the reduction of
non-regular workers in their organizations. Firms known to have
engaged in the illegal dispatch of workers or disguised outsourcing, or
those that are currently involved in litigation over such issues, should be
restricted for the eligibility to bid for public contracts.
5. Organizations, such as the Public Sector Non-regular Worker
Protection Committee, established in 2006, should be reinstated to
create units responsible for leading employment-friendly public-sector
reform. Various approaches may be taken as to the number of involved
persons and the mode of operations, but in any case the government
should be central to the process, and should seek the advice and
cooperation of labor, management, and experts.
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Second, measures providing for stronger statutory protection should
also be explored.
Figure 1-1 illustrates the distinction between illegal worker dispatch
and lawful in-house subcontracting and sets forth necessary improvements to legislation or creation of new legislation needed for each
situation.
Here, (1) calls for a determination of the existence of a dependent
relationship between the prime contractor and the in-house subcontract worker. If the prime contractor is, in fact, the actual employer of
the worker, then this constitutes illegal worker dispatch or disguised
outsourcing. In order to make an accurate assessment of the relationship between the prime contractor and the in-house subcontract
worker, it is required that new criteria for the distinction between
outsourcing and worker dispatch within the current Worker Dispatch
Act be introduced and thus be provided with indicators to signify actual
dependent relationships.
Next, when an actual dependent relationship does exist but the
subcontractor maintains independence as a separate firm, if the
subcontractor has an outsourcing contract with the prime contractor
instead of a dispatch contract, then this constitutes illegal worker

Figure 1-1. Directions for legal and institutional reform.
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dispatch; even when the subcontractor has a dispatch contract with the
prime contractor, if the dispatch duration lasts 2 or more years, then
this also constitutes illegal worker dispatch. The laws that can be
applied in such situations are the Worker Dispatch Act and the
Employment Security Act. However, the current Worker Dispatch Act
requires the prime contractor to directly employ only the workers
dispatched for 2 or more years. Thus, it is difficult to protect workers
who are illegally dispatched for less than 2 years. It is imperative that
the law be revised to require immediate employment by the prime
contractor of any workers who are illegally dispatched. We must also
ensure that the indicator for the independence of the subcontracting
firm is not too emphasized for an indication of such independence to
obscure the firm’s involvement in actual worker supply.
Meanwhile, for lawful in-house subcontracting, when there is no
actual dependent relationship between the subcontractor and the prime
contractor but the in-house subcontracting worker engages in work at
the prime contractor’s workplace (2), there must be a requirement for
employer responsibility to be shared between them.
When there is no such dispatch contract (regarded by law as an
implied employment contract), this constitutes a violation of the
Employment Security Act provisions prohibiting the supply of workers.
The prime contractor’s use of in-house subcontract workers in this case
is regarded as direct employment, and therefore the prime contractor
takes all civil responsibility for the workers. In this case, we must be
able to hold both the supplying firm and the receiving firm responsible
for the workers, and firms that engage in such worker-supply activities
without gaining prior permission should be restricted from participating in bidding for public-sector contracts. In addition, we must seek to
institutionalize employment transfer (or business transfer) that does not
incur a reduction in wages or a worsening of working conditions, and
work to makeprime contractors and subcontractors jointly responsible
for securing appropriate wage levels and working conditions for the
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workers, while also exploring measures for the introduction of a joint
bargaining mechanism that involves both the prime contractor and the
subcontractor.
Finally, when the prime contractor and the subcontractor are indeed
separate business entities—in other words, when workers do not work
at the workplace of the prime contractor—then this constitutes a
genuine outsourcing contract. Even in this case, however, we need to
explore effective measures to regulate any unfair transactions that may
occur between large companies and SMEs.
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The Wage-Distribution Effect of the
Minimum Wage
Jin-Ho Jeong∗
Introduction

The economic effect of the minimum wage on employment and
income distribution is determined by the effect of the introduction or
increase of the minimum wage on wage distribution. Unfortunately,
there are few overseas studies on the wage-distribution effect of the
minimum wage, and almost no Korean studies on this topic. This paper
focuses on two important components of research on the topic of the
wage-distribution effect of the minimum wage—the spike effect and
the spillover effect.
If the minimum wage were in fact fully implemented as mandated by
law, the wage distribution below the minimum wage would be nonexistent or would flatten out, and the wage distribution at the minimum
wage would spike. An increase in the minimum wage would lead to an
increase in the wage level of skilled workers, either because of an
increased demand for skilled workers, who receive wages higher than
the minimum wage, or because of enhanced work incentives intended
to maintain the wage gaps between skill levels. This could, in turn, lead
to a spillover or ripple effect according to which the overall wage level
for workers earning wages just above the minimum wage would
increase. The possibility of such a spillover effect leads policymakers to
sometimes consider raising the minimum wage in order to increase the
∗
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earned income of low-income workers who receive wages just above
the level of the minimum wage.
As such, most wage workers are affected by the minimum wage
either directly (by the spike effect) or indirectly (by the spillover effect).
The extent of this effect can be measured by estimating the effect of
the introduction or increase of the minimum wage on the wages of
workers at different points on the wage-distribution spectrum.
This paper is structured as follows for this analysis. The next section
provides an overview of major theoretical arguments and empirical
studies on the wage-distribution effect of the minimum wage. The
third section reviews Korean data and uses this data to estimate the
wage-distribution effect of the minimum wage in Korea. The last
section summarizes the analysis and extracts implications for policies.

Theoretical Arguments and Empirical Studies
The following overview provides information on major theories on
the spike effect and spillover effect of the minimum wage on wage
distribution and empirical studies on these theories.
Theoretical Arguments
The simplest neoclassical model states that two types of labor—
skilled and unskilled—exist and that the minimum wage constitutes the
price of unskilled labor. In this model, an increase in the minimum
wage leads to a decrease in the employment of unskilled labor, but has
an unclear effect on skilled labor. This lack of clarity is due to the fact
that an increase in the minimum wage gives rise to a scale effect that
reduces the input of all factors of production, which in turn decreases
demand for skilled labor; at the same time, however, if the two types of
labor can substitute for each other, unskilled labor is substituted with
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skilled labor, leading to an increased demand for skilled labor. In this
situation, if, when the minimum wage is increased, the substitution
effect is greater than the scale effect, demand for skilled labor increases,
leading in turn to an increase in the wage level and employment of
skilled workers.
Another version of the neoclassical model states that there is only
one kind of skill—human capital—and that labor is not discretely
divided into skilled and unskilled labor but rather exists on a continuous spectrum, where workers are distinct only in terms of the degree
of their individual acquired skills. This model defines the price of labor
as the price of one unit of human capital (skill), and takes the position
that workers with an “hourly” price of human capital that is less than
the minimum wage do not find employment and that therefore the
wage distribution is truncated at the minimum wage. In this same
context, the introduction of (or increase to) the minimum wage leads
firms to substitute their workers with those of higher skill levels,
causing an increase in the price of human capital. It is expected,
therefore, that this will lead to an increase in wages for those above the
minimum wage. This model does not, however, indicate that this wage
increase will be substantial only for those receiving wages just above the
minimum wage or that there will be a spike in wage distribution at the
minimum wage.
Seeking to overcome such limitations in the existing models, Pettengill (1981) set forth a labor-market equilibrium model in which skill
levels are continuously distributed and that is characterized by an
upward-sloping skill-wage curve. According to this model, firms
employ workers with higher skills who command higher wages in jobs
where productivity is more sensitive to skill. Due to this sensitivity of
productivity to skill, there is greater substitutability between workers
whose skill levels are very close than between those with very different
levels of skill. Although there is a large difference in labor costs
between high-skilled and low-skilled workers, the productivity between
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these two groups of workers is not so pronounced in jobs that are
normally performed by low-skilled workers, and therefore the introduction of or increase to the minimum wage ultimately leads to a greater
increase in the wages of workers who are more likely to substitute for
unskilled workers than those who are less likely to substitute for them.
Pettengill also explained the spike in wage distribution at lower wage
levels as follows: (a) when there are several distinct skill groups, the
spike occurs naturally, because workers directly affected by the
minimum wage are not employed when the marginal revenue product
(MRP) of these workers does not reach minimum-wage level (MRP <
MW); (b) when low-skilled workers who may lose their jobs upon an
increase in the minimum wage increase their effort, workers who
originally had different levels of skill may end up at the same levels of
productivity, leading to a spike at the minimum wage (effort is
endogenous in the Efficiency Wage Hypothesis); and (c) the spike in
wage distribution may be an artifact of the downward adjustment of
non-wage components of compensation for those workers for whom
wage distribution spikes at the minimum wage, whereas compensation
distribution does not spike.
Meanwhile, the monopsony model set forth by Manning (2003)
indicates that the spillover effect of an increase to the minimum wage
is concentrated in jobs just above the minimum wage. When there is a
large increase to the minimum wage, low-wage firm workers (whose
previous wage was lower than the minimum wage) are less likely to
accept job offers from high-wage firms, and workers in high-wage
firms are more likely to transfer to low-wage firms. This effect is more
pronounced in firms that pay wages closer to the minimum wage than
in high-wage firms. The labor-supply curve for firms with wages higher
than the minimum wage therefore moves upward, but gains elasticity in
the low-wage area. The greater elasticity in the labor-supply curve faced
by high-wage firms causes these firms to increase their offered wages.
The standard Burdett and Mortensen (1998) model does not allow
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for spikes, as even a single spike would cause firms to offer a slightly
higher wage. Manning (2003) noted, however, that this argument is
based on the assumption that individual firms face discontinuous laborsupply functions, but that once a slight mobility cost is allowed for, this
discontinuity is eliminated and it is more than sufficient for a spike to
arise in wage distribution.
Finn (2002) developed a model that encompasses wage phenomena,
that accounts for spikes and spillovers, and that secures evidence of
changes to the wage distribution due to increases in the minimum wage
in order to deduce the effect of the minimum wage on welfare. In
other words, Finn stressed that we must consider the effect of the
minimum wage on wage distribution together with its effect on
employment. For instance, in the neoclassical model, the wages of
those above the minimum wage increase with greater demand for
workers in this group caused by an increase in the minimum wage, and
when the substitution effect is greater than the scale effect, employment increases and leads to greater welfare. The spillover effect,
however, can also occur in other models that account for the effect of
wage on work incentives, and the effect on skilled workers of an
increase in the minimum wage is much more complicated and
sometimes seems to be the opposite of what is expected.
Grossman (1983) assumed that there are two types of labor, skilled
and unskilled; that the minimum wage is legally binding only for
unskilled workers; and that unskilled workers are not able to adjust their
efforts. In contrast, skilled workers are assumed to have the ability to
adjust their efforts in accordance with real wage levels and the wage
gap between skill levels. In this case, firms adopt the efficiency-wage
model that determines the wages of skilled worker so as to minimize
the cost per unit of efficiency of skilled workers. Therefore, unskilled
workers will be replaced with skilled workers with an increase to the
minimum wage, but at the same time, because of the smaller wage gap
between skill groups, the wages of skilled workers must be increased
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further if the firm is to induce the efforts of skilled workers. This steep
rise to the wage of skilled workers leads to greater demand for
unskilled workers in this model, according to which the employment of
unskilled workers decreases less and the employment of skilled workers
increases less than in the neoclassical model. If output adjustments are
also taken into consideration, the employment of skilled workers could
actually decrease with a negative (-) scale effect that is compounded by
a relative wage effect. This implies that a spillover effect does not
necessarily improve the welfare of high-wage workers.
Empirical Studies
The following section examines case studies in advanced countries
and developing countries on the two most representative effects of the
minimum wage on the wage distribution: spikes and spillovers.
Spikes
Advanced countries. Major studies on advanced countries indicate that
the minimum wage increases the wage of workers having the lowest
skill levels and causes a spike in wage distribution at the minimum wage.
Neumark and Wascher (1992), Card and Krueger (1995), Baker,
Benjamin and Stanger (1999), and DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux
(1996) all provided evidence of a spike in the wage-distribution graph.
Dickens and Manning (2004a) discovered that even after the introduction of a minimum wage in the United Kingdom (UK), a considerable number of workers who received wages lower than the new
minimum wage did not see a wage increase after April 1999. In the
LFS(Labour Force Survey) data used in this study, however, only about
40% of the respondents directly reported their hourly wage rate,
leading to the issue of measurement error for the estimated hourly
earnings used in the analysis. Dickens and Manning (2004b) also
studied a low-wage industry (senior care) in which approximately 40%
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of the workers were directly affected by the minimum wage and found
that the number of workers whose wage remained below the minimum
wage dropped sharply but the number of workers receiving exactly the
minimum wage increased steeply.
Stewart and Swaffield (2002) used British Household Panel Survey
(BHPS) data to find that the wage distribution spiked at the minimum
wage upon introduction of the minimum wage in the UK. They
reported that 12% of hourly wage workers received the minimum wage,
4.6% of the respondents reported an increased hourly wage equal to
the minimum wage, and 60% of these respondents reported an hourly
wage rate equal to the new minimum wage.
Developing countries. Unlike in advanced countries, minimum-wage laws
are not strictly complied with in developing countries, and there
generally exists a large informal sector to which minimum-wage
regulations do not apply. Therefore, the reasons for the spike that
appears in wage distribution in the informal sector at the minimum
wage have largely remained a mystery. The following studies addressed
the issue of the wage-distribution effect of the minimum wage in
developing countries.
Harrison and Scorse (2005) found that the minimum wage in Indonesia increased the wages of unskilled workers. The increase in the
statutory minimum wage from the 1980s to the 1990s decreased the
proportion of firms paying only exactly the minimum wage. The
minimum wage also served to further increase wages in industries that
were under pressure from anti-sweatshop activism and the U.S.
government. This implies that noncompliance with a minimum wage is
more of an issue in industries that do not face such pressures.
Gindling and Terrell (2005, 2007) found that in sectors to which a
minimum wage was applied in Costa Rica and Honduras, there was a
spike in wage distribution at the minimum wage, but no such spike
occurred in sectors to which the minimum wage was not applied. The
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results of this study indicate that a spike in wage distribution at the
minimum wage does indeed appear in most, albeit not all, of the
formal sectors in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Kristensen and Cunningham (2006) also observed a spike in wage
distribution at the minimum wage in the informal sector in Brazil. This
phenomenon is difficult to explain using the neoclassical model, but
according to the World Bank can most likely be attributed to the fact
that firms in the informal sector that compete with firms in the formal
sector to secure labor tend to follow the minimum-wage levels that are
applied in the formal sector. This can be explained perhaps as an effect
of an efficiency-wage policy that aims to reflect considerations on
fairness or to pay wages higher than the market wage in order to keep
workers from moving to a sector that has a minimum wage.
Spillovers
Advanced countries. Grossman (1983) was the first to study the spillover effects of the minimum wage. Using Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) Area Wage Survey data, Grossman analyzed the short- and longterm spillover effects of the minimum wage. This regression analysis
on the average wage of each occupation for current and time-lagged
minimum wage shows that, in the short term, the minimum wage
increases wages in some particularly low-wage occupations, but the
long-term effect is not very clear.
Card and Krueger (1995, ch. 9) analyzed—as did most of the later
studies—the effect of the minimum wage on certain quantiles of wage
distribution. Results of the regression analysis of ΔP10 and ΔP5 using
the rate of wage workers who are directly affected by the minimum
wage and other variables indicate that the effect of the rate of workers
affected by the minimum wage is significantly positive (+) and is
greater for the ΔP5 model than for the ΔP10. However, because the
ΔP5 group may consist of workers receiving the minimum wage, this
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analysis of P5 does not show the spillover effect of the minimum wage.
Meanwhile, no minimum-wage effect appears for P25. In sum, the
spillover effect of the minimum wage does not spread to the upper
wage quantiles, but the possibility of such a spillover in the lower
quantiles of the wage distribution cannot be completely disregarded.
Lee (1999) and Manning (2003) explored the degree to which an
increase in the minimum wage affects the gap between quantiles in the
wage distribution. Lee used the gap between (P10-P50), and Manning
added several assumptions to show how Lee’s models can be parameterized to more generally reflect spillover effects.
When W*(F) is the unobserved or hypothetical wage distribution
(log value) and W(F) is the observed wage distribution (log value), the
spillover effect of the minimum wage can be estimated by comparing
two wage-distribution densities in the wage quantiles above the
minimum wage. For example, if there were no spillover effect, full
compliance with minimum-wage regulations, and no disemployment
effect, any wages lower than the minimum wage would simply
accumulate right at the minimum wage within the hypothetical wage
distribution. With Wm as the minimum wage (log value), the second
term in the right side of Equation (1) represents the direct spike effect,
and the indirect spillover effect s(F) is shown below.
·············· (1)

The spillover effect is proportional to Wm-W*(F), and the maximum
value is assumed to appear in the vicinity of the minimum wage. In
particular, when Wm-W*(F) is very small, s(F) approaches 1/β, and 1/ β
then becomes the maximum value for the spillover effect. The model
can thus be estimated once the parameters of the hypothetical wage
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distribution are chosen.
Manning (2003) selected a log-normal distribution (estimated parameters: median value of log wage and standard deviation) for the
hypothetical distribution. Using the observed wage quantiles below the
median value for each year in each of the U.S. states to estimate this
model, Manning reported a β-value of 8.88 from 1979 to 2000 for a
maximum spillover effect of about 11% of the minimum wage. Based
on this estimated hypothetical wage distribution, the tacit spillover at
each point in the wage distribution can be calculated as the difference
between real wage and hypothetical wage. Manning’s analysis shows
that the spillover effect of the minimum wage is highest, at about 11%,
near the minimum wage and then dies out to about 3% at wages 25%
higher than the minimum wage. The estimated model also tells us that
the spillover effect can be negative (-) to some degree at wages much
higher than the minimum wage.
The potential drawback of this method of analysis is that the spillover effect cannot always be distinguished from a disemployment
effect. If the increase to the minimum wage causes the disemployment
of some unskilled workers, wages at some certain points in the higherwage areas may increase (even if no employed person actually experiences change to his or her wage). In this light, if the aforementioned
disemployed person remains—to the contrary—employed, then the
wages at certain points in the wage distribution fall, and the spillover
effect estimated on the basis of changes in quantiles in wage distribution must be regarded as the upper limit for the spillover effect.
Neumark, Schweitzer, and Wascher (2004) opted to directly estimate
the effect of an increase to the minimum wage on the wages of
workers already receiving at least the minimum wage. The authors did
not estimate the potential wage distribution, but instead set workers in
states that had not experienced an increase in the minimum wage as a
control group for comparison with workers at the identical point in the
wage distribution in states where the minimum wage was increased.
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This approach allowed the authors to estimate the current and the
time-lagged effect of an increase to the minimum wage on multiple
points in the wage distribution.
First, in terms of current effect, there is a statistically significant
positive (+) spillover effect near the minimum wage, and the minimumwage elasticity of wage goes from 0.8 (W < 1.1 · MW)), 0.4 ··· 0.25 to
0.15 (1.5 · MW <= W, 2.0 · MW) to gradually decrease and die out at
the higher wages. Next, for time-lagged effect, the minimum-wage
elasticity of wage starts from around 0.4 to fall to a negative (-) figure
for workers who receive at least twice the minimum wage. The gap
between the current and the time-lagged effects implies that a considerable portion of the wages that are increased by the increase in the
minimum wage are given back the next year. To elaborate, firms
respond to increases in the minimum wage by adjusting their wage
structure to lower the nominal wage increase for workers with wages
that are close to the next year’s minimum wage. Firms in states without
any increase to the minimum wage, however, can maintain stable wage
increases. Overall, the minimum wage causes a slight spillover effect in
the wage distribution, and this effect spreads only to workers with
wages that exceed the minimum wage by up to 20% to 30%.
Dickens and Manning (2004b) studied the spillover effect of the
minimum wage using data gained from surveys through mail correspondence with workers in senior care facilities in the UK. They did not
estimate the parameter for potential wage distribution W*(F), but took
as W*(F) the wage distribution observed immediately before the
introduction of a single new national minimum wage, and then
compared W*(F) to the wage distribution observed 5 months after the
introduction of the minimum wage. They then estimated the spillover
effects while controlling for the overall wage-increase rate. They
estimated the spillover effect 5 months (and 9 months) after the
introduction of the minimum wage to be 6% (and 7%) when the
overall wage-increase rate is not taken into consideration, and 2.4%
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(and 1%) when the overall wage-increase rate is taken into consideration. In particular, given that firms in the low-wage industries (senior
care) increase hourly wage rates only enough to barely comply with the
minimum wage, there is practically no real spillover effect in these
industries.
Developing countries. Kristensen and Cunningham (2006) observed that
most empirical analyses report that the minimum wage affects even
those workers earning very high wages.
Lemos (2004a, 2004b) analyzed the wage-increase effect of the
increase in the minimum wage in Brazil’s formal and informal sectors,
and found a positive (+) effect for up to P50 in the formal sector and
P90 in the informal sector. This effect is not small: a 10% increase in
minimum wage increases wages in the formal sector by 3.3% in P25
and 1.0% in P50, and in the informal sector by 3.1% in P25, 4.8% in
P50, and 0.8% in P90.
Fajnzylber (2001) reported an even higher wage-increase effect, but
it is rather difficult to accept the results of this analysis, because (a) the
increase in the minimum wage serves as a numeraire for the increase to
wages in general at a time of high inflation, and (b) because of inflation,
this study used real wage and real minimum wage in its analysis. In fact,
Neumark, Cunningham, and Siga (2006) reported that after the end of
hyperinflation, a positive (+) wage-increase effect was not found at
wage levels exceeding P10 in the formal sector and P20 overall.
As can be seen, more research is required in order to obtain more
reliable evidence on the spillover effect of the minimum wage in
developing countries.
To summarize, the minimum wage in advanced countries causes a
spike in wage distribution at the minimum wage and may increase the
wages of workers (just) above the minimum wage (the extent of the
spillover effect is 120% of the minimum wage, and the minimum wage
elasticity of wage is 0.4 near the minimum wage and 0.2 thereinafter).
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The short-term spillover effects of the minimum wage dissipate with
time as firms lower nominal wage increases in the next year. As for the
developing countries, empirical analysis tells us that more research is
needed on the spike in wage distribution in the informal sector and on
the existence of a spillover effect even in the very high wage levels.
There are conflicting views on the impact of the minimum wage on
the economic welfare of workers at different points in the wage
distribution. On the one hand, an increase in the minimum wage is
thought to help unskilled workers because a high degree of wage
inequality implies that unskilled workers are poor, and a low minimum
wage is one cause of this pronounced inequality. On the other hand, it
is claimed that a high minimum wage leads to a decline in the economic
welfare of affected workers. The argument here is that an increase in
the minimum wage reduces the earnings of workers at or just above the
minimum wage (reflecting the negative effect of the minimum wage on
employment and working hours). That the identical effect is seen in
wage quantiles above the minimum wage implies that not everything is
compatible with the simple neoclassical model that predicts an increase
in skilled-worker labor demand with an increase in the minimum wage.
To the contrary, an increase in the minimum wage can cause increases
to wages and labor costs in reflection of the intention of firms to
maintain the wage gap between different workers.
The emphasis on the disemployment effect of the minimum wage
may come from a far-too-narrow policy perspective. Empirical analysis
from a more general standpoint on the impact of the minimum wage
on low-wage or low-skilled workers is particularly important in
assessing just how well the minimum wage is achieving its goals.
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Estimation of the Wage-Distribution Effect of
the Minimum Wage
Data
Raw data that can be examined to analyze the effect of the introduction of or increase in the minimum wage on wage distribution include
household data from Statistics Korea’s Supplementary Survey to the
Economically Active Population Survey, the KLI’s Korea Labor and Income
Panel Study (KLIPS), and enterprise data from the Ministry of Employment and Labor’s Survey on Working Conditions by Employment Type.
These data sets are limited, however, in their usefulness in analysis in
terms of the accuracy of wage and working-hour information in the
household surveys and the inclusivity of survey participants in the
enterprise survey. 1 It is also problematic that all the household- and
enterprise-survey statistics fail to directly survey the hourly prevailingwage rate that can be used in comparison to the minimum wage (hourly
rate).2 These surveys instead divide the surveyed monthly average total
(or itemized) earnings by total (or itemized) hours worked to estimate
hourly earnings.
Because of these data limitations, the present study is also confined
to comparing derived hourly earnings with the minimum-wage hourly
rate. This analysis, however, selectively uses the more detailed and
accurate wage and work-hour information in the Ministry of Employment and Labor’s Survey on Working Conditions by Employment Type for the
analysis of the spike effect of the minimum wage, while using KLIPS
data for the analysis of the spillover effect in light of its greater
inclusivity and the fact that KLIPS data provides regional data that is
required for quantitative analysis.
However, wage statistics that provide more detailed and accurate
1
2

Refer to Jeong and Lee (2009).
The Supplementary Survey to the Economically Active Population Survey has, however, experimentally surveyed the wage rate in Korean Won for hourly wage workers since 2009.
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wage and working-hour information for all wage workers are imperative in the analysis of the various effects of the minimum wage that
form the basis for establishing reasonable policies on minimum wage.
Spike Effect
One effect of the minimum wage on wage distribution is the degree
to which a spike appears in the wage distribution at the level of the
minimum wage when there is an introduction of or an increase to the
minimum wage. This spike may be more pronounced when the
minimum wage is strictly enforced and complied with or when the
minimum wage is relatively high.
In analyzing whether a spike does indeed appear at the level of the
minimum wage in the wage distribution, it is most appropriate to use the
reported hourly prevailing-wage rate because it most closely approximates the wage components of the minimum wage. Unfortunately, no
Korean wage statistics survey the hourly prevailing-wage rate. Therefore,
as the closest alternative, in this paper I estimate the hourly rate for the
prevailing wage using data from the Ministry of Employment and
Labor’s Survey on Working Conditions by Employment Type, and then compare
this rate to the minimum-wage hourly rate (see Table 2-1).3
Even in this case, unlike for other countries, the hourly prevailingwage rate must be estimated in consideration of the provisions in the
Labor Standards Act on paid weekly rest days. When paid weekly rest
days are not taken into consideration, the hourly rate of the prevailing
wage can be estimated by dividing the monthly prevailing wage by the
monthly contractual working hours. This results, however, in an
overestimation of the hourly prevailing-wage rate, given that Article 55
and Article 18, Paragraph 3 of the Labor Standards Act stated that
employers must grant, on average, at least 1 paid rest day when weekly
3

The period of analysis begins with 2007, when surveys were extended to include nonregular workers, who are more sensitive to the minimum wage because of their relatively
lower wage levels.
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Table 2-1. The Impact of the Minimum Wage on the Spike Effect in Wage Distribution
(Unit: 1,000 persons, %)
Minimum-wage
multiple

2007

2008

2009

Considering paid weekly rest day
0.55<=Hourly
wage<0.65
0.65<= Hourly
wage<0.75
0.75<= Hourly
wage<0.85
0.85<= Hourly
wage<0.95
0.95<= Hourly
wage<1.05
1.05<= Hourly
wage<1.15
1.15<= Hourly
wage<1.25
1.25<= Hourly
wage<1.35
1.35<= Hourly
wage<1.45
1.45<= Hourly
wage<1.55

128.1

(1.2)

112.6

(1.0)

140.6

(1.3)

187.4

(1.7)

241.8

(2.2)

321.8

(2.9)

301.6

(2.8)

319.7

(2.9)

371.8

(3.3)

380.4

(3.5)

464.4

(4.3)

531.1

(4.7)

551.3

(5.1)

505.3

(4.6)

659.5

(5.9)

563.4

(5.2)

596.8

(5.5)

658.8

(5.9)

612.2

(5.6)

558.6

(5.1)

614.2

(5.5)

508.6

(4.7)

538.6

(5.0)

566.7

(5.1)

503.8

(4.6)

484.5

(4.5)

510.4

(4.6)

(4.2)

449.3

(4.1)

483.1

(4.3)

456.2

Not considering paid weekly rest day
0.55<= Hourly
wage<0.65
0.65<= Hourly
wage<0.75
0.75<= Hourly
wage<0.85
0.85<= Hourly
wage<0.95
0.95<= Hourly
wage<1.05
1.05<= Hourly
wage<1.15
1.15<= Hourly
wage<1.25
1.25<= Hourly
wage<1.35
1.35<= Hourly
wage<1.45
1.45<= Hourly
wage<1.55

54.5

(0.5)

39.9

(0.4)

45.0

(0.4)

106.8

(1.0)

67.3

(0.6)

82.9

(0.7)

144.5

(1.3)

162.7

(1.5)

287.4

(2.6)

233.0

(2.1)

288.2

(2.7)

295.5

(2.6)

313.7

(2.9)

317.3

(2.9)

417.4

(3.7)

354.2

(3.3)

420.5

(3.9)

435.0

(3.9)

448.5

(4.1)

418.1

(3.8)

534.7

(4.8)

475.5

(4.4)

506.8

(4.7)

584.8

(5.2)

588.1

(5.4)

454.5

(4.2)

523.2

(4.7)

383.2

(3.5)

437.2

(4.0)

467.3

(4.2)

Note. Raw data from Survey on Working Conditions by Employment Type, by Ministry of Employment
and Labor, 2007–2009, Gwacheon: Author.

contractual working hours reach 15 hours and must provide to their
workers a weekly rest-day allowance amounting to the number of daily
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contractual working hours multiplied by the hourly prevailing-wage rate.
Survey results indicate, however, that this weekly rest-day allowance
is generally included in base pay instead of being paid out as a separate
wage item. In other words, weekly rest-day allowance is usually already
calculated in base pay. Thus, I estimated an hourly prevailing-wage rate
that can be compared with the minimum wage in the following manner.
First, for workers with less than 15 weekly contractual working hours,
the hourly prevailing-wage rate is determined by dividing monthly
prevailing wage by monthly contractual working hours. Second, for
workers with 15 or more weekly contractual working hours, the hourly
prevailing-wage rate is calculated by dividing the monthly prevailing
wage by the monthly paid working hours as obtained by combining the
number of monthly contractual working hours and the number of
hours in weekly paid rest days per month. The number of hours in
weekly paid-rest days per month is determined by multiplying the
number of daily contractual working hours by the number of paid
weekly rest days in a month, where the number of daily contractual
working hours shall be no more than 8 hours and is obtained by
dividing monthly contractual working hours by monthly contractual
working days.
The following summarizes the findings—based on an hourly prevailing-wage rate that is determined through the rather complicated
process mentioned above—of my examination of whether there is
indeed a spike in wage distribution at the level of the minimum wage.
First, the wage distribution for the hourly prevailing-wage rate
estimated without consideration of paid weekly rest days does not
spike at the minimum wage. This does not, however, mean that we can
say that the wage distribution in Korea does not spike at the minimum
wage, because, unlike in other countries, Korea’s weekly rest days are
required to be paid rest days, and therefore the hourly wage rate cannot
be determined in a simple manner.
Second, the wage distribution for the hourly prevailing-wage rate
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estimated in consideration of paid weekly rest days does spike
noticeably at the minimum-wage level. This implies that the minimum
wage gives rise to a spike effect in the wage distribution. Although
slight differences occur by time period, about 5% of all wage workers
are concentrated within 5% of the minimum wage, and the incidence
frequency drops in the wage quantiles below and above the minimum
wage.
The above analysis suggests that in Korea, too, wage distribution
spikes at the minimum wage. In Korea, however, wage is still distributed below the minimum wage and not completely truncated. In sum,
the wage distribution in Korea does spike to some degree at the level
of the minimum wage, but it is not completely truncated at the
minimum wage.
Spillover Effect
The other effect that minimum wage has on wage distribution has to
do with how the wage levels for workers just above (or above) the
minimum wage change with the introduction of or increase to the
minimum wage. If the spike effect relates to the distribution of
workers directly affected by the minimum wage, the spillover effect
affects the wage levels of workers in wage quantiles just above (or
above) the minimum wage who are indirectly affected by the minimum
wage. In general, an increase in the minimum wage in sectors with
strong seniority affects the wage levels of most workers, not just the
lowest-wage workers.
To analyze the spillover effect of the minimum wage, in the following I first take a rough look at the wage-increase rate for each wage
quantile during the past 10 or so years, and then look deeper into the
effect that an increase in the minimum wage has on the wage for each
wage quantile, the distribution of wage income, and so forth, through a
quantitative model.
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Changes to Overall Wage Distribution
The wage distribution changes not only because of the minimum
wage but also because of many other factors (such as aging, higher
education levels, technological progress, and globalization) that affect
the wage gap. The following sets forth an analysis on how wage
distribution has changed during the past decade, with a focus on the
minimum-wage increase rate and the wage-increase rate for each wage
quantile. To see whether this change in wage distribution occurs
regardless of which data are used for analysis, I used data from both
the Statistics Korea Supplementary Survey to the Economically Active
Population Survey and the KLI KLIPS.4
Changes to the wage distribution as found in data from the Supplementary Survey to the Economically Active Population Survey indicate that, first,
although the wage-increase rate is quite different for each wage quantile
in each year of analysis, since 2001, the wage-increase rate has actually
been lower overall at the lower wage levels, and that, second, the
minimum-wage increase rate has been relatively higher, with the relative
level of the minimum wage rising from 77.8% of the wage at the 10%
point in the wage distribution in 2001 to 107.2% in 2010.
Meanwhile, the results of analysis using KLIPS data show that, first,
although the wage-increase rate is quite different for each wage quantile
in each year of analysis, from 1998 to 2008 the wage-increase rate has
been lower overall at the lower wage levels, and that, second, the
minimum-wage increase rate has been relatively higher, with the relative
level of the minimum wage rising from 68.4% of the wage at the 10%
point in the wage distribution in 1998 to 104.8% in 2008.
As such, despite the relative improvement in the level of the minimum wage brought on by the high rate of increase in the minimum
wage, the wage-increase rate remained lower at the lower wage levels.
4

Because of limitations in data, the spillover-effect analysis uses hourly earnings based on
total wages as derived from household surveys in place of the hourly prevailing-wage rate.
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This is quite different from the experience of countries that increased
their minimum wage after a long hiatus or those countries that recently
introduced a minimum wage. This does not provide grounds, however,
for stating that the minimum wage in Korea has not helped to increase
the relative wage levels of low-wage workers.
Of course, presuming that minimum-wage regulations are strictly
enforced and complied with, the wage-increase effect of the minimum
wage for low-wage workers could be greater if the minimum-wage
increase rate were higher than the wage-increase rate for general
Table 2-2. Wage Deciles and Minimum-Wage Increase Rate Trends 1
(Unit: %)
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

80.4

83.0

87.3

95.2

97.0

104.3

102.4

104.3

107.2

P10

8.9

4.9

5.0

3.7

7.1

4.4

10.3

4.2

0.0

P20

5.0

7.1

6.7

4.2

2.9

5.3

10.8

0.0

7.1

P30

6.7

7.1

7.1

4.6

4.2

4.0

10.8

0.0

4.2

P40

6.8

8.3

9.1

0.8

9.1

4.0

7.7

2.0

5.0

P50

6.7

12.5

7.1

2.7

9.1

3.7

7.1

1.2

8.6

P60

4.5

14.8

6.1

4.8

5.0

7.1

6.7

0.0

8.3

P70

5.5

14.3

7.7

4.0

4.2

8.0

11.1

0.0

2.2

P80

5.8

17.3

6.8

3.8

4.2

9.1

10.0

0.0

6.7

P90

4.5

16.1

6.3

8.5

7.1

0.0

9.6

6.4

0.0

MW

12.6

8.3

10.3

13.1

9.2

12.3

8.3

6.1

2.8

P10

2.3

-7.6

-2.1

1.0

-1.9

0.7

3.2

2.9

-8.6

P20

-1.7

-5.4

-0.5

1.5

-6.2

1.6

3.6

-1.2

-1.5

P30

0.0

-5.4

-0.1

1.9

-4.9

0.3

3.6

-1.2

-4.5

P40

0.2

-4.2

1.9

-1.8

0.0

0.3

0.5

0.8

-3.6

P50

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

P60

-2.1

2.3

-1.1

2.1

-4.1

3.4

-0.5

-1.2

-0.3

P70

-1.2

1.8

0.5

1.3

-4.9

4.3

4.0

-1.2

-6.4

P80

-0.9

4.8

-0.3

1.1

-4.9

5.4

2.9

-1.2

-2.0

P90

-2.1

3.6

-0.9

5.9

-1.9

-3.7

2.5

5.2

-8.6

MW

5.9

-4.2

3.2

10.5

0.1

8.6

1.2

4.9

-5.9

MW/P10
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Note. Relative increase rate is the wage increase rate relative to the wage increase rate of the median
P50. Raw data from Supplementary Survey to the Economically Active Population Survey, by Statistics
Korea, 2002–2010, Daejeon: Author.
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workers, or if there were a shock effect on the economy brought about
by the introduction of the minimum wage or an increase to the amount
after a long hiatus. In a country like Korea, however, where the
minimum wage is increased each year and where the minimum-wage
increase rate is endogenously determined in consideration of various
macroeconomic factors including the general-wage increase rate for
workers, the effect that an increase in minimum wage has on wage
distribution may not be so apparent.
Table 2-3. Wage Deciles and Minimum-Wage Increase Rate Trends 2
(Unit: %)
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

81.0

82.1

86.4

90.8

98.7

101.0

103.9

104.8

P10

8.0

11.1

2.9

5.0

4.2

6.7

9.1

7.4

P20

9.4

9.1

4.8

6.9

4.7

4.2

9.1

10.0

P30

12.5

11.1

2.9

7.1

4.1

4.6

8.3

7.7

P40

12.0

7.9

8.3

8.6

2.3

10.0

3.0

8.7

P50

10.0

12.3

7.2

8.0

4.9

6.9

3.6

10.3

P60

13.7

8.6

7.1

11.6

6.7

2.3

10.0

6.7

P70

13.7

9.4

7.1

10.7

6.0

4.2

8.0

11.1

P80

14.3

10.0

4.5

13.9

5.0

5.0

8.2

7.8

P90

12.8

8.3

9.1

10.0

4.9

10.0

6.1

4.8

MW

16.6

12.6

8.3

10.3

13.1

9.2

12.3

8.3

MW/P10

P10

-2.0

-1.2

-4.3

-3.0

-0.7

-0.3

5.5

0.1

P20

-0.6

-3.2

-2.4

-1.1

-0.2

-2.8

5.5

-0.1

P30

2.5

-1.2

-4.3

-0.9

-0.8

-2.3

4.8

-0.1

P40

2.0

-4.3

1.1

0.6

-2.6

3.1

-0.5

0.0

P50

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

P60

3.7

-3.7

-0.1

3.6

1.8

-4.7

6.4

0.6

P70

3.7

-2.9

-0.1

2.7

1.1

-2.8

4.4

0.9

P80

4.3

-2.3

-2.7

5.9

0.1

-1.9

4.7

1.1

P90

2.8

-4.0

1.9

2.0

0.0

3.1

2.5

1.6

MW

6.6

0.3

1.1

2.3

8.3

2.2

8.7

5.0
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Note. Relative increase rate is the wage increase rate relative to the wage increase rate of the median
P50. Raw data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, by Korea Labor Institute, 2001–2008,
Seoul: Author.
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The Wage-Distribution Effect of the Minimum Wage
This study now establishes a framework for analysis that uses KLIPS
data in order to take an in-depth look at just how much an increase to
the minimum wage affects the wage distribution.
As in other major economies, Korea sets a single national minimum
wage. It is therefore not possible to create a control group that is not
influenced at all by the minimum wage. Although the minimum wage is
identical throughout the nation, because wage levels vary greatly from
one region to the next, the rates of workers directly affected by the
minimum wage are also bound to vary accordingly.
If minimum-wage regulations were strictly enforced and complied
with, then we could anticipate that the wage-increase rate for low-wage
workers would be relatively higher when a higher rate of workers are
directly affected by the minimum wage, that is, when the (expected)
policy effects are greater. Of course, if minimum-wage regulations
were strictly enforced and complied with, it would be more appropriate
to use the rate of newly affected workers—in other words, the rate of
wage workers distributed between the current minimum wage and the
future minimum wage—to represent the rate of workers directly
affected by the minimum wage. In Korea, however, a considerable
number of workers are below the minimum wage, and we cannot
disregard the effect that an increase in the minimum wage has on the
increase in wages for these workers, and therefore we need to take into
consideration not just the rate of newly affected workers but also the
rate of all wage workers distributed anywhere below the future
minimum wage; that is, we need to also consider the total rate of all
wage workers directly affected by the future minimum wage.
In the framework used to analyze the effect of an increase in the
minimum wage on the wage distribution, the dependent variable is wage
change in each wage quantile (or change to the ratio of one wage
quantile in relation to another), the explanatory variable is the previous
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year’s rate of wage workers directly affected by the minimum wage (new
and total), and the control variable is the change to the employment rate
that reflects changes to conditions in the regional labor markets.
The following facts are derived from Table 2-4 and Table 2-5, which
outline the results of analysis based on data collected from the 11 years
from 1998 to 2008 in 15 regions in Korea (excluding Jeju). Although
these results may be interpreted differently according to whether the
total rate of all affected workers or the rate of newly affected workers
is chosen as the proxy variable representing the minimum-wage policy,5
when the rate of all affected workers is selected, wage levels are
increased for all workers not above the median in the wage distribution.
When focusing only on the rate of newly affected workers, however,
the minimum wage does not affect the wage levels of the highest and
lowest wage quantiles, but does increase the wage levels of the middle
wage quantiles.6
Both results indicate that an increase in the minimum wage leads to
an increase in wage levels for the middle wage quantiles. Considering
that the level of the minimum wage is usually similar to the wage level
at the lower 10% point in the wage distribution, it is clear that an
increase in the minimum wage has a positive (+) effect on not only the
wage level of workers in the minimum wage quantile but also on that
of workers in the wage quantiles directly above and even further above
the minimum wage.
The effect of an increase in the minimum wage on wage distribution
can also be observed in changes to ratios between wage quantiles. The
most representative index of income distribution is P90/P10, the ratio
that compares the lowest and highest 10% in wage distribution, and
this ratio falls with an increase in the minimum wage. This tells us that
the minimum wage compresses the wage distribution.
5
6

Card and Krueger (1995) reported that an increase in the minimum wage raises the wage
level for the lower 25% of workers within the wage distribution.
In-depth research is required to analyze which variable is a better proxy for the effect of
minimum-wage policies.
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Table 2-4. The Effect of the Minimum Wage on Changes to Wage Quantiles
Quantile

Ordinary least squares
Rate of all affected workers

p5
p10
p25
p50
p75
p90
p95

0.240
0.174
0.150
0.143
0.044
0.015
-0.080

p5
p10
p25
p50
p75
p90
p95

0.357
0.389
0.642
0.585
0.420
0.405
0.166

Fixed-effects model

(0.081)***
0.278
(0.061)***
0.210
(0.065)***
0.174
(0.071)** *
0.177
(0.068) ***
0.060
(0.076) ***
0.038
(0.094) ***
-0.081
Rate of newly affected workers
(0.223) ***
(0.165)** *
(0.171)***
(0.187)***
(0.180)** *
(0.201)** *
(0.253) ***

0.370
0.406
0.685
0.630
0.472
0.498
0.223

(0.095)***
(0.071)***
(0.076)** *
(0.083)** *
(0.080) ***
(0.088) ***
(0.110) ***
(0.247) ***
(0.183)** *
(0.188)***
(0.207)***
(0.199)** *
(0.219)** *
(0.279) ***

Note. Numbers in parentheses ( ) are standard deviations. Raw data from Korea Labor and Income
Panel Study, by Korea Labor Institute, 1998-2008, Seoul: Author.
* p < .10. ** p < .05. *** p < .01.

Table 2-5. The Effect of the Minimum Wage on Changes to the Ratio Between Wage Quantiles
Model
Ordinary
least squares
Fixed effect
model

Insert heading here
Rate of all affected
workers
Rate of newly
affected workers
Rate of all affected
workers
Rate of newly
affected workers

p9010

p5010

p9050

-0.057 (0.027)**

-0.014 (0.022)

-0.038 (0.025)

-0.017 (0.075)

0.049

(0.058)

-0.065 (0.068)

-0.063 (0.032)*

-0.015 (0.026)

-0.042 (0.029)

0.005

0.058

-0.053 (0.075)

(0.082)

(0.065)

Note. Numbers in parentheses ( ) are standard deviations. Raw data from Korea Labor and Income
Panel Study, by Korea Labor Institute, 1998-2008, Seoul: Author.
* p < .10. ** p < .05. *** p < .01.

Summary and Implications
In this paper I examined the effect of the minimum wage on wage
distribution by looking at how an increase in the minimum wage affects
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the spike in wage distribution caused at the level of the minimum wage
(spike effect) and how it changes the wage levels of workers in wage
quantiles immediately above or further above the minimum wage
(spillover effect).
First, on the basis of the hourly prevailing-wage rate estimated in
consideration of the fact that Korean statistics do not survey the
hourly wage rate and of Korea’s unique paid rest-day provisions in its
Labor Standards Act, we confirmed that the wage distribution does
indeed spike at the minimum wage. In Korea, however, wages are also
distributed to some degree below the minimum wage instead of being
completely truncated at the level of minimum wage.
Next, the analysis of data from the Statistics Korea Supplementary
Survey to the Economically Active Population Survey and the KLI KLIPS on
overall changes to the wage distribution during the past 10 years shows
that despite the relative increase in the minimum wage that can be
attributed to its high increase rate, wage-increase rates are still lower at
the lower wage levels. Many factors affect wage distribution, however,
so we cannot definitively state that the minimum wage does not
contribute at all to raising the relative wage level of low-wage workers.
Last, I conducted an analysis to gain more detailed information on
the spillover effect of the minimum wage by regarding the rate of wage
workers directly affected by the minimum wage (both total and new) as
a proxy variable for minimum-wage policies, and used KLIPS data for
15 regions (excluding Jeju) from the 11 years from 1998 to 2008 to
estimate the effect of minimum-wage policies on increasing the wage
level for each wage quantile. The analysis shows that, in terms of the
total rate of affected workers, minimum-wage policies increase the
wage levels for all workers up to the median in the wage distribution,
whereas the estimation based on the rate of newly affected wage
workers shows that these policies increase wage levels for the middle
quantiles but not for the highest and lowest wage quantiles. Either way,
it can be said that minimum-wage policies increase the wage levels of
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the middle quantiles.
These conclusions are not, however, definitive, because of the
following limitations in both data and analysis.
First, in order to establish more reasonable policies through a more
accurate analysis of the minimum-wage effect, we need to develop
wage statistics that provide more-detailed and accurate wage and
working-hour information on all wage workers.
The spike-effect analysis is particularly sensitive to the hourly-wage
index used in comparison with the minimum-wage hourly rate. Future
studies will need to compare the minimum-wage hourly rate with an
hourly prevailing-wage rate that is estimated on the basis of a survey of
not just actual work hours but also paid work hours that include paid
weekly rest days. As for the regression analysis on the spillover effect, it
would be more appropriate to use employment data from the Economically Active Population Survey and wage and working-hour information
from the Survey on Working Conditions by Employment Type (or the previous
Survey on Enterprise Working Conditions) combined with regional information. Wage and working-hour information obtained from household
surveys is less accurate than that obtained from enterprise surveys and
could therefore cause a bias in the analysis.
Second, there is a pressing need to explore variables that can serve as
a more appropriate proxy for the policy effect of increasing the
minimum wage. This is because in Korea, unlike in advanced countries
where minimum-wage regulations are strictly enforced and complied
with, the proportion of workers below the minimum wage has
increased over the past decade and has since remained at very high
levels. In contrast, the proportion of workers below the minimum wage
is almost nonexistent in the advanced countries, unless due to statistical
factors. Therefore, neither the total rate of all wage workers directly
affected by the minimum wage nor the rate of newly affected wage
workers may be appropriate as a proxy variable for the effect of
minimum-wage policy in Korea. Through future in-depth analysis on
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the very high proportion of workers below the minimum wage, we can
identify sectors in which the minimum wage is not enforced and either
control for these sectors in the analysis of the spillover effect or
conduct a separate analysis on these sectors. Of course, since the
minimum wage is increased every year in Korea, and since the increase
rate is determined endogenously in consideration of various macroeconomic factors, it may be that an increase in the minimum wage has
little apparent effect on the wage distribution. This, too, remains a topic
for future research.
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Study of the Phenomenon and Cause of
theGender Wage Gap∗
Jae-Ho Keum∗∗
Introduction

It is widely recognized that women workers should be fully utilized
if the Korean economy is to achieve sustainable growth. As the growth
mechanism changes, investment in human rather than physical capital
has emerged as a key element for growth. Women compose half of the
working population, and it is therefore difficult to maintain national
competitiveness without efficient use of their labor. The “soft power”
of women is gaining more importance within an industry structure that
is increasingly service-oriented, and businesses can also secure an
available pool of talent in the women of Korea.
The economic activities of women strengthen the social safety net in
that they stabilize the household economy. Employment of women not
only increases household income but is also key to protecting families
against poverty that can follow loss of employment by the head of the
household or a decrease in household income. Whereas the family
safety net used to consist only of vertical intergenerational support of
children by their parents and of aging parents by their grown children,
couples who both work are central to the horizontal safety net that
∗

This paper was published as the last chapter (Chapter 9) of the Korea Labor Institute
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protects the household economy. This family safety net lessens the
demand for social welfare and thus helps strengthen budget balance.
Women workers can also be instrumental in proactive responses to
the projected future shortage of labor. Korea’s low birthrate and aging
population intensify the shortage of workers and exert an upward
pressure on labor costs, thus constricting the potential for growth. The
utilization of available women workers can be an effective antidote to
this situation.
In step with the change in social attitudes toward women workers,
the government has also worked to lessen gender discrimination and to
support the economic activities of women. These efforts have led to a
substantial increase in women employees in the public sector and in
large firms, and businesses have started to recognize women as an
important resource. Results of the Economically Active Population
Survey by Statistics Korea also show that women led the creation of
jobs in 2000s.
The enhanced social status and improved recognition of women has
led to talk about this being “the women’s era” and to complaints of
“reverse discrimination against men”; however, the reality that women
face in the workplace remains cruel. The notable increase of women in
teaching positions, civil service, and legal professions does not reflect
the overall reality of women workers and leads, rather, to the misconception that women and men are on equal footing in the Korean
economy. Many women who suffer from discrimination and low wages
are hidden behind the glowing social and economic success of just a
small group of women.
This paper examines whether the economic status of women has
actually improved since the financial crisis in 1998, using Korea Labor
and Income Panel Study (KLIPS) data from 1998 to 2008. Economic
status is measured in terms of wage, occupation, employment type, and
employment stability, and the contribution to household income by
women and the power to make economic decisions are also taken into
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account in determining economic status. The most important measure,
of course, is wage. Wage is essentially the market price for labor and is
thus the foremost measure of the economic status of women.
Changes to the economic status of women on the basis of wage are
tracked from various dimensions in this paper as we seek to identify the
causes for such changes. In the next section, “Stagnation of the
Gender Wage Gap,” data from the establishment survey such as the
Survey Report on Labor Conditions by Employment Type and data
from Year 1 to Year 11 Korea Labor and Income Panel Study (KLIPS)
are used to examine trends in changes to the gender wage ratio since
the financial crisis. The third section, “Worker Characteristics and the
Gender Wage Gap,” takes a closer look at age, educational attainment,
tenure, and other major factors of wage and at how these factors affect
the gender wage ratio. Additional analysis is built upon in the fourth
section, “Causes of Stagnation in the Gender Wage Ratio,” which uses
raw data from the 1998 to 2008 KLIPS in order to analyze the
changing degree of influence exerted on wage by factors such as
education, tenure, regularity of work, firm size, and industry. The
analysis of this paper also uses the Oaxaca and Ransom (1994)
wage-decomposition equation to comprehensively identify factors
influencing the gender wage gap and to gauge their influence. The fifth
section projects the gender wage gap going forward, and the final
section briefly discusses the implications of the analysis and future
policy directions.

Stagnation of the Gender Wage Gap
Workplace Survey Results
Given a much more positive social attitude toward working women,
and women’s increasingly active engagement in economic activities in
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many fields, it was expected that the wage gap between men and
women in Korea would gradually decrease. Compared with the
advanced countries, however, the gender wage gap in Korea has
remained quite large. Moreover, even with an increase in the economic
activities of women after the financial crisis, there are no signs of
improvement in this gap. The gender wage ratio increased sharply until
1997 and then remained stagnant; the figures from 2004 onward
suggest that the situation might be worsening further (Figure 3-2).
According to the Survey Report on Labor Conditions by Employment Type, the monthly average wage for men in 2009 was 2.691
million Korean won (KRW), and for women was 1.588 million KRW,
or only 59.0% of the wage for men.1 In terms of hourly wage, the
2009 gender wage ratio was just slightly higher, at 0.621. A higher
proportion of women engaged in part-time work, and the working
hours of women were often shorter than those of their male counter-

Figure 3-1. The gender wage ratio (= women / men) in major OECD countries,
2005. Wage ratio is calculated on the basis of the median wage. Data
from OECD Employment Outlook 2007, by OECD, 2007, Paris: Author.
1 The 2009 data seem to be time-inconsistent with Figure 3-2 due to the difference in
analysis results according to the scope of included workplaces. To elaborate, the Survey
Report of Labor Conditions by Employment Type provides data beginning in 2006, and
here the monthly average gender wage ratio is similar to the KLIPS results, at 0.577 in
2006, 0.593 in 2007, 0.586 in 2008, and 0.590 in 2009.
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Figure 3-2. Male/female average wage and gender wage ratio (= women / men),
monthly average wage (1,000 KRW). For firms with 10 or more persons.
Data from Report on Monthly Labor Survey, by Ministry of Employment and Labor, for each year up to 2007, Gwacheon: Author; Survey Report on Labor
Conditions by Employment Type, by Ministry of Employment and Labor,
2008, Gwacheon: Author.

parts.2 It is therefore a general phenomenon that the gender wage gap
is smaller for average hourly wage than for average monthly wage.
Individual Survey Results: Korean Labor & Income Panel Study (KLIPS)
Figure 3-2 illustrates the results of analysis of wages for workers in
firms with 10 or more persons. The wage levels represented here are
quite higher than the wage levels that most employed persons experienced, and the gender wage ratio may also be distorted. This is
because in 2009, 35.6% of wage workers in Korea worked in firms
employing fewer than 10 workers, and 18.8% worked in businesses
with fewer than 5. The analysis in Figure 3-2 therefore excludes the
large number of workers who were employed in small firms. To
address this problem, KLIPS data are used to more accurately analyze

2

The Economically Active Population Survey data show that 18.9% of employed women in
2009 were part-time workers, whereas only 9.3% of employed men engaged in part-time
work.
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the wage level of wage workers and the gender wage ratio.3
The results of this analysis of KLIPS data are depicted in Figure 3-3,
which tells us—as did the analysis of workplace data—that the gender
wage ratio has remained stagnant since 1998.4 More specifically, the
gender wage ratio increased from 0.595 in 1998 to 0.614 in 2003, and
then dropped to 0.572 in 2008. The August 2009 Supplementary
Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey conducted by
Statistics Korea also tells us that the gender ratio for wage workers was
0.593 and 0.596 the year before in August 2008.5
The monthly average wage results presented in Figure 3-3 cannot
very accurately reflect the actual gender ratio, and it is perhaps better in
terms of accuracy and persuasiveness to look instead at hourly wage.
Figure 3-4 depicts the gender ratio for hourly wage, where we can see
that the gender wage ratio moves between 0.628 and 0.704 throughout
the observation period.6 The Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey shows us that the gender ratio for
hourly wage was 0.651 in August 2009 and 0.651 in August 2008.7
3
4

5

6

7

Of course, there are also clear limitations to identifying wage levels through surveys of
individuals.
The wage levels for both men and women are quite low when compared with those shown
in Figure 3-2, which presents the results of workplace surveys. This is due to the fact that
workplace surveys focus on regular workers and larger firms.
The August 2009 Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey
asks respondents to indicate “monthly average wage received from your main job in the
past three months.” Men reported a monthly average wage of 1.554 million KRW, and
women reported 925,000 KRW as their monthly wage. The hourly wage from the main job
for men was 8,269 KRW, and for women was 5,380 KRW. In the August 2008 survey, the
monthly average was 1.513 million KRW for men and 903,000 KRW for women, and the
hourly average from the main job was 8,742 KRW for men and 5,694 KRW for women.
These results are quite lower than the results obtained from the workplace surveys.
Where Wf and Wm are respectively the monthly average wages for women and men and Hf
.
and Hm are the respective working hours, the gender ratio for hourly wage is
As long as Hm/Hf remains constant, the gender ratio for monthly average wage and the
gender ratio for hourly wage will move together. The KLIPS data show a slight decrease in
Hm/Hf over the years, whereas Hm/Hf remains largely the same in the Economically Active
Population Survey. Due to the slight change in working hours, the gender ratio for hourly
wage has decreased somewhat since 2004 in the analysis of KLIPS data.
The Ministry of Employment and Labor’s Survey Report on Labor Conditions by Employment
Type reports that the gender ratio for hourly wage is 0.616 in 2006, 0.623 in 2007, 0.619 in
2008, and 0.621 in 2009.
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Figure 3-3. Wage and the gender ratio (= women / men), monthly average wage
(10,000 KRW). Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by
Korea Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.

These results directly contradict the assumption that the economic
status of women has been greatly enhanced over the years.
Data from both the workplace surveys and the individual surveys
reveal that the gender wage ratio has remained stagnant since the
financial crisis, and that in terms of hourly wage, the ratio may have

Figure 3-4. Hourly wage gender ratio (= women / men) trend, KLIPS. Data from
Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea Labor Institute,
Seoul: Author.
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worsened. These figures indicate that the reality for most women has
not improved much despite the decade-long efforts of the Kim
Dae-Jung and Noh Moo-Hyun administrations to enhance the
economic status of women. As a next step, this paper utilizes KLIPS
data from 1998 to 2008 to examine the effect of age, education, and
tenure on the gender wage gap.

Worker Characteristics and the Gender Wage Gap
Age and the Wage Gap
Figure 3-5 shows the gender wage ratio by age group. The KLIPS
data reveal that a gender wage gap barely exists for young workers in
their 20s; the wage level for women in this age group is 97.2% of that
of their male counterparts. In some years during the analysis period,
the average hourly wage for women actually exceeds that of men.8
However, the gender wage ratio drops to 75.3% for workers in their
30s, and falls further to 52.4% for those in their 40s. The August 2009
Supplementary Survey of the Economical Active Population Survey
also provides similar results.
These figures are in line with the well-known characteristics of the
female labor market, and reflect the gender gap in the quality of jobs
available to men versus women. To elaborate, whereas men are more
often able to work in career jobs with longer-term tenure and eventually accumulate human capital that leads to higher wages, women tend to
stop working upon marriage or childbirth, and the jobs they take tend
to provide fewer opportunities for them to accumulate human capital
and earn higher wages, even with longer tenure. Most women have
their careers cut short in their late 20s to early 30s, and even when they
8

Analysis is based on integrated data from 1998 to 2008. To reflect the effect of inflation,
real wage adjusted by CPI is used in the analysis.
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Figure 3-5. Hourly wage gender ratio by age group, 1998-2008 averages. Data from
Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea Labor Institute,
Seoul: Author; Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey, by Statistics Korea, August 2009, Daejeon: Author.

reenter the labor market after their late 30s, they mostly end up in
low-wage, non-regular work, which further exacerbates the gender
wage gap.
We next examine the gender wage ratio by age group at different
points in time during the observation period. Figure 3-6 shows that the
gender wage ratio for workers in their 30s peaked in 2003 and has since
been worsening. This trend can also be seen in workers in their 40s and
50s. The trend since 2003 for workers in their 20s may be related to the
difficulties young people face in finding job. The youth employment
rate reached 45.1% in 2004 but dropped to 40.3% in 2010, and
women—particularly highly educated women—were hit hardest. There
is truth to the analysis that, because the number of university graduates
has increased sharply since the mid-1990s but the number of decent
jobs sought by these graduates remains low, the job market has become
intensely competitive, and that many women are thus pushed out
toward non-regular jobs and jobs in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), resulting in a wider gender wage gap.9 It is also possible that
women in low-income jobs are overrepresented in the data, as young
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Figure 3-6. Changes to the hourly wage gender ratio by age group, 1998-2008. Data
from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea Labor Institute,
Seoul: Author.

women with high levels of educational attainment mostly wish to gain
employment in regular positions at large companies and therefore
choose to continue their job-seeking activities.9
In-depth analysis is needed to ascertain why the gender wage ratio
has remained stable over the years for workers in their 30s. Ongoing
changes to the structure of female employment—particularly for those
in their 30s—may have helped stabilize the gender wage ratio for this
group. Women workers in their 30s include those who have advanced
as regular career-path workers as well as those who are reentering the
labor market as temporary or daily workers after having cut short their
careers previously. It is possible that if the relative wage level of
temporary and daily workers decreased at a rate similar to the increase
in the proportion of women in regular career-path jobs, a stable gender
wage gap would result.
9

The number of university graduates jumped from 342,000 in 1995 to 536,000 in 2003, and
has remained stable at between 523,000 and 531,000 since 2008.
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Jobs for women wage workers in their 40s and 50s are mostly
low-level jobs in SMEs. The wider wage gap between large companies
and SMEs thus translates directly into a wider gender wage gap for this
age group. An alternative hypothesis is that economic polarization
decreases the relative income of households below the median and that
women in their 40s and 50s seek jobs more actively in order to
compensate for the loss in relative income. With a limited supply of
jobs, this increase in job demand results in lower wage levels for these
age groups.10
Level of Educational Attainment and the Wage Gap
The gender wage ratio for each level of educational attainment is
presented in Figure 3-7. For elementary school graduates or lower, the
wage level for women is only 64.1% that of men, but the gender wage
gap tapers off at higher levels of educational attainment. The August
2008 Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population
Survey also illustrates that the gender wage ratio improves with higher
levels of educational attainment.11 This pattern of change according to
level of educational attainment is similar in both data sets, but we still
need to examine why the gender wage ratio is considerably higher in
the Supplementary Survey data than in the KLIPS data.12
In the KLIPS data, the gender wage ratio for women holding a
university or higher degree increases to 74.2%. This implies that
reducing the education gap can play an important role in improving the
gender wage ratio. This is not to say that higher education for women
The labor force participation rate for women in their 40s increased from 62.7% in 1998 to
65.2% in 2009, and the participation rate for women in their 50s increased from 53.4% to
57.0%. This increase in the labor force participation rate must be examined together with
the possibility of a much larger increase in job demand.
11 In the August 2009 Supplementary Survey, however, educational attainment does not seem
to influence the gender wage ratio. Further analysis is required as to why this is the case.
The gender wage ratio in the August 2009 Supplementary Survey is 76.4% for elementary
school graduates or lower, 78.5% for middle school graduates, 72.8% for high school
graduates, 76.9% for professional school graduates, and 72.4% for university graduates.
12 Low-income women may have been overrepresented in the KLIPS data.
10
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Figure 3-7. Hourly wage gender ratio by level of educational attainment, 1998-2008
average. The Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey excludes persons with a graduate school degree, whereas
graduate-degree holders are included in “University graduates” in the
KLIPS data. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by
Korea Labor Institute, Seoul: Author; Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey, by Statistics Korea, August 2009, Daejeon:
Author.

will definitely improve the gender wage ratio. If there are not enough
jobs for highly educated women, higher education for women will end
up—to the contrary—excluding highly educated women from the
labor market. Given that most jobs for women in their late 30s or older
are self-employed positions or low-income, low-productivity positions,
highly educated women have a relatively low labor force participation
rate. In order to improve the gender wage ratio, we therefore must
encourage highly educated women to participate in the labor market
while also working to enhance the quality of jobs available for women.
Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 show the time trends of gender wage gaps
by the educational level. We can see that the gender wage gap of lower
education group is expanding more rapidly since the financial crisis.
We can interpret these results several ways. First, it seems that as the
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Figure 3-8. Changes to the hourly wage gender ratio by level of educational attainment,
middle school or lower. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each
year, by Korea Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.

Figure 3-9. Changes to the hourly wage gender ratio by level of educational attainment,
high school or higher. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each
year, by Korea Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.

hourly wage gender ratio worsened after the financial crisis, women
with lower levels of education suffered more than those with higher
levels of education. This is in line with the deepening polarization that
accompanied the relatively sharp drop in the wage levels of non-regular
workers and those in SMEs.
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Second, the fact that the relative wage of women for most levels of
educational attainment is falling reveals the limitations of both the
existing gender-discriminative and the gender-sensitive perspectives.
This stagnation—and even worsening—of the gender wage ratio
despite continued efforts to rectify gender discrimination reminds us to
look at the employment of women from the standpoint of the overall
labor market and underscores the need for broader innovation of social
and economic systems.13
Third, that the gender wage ratio worsens at the slowest pace among
workers with higher levels of education suggests that gender discrimination has decreased in the highly educated segment of workers. From
the perspective of the dual labor market theory, this can be interpreted
as a wider opening of doors for women entering into the primary labor
market. Especially for highly educated young women, it has become
easier to enter into the primary labor market, and this acts as a positive
factor for the improvement of the gender wage ratio. It may also be
that governmental policies such as those offering child-care support as
well as changes to the Employment Equality Act and other aspects of
the legislative and institutional environment are effective at least for
highly educated women workers. However, most women are still
relegated to the secondary labor market and suffer from low wages in
an economic environment that shows no sign of improvement.
Tenure and Wage
Table 3-1 sets forth an analysis of KLIPS data on changes to average
13

We should be wary of any interpretations that use this fact as grounds for claiming that the
efforts to rectify gender discrimination are useless. The analysis tells us that there is a limit
to what we can achieve in enhancing the economic status of women through improvements to existing laws and institutions or through policy instruments. Work needs to be
done, instead, to promote change in the internal labor markets of firms, including SMEs,
and to ensure that the concept of gender is reflected to a fuller extent in the establishment
of employment policies. Factors for gender discrimination should be analyzed and
understood more deeply, and much greater efforts must be exerted to lessen such
discrimination.
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Table 3-1. Changes to Tenure by Gender, 1998-200714
Survey year
1 (1998)
2 (1999)
3 (2000)
4 (2001)
5 (2002)
6 (2003)
7 (2004)
8 (2005)
9 (2006)
10 (2007)
Whole period
Sample size
(persons)

All wage workers (years)
Women
Men
Total
3.32
5.77
4.85
2.68
4.81
3.95
2.69
4.72
3.87
2.88
5.20
4.25
2.84
4.81
3.97
3.05
4.79
4.05
3.11
5.12
4.31
3.05
5.12
4.29
3.06
5.10
4.24
3.15
5.16
4.32
2.98
5.05
4.20
14,420

20,476

34,896

Regular wage workers (years)
Women
Men
Total
3.64
6.02
5.20
3.36
5.55
4.75
3.16
5.12
4.37
3.21
5.46
4.61
3.13
5.16
4.35
3.35
5.18
4.44
3.52
5.45
4.70
3.50
5.66
4.82
3.52
5.53
4.74
3.56
5.62
4.81
3.40
5.46
4.66
14,420

20,476

34,896

Note. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea Labor Institute, Seoul:
Author.

tenure. From 1998 to 2007, the average tenure of wage workers was
2.98 years for women and a much longer 5.05 years for men. In the
wake of the financial crisis, average tenure in 1999 and 2000 decreased
sharply and has since been slowly increasing. Throughout the years, the
gap between average tenures for men and for women has been quite
stable at about 2 years, and remains the same even when analysis is
restricted to regular workers.14
For regular workers with relatively stable employment, average
tenure is 4.66 years, where men are at 5.46 years, with about 2 more
years of average tenure than women’s 3.40 years. Tenure has increased
for regular workers, too, since 2000. It is actually quite natural that the
average tenure for regular workers is longer than the average tenure for
all wage workers combined.
The relationship between tenure and wage is described in Table 3-2.
In Korea, the rate of wage increase in accordance with tenure is much
faster than in other advanced countries. Women workers who are less
14

The average length of service (tenure) for all wage workers—not just the sample group
used to estimate the model—is 4.84 years (1998-2007) which is 0.62 years longer than the
figure in Table 1. This discrepancy is due to the fact that persons 55 years of age or older
were excluded from the basic analysis used to estimate the model.
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Table 3-2. Changes to Wage According to Tenure, 1998-2007
Tenure (years)
0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-7
7-10
10-15
15 +

Monthly average wage (10,000 KRW)
Women
Men
Total
85.6
96.5
104.5
104.9
110.5
115.8
132.2
169.6
200.7

136.4
152.5
162.2
172.2
177.9
190.8
213.2
240.4
273.2

111.52
126.2
136.5
144.5
150.2
162.2
187.9
222.2
263.0

Hourly wage (KRW)
Women
Men
Total
4,592.6
5,032.7
5,652.7
5,493.0
5,857.0
6,096.9
7,172.9
8,870.8
10,326.6

6,316.0
7,255.7
7,414.2
7,946.2
8,171.9
9,032.5
10,042.0
11,471.8
13,652.3

5,472.4
6,211.9
6,629.1
6,935.8
7,222.8
7,916.0
9,146.0
10,803.7
13,186.8

Note. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea Labor Institute, Seoul:
Author.

than 1 year into their tenure receive 856,000 KRW in wages per month,
but this wage quickly increases to 1.049 million for a tenure of 3 to 4
years, and 1.322 million for 7 to 10 years. Once tenure reaches 15 years,
women receive on average 2.007 million KRW in wages. This steep
increase in wages with longer tenure also applies to men, and the results
remain the same even when we look at hourly instead of monthly
wage.
To gain a clearer understanding of the degree to which seniority
affects wage, we index worker wage, with the monthly average wage of
workers with less than a year of tenure set equal to 100. Changes to the
wage index by tenure form an s-shaped curve, as can be seen in Figure
3-10. Wage increases sharply in the early years, increases moderately
during years 3 to 7, then picks up speed once again during the later
years. This pattern is observed for both men and women simultaneously.
The results of the basic analysis on tenure and wage can be summarized as follows. First, for both genders, a considerable degree of wage
increase accompanies longer tenure. Second, the pattern for wage
increase by tenure is similar for men and women. Even though the
wage level is lower for women than for men, as workplace experience is
accumulated within the firm, women can expect their wages to increase
in a manner similar to that for men. Third, the relatively shorter tenure
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Figure 3-10. Changes to the wage index (less than 1 year = 100), by tenure for each
gender. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea
Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.

for women may be a major cause of the wage gap between men and
women.
Next, analysis of the relationship between tenure and wage through
a random-effects model shows that for both men and women, length
of tenure has a positive influence on wage.15 A simulation analysis of
changes to wage according to the length of tenure shows us—as
depicted in Figure 3-11—that wage increases with tenure for both men
and women, and that the wage for women increases at a much faster
pace. Longer tenure therefore translates into an improvement in the
gender wage ratio. This result applies to workers at all levels of
educational attainment. We can therefore say that experience accumulated in the current workplace by women has a wage effect that is not
less than that for men.
Measures that can support longer tenures for women can therefore
be considered when developing policy instruments that aim to narrow
the gender wage gap. If women are to achieve longer tenures, firms will
need to increase the productivity of women workers.
15

Details on the estimation methodology and the results of the estimation can be found in
Keum (2010).
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Figure 3-11. Changes to wage by tenure for each gender and the gender ratio, simulation
analysis. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea
Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.

Cause of Stagnation in the Gender Wage Ratio
Ordinary Least Squares Analysis of Korea Labor and Income Panel Study Data
Various factors affect the stagnation in the gender wage ratio. This
paper looks at education, tenure, regularity of work, and firm size as
factors affecting wage, and observes how the influence of each factor
on wage changes over time. OLS estimations were conducted for each
year from 1998 to 2008 so as to examine changes to the estimated
coefficients for each explanatory factor.16 The trends of changes to the
coefficients are set forth in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13. Both genders
were estimated together, and the explanatory variables used in the
estimation are listed in Table 3-3.
Figure 3-12 shows how duration of education and length of tenure
affect wage at different points in time. The wage effect of education is
steady throughout the whole period with no significant changes.
Meanwhile, the wage effect of tenure fluctuates somewhat and follows
an overall upward trend. The wage effect of tenure increased quite
16

Regularity of job was not surveyed in 2000. The year 2000 is therefore excluded from OLS
estimation and wage decomposition.
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Figure 3-12. Changes to the estimated coefficients for duration of education and tenure,
1998-2008. Data from the year 2000 are excluded because the 2000 questionnaire did not ask about the employment regularity of the responding
workers. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea
Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.

markedly between 2002 and 2006.17
One potential explanation for why the gender wage gap is not
shrinking is that the labor market is polarized. Women are more
concentrated in small firms and non-regular work. If the wage gap
between large and small, regular and non-regular continues to increase
over time, this will have a greater negative effect on women. The
smaller group of women who enter the primary labor market may
enjoy wages and working conditions that are not at all less than what is
offered to men; but most women workers who are employed in the
secondary labor market by SMEs and who work non-regular positions
will be at a relative disadvantage. Although the gender wage ratio may
improve as women succeed economically in an environment with less
gender discrimination, this improvement may easily be offset by the
relative decrease in women’s wages due to the polarization of large
17

Kim (2009) utilized the decomposition method of Juhn-Murphy-Pierce in its analysis. Here,
higher education levels in women served to narrow the gender wage gap, but also served to
increase the premium for longer tenure. This was found to negatively affect women by
widening the wage gap for women having a relatively shorter tenure. Kim noted that this
offsets the effect of higher education levels in women, and ultimately leads to stagnation in
the gender wage gap.
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companies and their smaller counterparts and between regular and
non-regular work.
As shown in Figure 3-13, the estimated coefficient for regularity of
work and firm size increases over time. Results of the Economically
Active Population Survey and KLIPS tell us that, in general, a larger
proportion of women engage in non-regular work and are employed in
smaller workplaces.
According to the Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active
Population Survey conducted each August, a much higher proportion
of female than male workers engage in non-regular work. In August
2009, whereas 28.2% of male workers were in non-regular positions,
44.1% of all female workers engaged in non-regular work. The proportion of non-regular workers in each gender changes little over time.
Therefore, if the negative effect of non-regularity on wage has increased
over the years, this will have helped intensify the gender wage gap.
The wage gap by firm size also seems to have widened with polarization of the economy and of the labor market. As shown in Figure 3-14,
data from the Ministry of Employment and Labor’s Monthly Labor
Survey show that “the wage level for firms with 500 or more persons

Figure 3-13. Changes to the estimated coefficients for regularity and firm (workplace)
size, 1998-2008. The log value of the number of employees is used for
firm size, and the absolute value of the estimated coefficient is therefore
relatively smaller. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year,
by Korea Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.
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Figure 3-14. Wage gap trend by firm size. Data for firms with 500 or more persons
and firms with 10 to 29 persons is from the Monthly Labor Survey, and
data for firms with 300 or more persons and for those with fewer than 30
persons are from KLIPS. Data from Monthly Labor Survey, each year, by
Ministry of Employment and Labor, Gwacheon: Author; Korea Labor and
Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.

compared to the wage level in firms with 10-29 persons” has increased
sharply since 2001. KLIPS data also show that “the wage level for firms
with 300 or more persons compared to that in firms with less than 30
persons” has been increasing since 2000. With more intense polarization between firms of different sizes, the relative wage of women—who work mostly in SMEs—has either decreased or remained
stagnant.
Furthermore, according to the 2009 Economically Active Population
Survey and as depicted in Figure 3-15, 43.1% of women wage workers
are employed in businesses with fewer than 10 persons, and only 15.2%
work in firms with 100 or more persons. Meanwhile, 27.0% of men
work in firms with 100 or more persons, whereas a much lower 30.1%
of male wage workers work in businesses employing fewer than 10
persons. Businesses that employ women are often smaller than those
that employ men, and most female wage workers work in small
businesses. It is difficult to find any sign that the situation has been
improving since the 2000s.
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Figure 3-15. Distribution of wage workers by gender and by firm size, 2009. Data
from Economically Active Population Survey, 2009, by Statistics Korea,
Daejeon: Author.

Decomposition of the Gender Wage Gap
The discussion so far has only shed light on fragmented facts about
the gender wage gap. In this section, we use the analytic framework of
Oaxaca and Ransom (1994) to examine changes to the gender wage
gap from a more comprehensive perspective. With Wm as male wage
and Wf as female wage, the decomposition of the gender wage gap as
set forth by Oaxaca and Ransom can be represented by the following
equation:
(1)
where
and
are the mean characteristics of men and women,
and
are the estimated coefficients for the actual wage function
is the coefficient of
estimated respectively for men and women, and
the estimated wage function in the absence of gender discrimination,
which therefore reflects only the difference in productivity between
men and women. The first and second terms on the right side of
equation (1) represent the gender wage gap caused by gender discrimi-
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natory factors. Specifically, the first term,
, is the wage
premium in excess of productivity that men receive due to discrimina, is the loss in wages that
tory factors; the second term,
women experience due to discriminatory factors despite their actual
level of productivity; and the third term,
, represents the
difference in productivity between men and women.
The coefficient
must be set in order to identify the size of the
gender wage gap that is caused by discriminatory factors. Oaxaca and
as the following:
Ransom (1994) set
(2)
In sum, the gender wage gap in this analytical framework depends
first on the size of the discriminatory elements, second on differences
in the characteristics of men and women
such as human
capital, and third on the estimated coefficient . In other words, even
in the absence of any changes to the characteristics of men and women,
if
fluctuates with, for example, changes to the wage premium for
non-regular workers, the gender wage gap is still affected.
This paper uses panel data from KLIPS Year 1 to Year 11 to estimate , , and
in equation (1) for each year and to decompose
the gender wage gap. OLS estimation is used in this analysis, which
excludes Year 3 (2000) data because of the absence of any data on
regularity of work.
Analysis was conducted on adult men and women 15 years of age or
older who were employed as wage workers at the time of questioning,
and the natural logarithm of hourly wage was used as the dependent
variable. Age, age squared, marital status, natural logarithm of household income, length of education, tenure at current workplace, tenure
at current workplace squared, a dummy variable for region, regularity,
unionization, firm size (natural logarithm of the number of employees),
full-time/part-time status, public/private sector, and a dummy variable
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for industry were used in the estimation. The estimation results for the
entire period of analysis can be found in Table 3-3.18
The following are the results of the decomposition of the gender
wage gap as achieved through the estimation. First, the gender-discriminatory wage gap that cannot be explained by individual
worker characteristics fluctuates significantly from year to year.
Throughout the analysis period, 54.2% of the wage gap can be
explained by the productivity difference of men and women, and
27.3% of the wage gap is the wage loss of women due to gender
discrimination. In addition, 18.6% of the wage gap can be attributed to
the wage premium enjoyed by men in excess of their actual productivity.

0.07431(18.6%) + 0.10923(27.3) + 0.21697(54.2%)
The first problem here lies in the fact that the proportion of the
wage gap explained by a difference in men’s and women’s productivity
has been shrinking since 2005. What was 57.3% in 2005 dropped to
54.2% in 2008, pointing to three possibilities related to gender
discrimination. First, it may be that efforts to alleviate gender discrimination have lost priority in society and have stagnated since 2005. This
risk is particularly higher in firms that are neither large nor included in
the public sector. Second, it is possible that although direct blatant
discrimination has lessened, indirect discrimination remains rampant in
Korean society. Last, women may have been excluded from opportunities that cannot be captured by simply looking at duration of tenure
such as promotions, compensation, and training in the workplace, and
firms may have been lacking in internal efforts to manage female
human resources wisely.

18

Due to the extensive amount of data produced, estimation results for each year are not
included in this paper.
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Table 3-3. Ordinary Least Squares Estimation of the Gender Wage Function, 1998-2008
Explanatory variables
Age
Age squared
Marital status (married = 1)
Log household income
Duration of education (years)
Tenure at current job (years)
Tenure at current job squared
Region (base = Seoul)
6 major cities
Gyeonggi Province
Other regions
Regular position (yes = 1)
Unionization (yes = 1)
Log firm size (# of employees)
Full-time (yes = 1)
Public sector (yes = 1)
Industry (base = mining)
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade
Restaurants and hotels
Transportation
Finance and insurance
Real estate activities
Business services
Public administration and
social security
Education
Health and social welfare
Recreational, broadcasting
and performing arts activities
Other community, repair and
personal services
Household service
Constant term
Sample size
F-value
Adjusted R-square

Women

Men

All

.0266908 (0.000)
-.0002754 (0.000)
-.0284592 (0.001)
.1270015 (0.000)
.0493829 (0.000)
.0329402 (0.000)
-.0004741 (0.000)

.0747676 (0.000)
-.0008540 (0.000)
.1031370 (0.000)
.2258480 (0.000)
.0487063 (0.000)
.0177325 (0.000)
-.0000310 (0.482)

.0505639 (0.000)
-.0005544 (0.000)
.0360840 (0.000)
.1640790 (0.000)
.0587656 (0.000)
.0288424 (0.000)
-.0002897 (0.000)

-.1171073 (0.000)
-.0291400 (0.003)
-.1042082 (0.000)
.1065410 (0.000)
.0821045 (0.000)
.0305520 (0.000)
-.0241732 (0.023)
-.0357468 (0.044)

-.0610405 (0.000)
.0054661 (0.522)
-.0683394 (0.000)
.0654331 (0.000)
.0106611 (0.205)
.0310220 (0.000)
-.0417376 (0.005)
-.1456990 (0.000)

-.0789921 (0.000)
-.0002935 (0.965)
-.0708817 (0.000)
.1171804 (0.000)
.0562183 (0.000)
.0310863 (0.000)
.0175268 (0.053)
-.1191035 (0.000)

.2325582 (0.000)
.0637785 (0.000)
.0591107 (0.000)
.2077383 (0.000)
.3339621 (0.000)
.1862882 (0.000)
.1928455 (0.000)

.1198555 (0.000)
-.0317780 (0.002)
-.1402620 (0.000)
-.2022890 (0.000)
.1346325 (0.000)
-.0729350 (0.005)
-.0639310 (0.000)

.2480011 (0.000)
-.0291102 (0.000)
-.1138539 (0.000)
-.0859606 (0.000)
.1654348 (0.000)
.0103745 (0.625)
.0236212 (0.007)

.1221236 (0.000)

.0118112 (0.519)

.0559589 (0.000)

.2834199 (0.000)
.2027548 (0.000)

.1364039 (0.000)
.0582565 (0.013)

.1136475 (0.000)
.0127352 (0.295)

.1328850 (0.000)

-.1395830 (0.000)

-.0329249 (0.062)

.0072301 (0.709)

-.0797260 (0.000)

-.0435919 (0.000)

.1655819 (0.000)
6.307261 (0.000)
16,999
540.22
0.4704

.5730053 (0.000)
5.220300 (0.000)
25,016
897.23
0.5008

.0386084 (0.239)
5.661272 (0.000)
42,015
1457.04
0.4925

Note. P>|t|| in parentheses.

The second problem is that a detailed decomposition of the influence of differences in male and female characteristics on the wage gap
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Figure 3-16. Gender wage gap decomposition results, 1998-2008. Data from Korea
Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea Labor Institute, Seoul:
Author.

throughout the period 1998-2008 tells us that, as shown in Figure 3-17,
9.9% of the total wage gap can be explained by age, marital status,
household income, and other demographic factors, whereas 14.7% is
explained by length of education and 14.4% is explained by differences
in the duration of tenure between men and women. The gender gap in
regularity of work explains 4.1% of the gender wage gap, firm size
accounts for 4.0%, and industry, 5.5%. The extent of education and the
duration of tenure can therefore be seen as the most prominent factors
in the gender wage gap.
Third, a time-series examination of the degree to which each factor
of productivity affects the gender wage gap as set forth in Figure 3-18
reveals several notable facts.
1. The negative effect of the gender gap in education on the gender
wage ratio is gradually decreasing. This reflects the fact that the relative
level of educational attainment for employed women is gradually
increasing.19
19

KLIPS tells us that the gender gap in educational attainment for wage workers is very
slowly decreasing.
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Figure 3-17. Gender wage gap factors, 1998-2008. Data from Korea Labor and Income
Panel Study, each year, by Korea Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.

Figure 3-18. Changes to the influence of major variables on the gender wage gap,
1998-2008. Data from Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by
Korea Labor Institute, Seoul: Author.

2. The effect of the gender gap in duration of tenure is quite stable,
with the exception of 1998 and 2008. In light of the estimation result
indicating that the wage premium for tenure increased from 2002 to
2006, it may be that the gender gap in tenure decreased somewhat
during this period.
3. The wage premium for regular work has continuously increased.
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Specifically, while 2.53% of the overall wage gap was explained by
regularity of work in 2002, the explanatory power of this variable
increased to 8.03% in 2008. This is one of the major reasons for
stagnation in the gender wage gap despite the smaller gap in education.
4. The gender gap in firm size explains 4.0% of the wage gap, and
this figure has remained stable in a slight upward trend since 1999. As
shown in Figure 3-13, the wage effect of firm size has continued to
increase over the years. In this context, it is possible that the gender gap
in firm size has been improving somewhat, in that a higher proportion
of employed women are employed in larger firms.
5. The explanatory power of industry on the gender wage gap has
increased steeply, from 1.64% in 1998 to 9.44% in 2008. This tells us
that the restructuring of industry that has continued since the financial
crisis has negatively affected women and has widened the gender wage
gap.

Gender Wage Gap Projection20
Equation (1) can be simplified to
. KLIPS data are used in this simplified equation to analyze
the gender wage gap between 1998 and 2008 and to project the gender
wage ratio for 2009 to 2015. As shown in Figure 3-19, the gender wage
ratio is projected to improve somewhat in the coming years, but it is
difficult to expect that the gender wage ratio will recover to levels
recorded in the early 2000s.21 The ratio was 0.628 in 2008 and is
expected to rise to 0.654 in 2015, but will still fall short of the 0.672
recorded in 2002 and even the average ratio of 0.668 for the period
1998 to 2008.
This section presents findings from research commissioned by the Korean Women’s
Development Institute. The author thanks the Korean Women’s Development Institute
for the opportunity to study this topic.
21 The estimation of the model used for this projection can be found in Appendix Table 3-1.
20
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Figure 3-19. Trend and projection for the gender wage ratio, hourly wage. Data from
Korea Labor and Income Panel Study, each year, by Korea Labor Institute,
Seoul: Author.

As was the case in our previous analysis of equation (1), the gap in
wage that is attributable to the gender gap in productivity is projected
to gradually decrease, and the individual explanatory variables of
education, tenure, regularity of work, and firm size will also have less
influence on the gender wage gap (refer to Table 3-4). Changes to the
distribution of men and women wage workers in the different
industries will, however, widen the gender wage gap.
With regard to these projections, it must be noted that the KLIPS
sample size is quite small and is limited in terms of its national
representativeness. Still, the projection that the gender wage gap will
improve little despite a narrowing of the gap between the genders in
Table 3-4. Trend of Explanatory Power of Major Factors of the Gender Wage Gap
(Unit: %)
’98-’08

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Education

13.1

13.0

11.6

11.5

11.4

11.3

11.2

11.2

11.1

Tenure

13.8

12.8

10.9

10.8

10.7

10.5

10.5

10.4

10.3

Regularity

2.4

2.8

2.3

2.2

2.1

1.9

1.9

1.8

1.8

Firm size

4.2

4.6

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

Industry

5.2

5.3

5.6

5.9

6.2

6.8

6.8

7.2

7.5

Factor
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education, tenure, non-regularity in work, and firm size is significant in
terms of the implications for the future direction of policies for
women. The projection also tells us that the speed and extent of
change in education, tenure, non-regular work, and firm size is neither
fast nor far-reaching enough to significantly improve the gender wage
ratio.
One other limitation of the projection results is that they are based
on a hypothesis that the coefficients in the models for each explanatory
variable remain constant. As noted in the previous basic analysis, any
changes to the estimated coefficient for each explanatory variable will
affect projections of future gender wage ratios. To facilitate a deeper
understanding of this limitation, this paper attempts a simulation
analysis of how the gender wage ratio will fluctuate with changes to the
estimated coefficients for regularity of work and for firm size.
Let us introduce the assumption that the coefficient estimated for
2008 for regularity of work and firm size remains constant in the years
beyond 2008. In this case, the gender wage ratio worsens as is shown in
Figure 3-20, where the wage ratio in 2015 is only 0.628 should the
estimated coefficient for regularity of work remain at the 2008 value.
For firm size, too, the gender wage ratio falls to 0.645 in 2015 if the
estimated coefficient for firm size remains the same as for 2008.
0.750
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0.675
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0.667

0.672

0.645
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Figure 3-20. Trend and projection for the gender wage ratio, hourly wage.
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Conclusion and Implications
The key finding of this study is that it is difficult to expect any
improvement in the gender wage gap without policy efforts. Along
with gender and education, tenure, proportion of non-regular work,
firm size, industry, and occupation were identified as major factors of
the gender wage gap. A projection up to 2015 based on time-series
analyses of these factors tells us that improvements to the gender wage
gap will not happen very quickly.
Level of Educational Attainment and the Wage Gap
By decomposing the gender wage gap following the methodology of
Oaxaca and Ransom (1994), we found that education and tenure were
the most influential factors in the wage gap, as shown in Figure 3-17,
with duration of tenure explaining 14.4% of the total wage gap. The
gender gap in education will narrow with time, but efforts must be
exerted to promote the economic activity of highly educated women.
The first priority in this respect would be to supply more “decent jobs,”
because married women in high-income households will most likely
avoid working in small businesses or in non-regular positions with
substandard working conditions and low wage levels.
In times of recession, however, when household economies face
difficulties or if polarization intensifies, highly educated women may be
forced to enter into low-wage, non-regular jobs. In this case, while the
gender gap in education itself may shrink, the gender wage gap may be
exacerbated. Absent the creation of jobs for highly educated women,
their higher level of educational attainment will not automatically
translate into improvement in the gender wage gap. With over 80% of
all high school graduates entering into tertiary education institutions, in
a playing field that is not level for the different genders, the higher level
of education in young women may actually end up reducing any wage
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premium for education and solidifying the gender wage gap.
Thus, the promotion of higher education for women must be accompanied by efforts to improve human resources management in
firms and to change corporate culture. To establish a corporate culture
that encourages highly educated young women to thrive in the
workplace, we must first expand and strengthen the currently weakened
measures for “affirmative action.” Affirmative action should be
expanded from firms with 500 or more persons to those with 100 to
200 persons, and, more importantly, there should be sufficient
incentives for businesses to exert efforts to improve employment for
women. For example, businesses that are recognized for their efforts in
improving employment for women could receive bonus points in
competitions for governmental support or contracts in order to instill
within firms a higher regard for the employment of women. It is worth
emphasizing once again that, without greater access to career jobs or
decent jobs for women, it will be difficult to fundamentally narrow the
wage gap between the genders.
Tenure and the Wage Gap
Tenure is extremely important in explaining the gender wage gap.
Analysis of KLIPS data for the period 1998-2007 shows that for both
genders, wage increases with tenure, but that in high-income groups the
increase is faster for women than for men. This finding speaks of the
necessity to support long years of service for women as well as their
entry into high-income areas in order to lessen the gender wage gap. In
addition, in terms of job mobility, long tenure in the previous
workplace acts as a plus factor for wage determination in the next
workplace for men, but has no effect for women. That the firm-specific
and general human capital accumulated by women during their tenure
cannot be transferred to from one firm to another leaves us with the
policy implication that vocational education and training within
businesses must be strengthened for women. Of course, often human
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capital is not accumulated because women are employed in
low-function, low-skill jobs that entail tasks such as simple assembly;
however, the intentional exclusion of women from vocational
education and training within the workplace can be regarded as a form
of gender discrimination. To support women as vital human resources
within firms, women must be provided with better access to a variety
of educational and training opportunities. Because most women are
employed in small businesses, however, governmental support for
vocational training may exceed their reach. Increasing support for
vocational training costs for women might help address this issue.
Women must be encouraged to actively take part in opportunities to
accumulate human capital through measures such as the promotion of
flexible work and the strengthening of online education.
Non-Regular Workers and Firm Size
Our findings show that the increase in the wage premium for regular
work is another reason for stagnation in the gender wage gap. Polarization and the resulting widening of the wage gap between firms is also
key to explaining the stagnant wage gap between the genders. These
two factors are most likely closely related. As polarization widens the
gap between firms, smaller businesses that have weak financial
structures may seek to improve their treatment of key personnel in
order to secure talent to maintain their competitiveness. This improvement of treatment that focuses only on key personnel can lead to
a natural widening of the wage gap between regular and non-regular
workers.
In this situation, change is needed in the direction of our discussions
on regular and non-regular work. The reality is that most non-regular
workers work in small businesses where more than half have chosen
voluntarily to engage in non-regular work; and regular workers in small
businesses are not very different from their non-regular counterparts.
Discussions on non-regular work, however, have directly and indirectly
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excluded the majority of non-regular workers while focusing mostly on
non-regular work in large companies, and this has helped distort both
solutions to and our understanding of non-regular work. To properly
solve the issue of non-regular work, we need to approach this problem
with the principle of “equal pay for equal work.”
Even when the limitations of KLIPS data are taken into account, the
implications of this study are clear: despite greater social awareness of
the economic activities of women and efforts by the government to
support these activities, the economic status of women as reflected in
wages has not improved since the financial crisis. In the public sector
and in large companies, however, greater opportunities have improved
some aspects of the economic opportunities provided to women.
Still, most women workers engage in non-regular work or work for
small businesses, and polarization in the economy has caused a
worsening of the working conditions of these positions. The female
labor market is therefore divided into women who have succeeded in
entering the primary labor market and those who remain in the dire
environment of the secondary labor market. The polarization between
these two groups ultimately blocks the enhancement of the overall
economic status of women.
Projections for the gender wage gap up to 2015 are not that bright,
either. While the gender wage ratio may improve over the years,
progress will be so slow that the wage ratio will not exceed that of the
early 2000s. With 65.3% of Korea’s female wage workers employed in
small businesses with fewer than 30 persons, the government does not
have a wide range of policy instruments available. The most desirable
approach would be to improve the working conditions of women’s
jobs and to narrow the gender wage gap by creating many more decent
jobs available for women or by developing small businesses into
mid-size firms.
One source of hope is that there has been greater awareness since
late 2010 of the importance of women in the workforce with the steep
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drop in the working-age population, leading to the possibility that firms
will change their behavior and that the gender wage gap will be
reduced.
Although we lack clear policy means to do much, we are at a point
where—once again—equality of opportunity for women must be
emphasized. Equal opportunities must be provided to women not only
in large companies and in the public sector, but also in Korea’s SMEs.
Firms must work through difficulties to make tangible progress on this
issue instead of simply looking to improvements in the legislative and
institutional environment; and the now quite insignificant policy of
affirmative action should be reassessed and strengthened.
Social interest in issues faced by women seems to have waned in
recent years. It is not clear whether this is in reaction to the past
administration’s strong pursuit of women’s policies or whether it stems
from the view of some that women’s economic status is now sufficient.
We must remember that many women continue to suffer from
discrimination and low income.
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Appendix Table. Ordinary Least Squares Estimation of the Gender Wage Function Used in
Projections, 1998-2008
Explanatory variables
Age

Women
.033943 (0.000)

Men

All

.070610 (0.000)

.050888 (0.000)

Age squared

-.000334 (0.000)

-.000778(0.000)

-.000537 (0.000)

Marital status (married = 1)

-.018316 (0.032)

.082429 (0.000)

.029976 (0.000)

Log household income

.094773 (0.000)

.151411 (0.000)

.117630 (0.000)

Duration of education (years)

.045025 (0.000)

.039776 (0.000)

.052698 (0.000)

Tenure at current job (years)

.034248 (0.000)

.019119 (0.000)

.029266 (0.000)

Tenure at current job squared

-.000582 (0.000) -.000121 (0.008)

-.000350 (0.000)

6 major cities

-.104600 (0.000) -.043220 (0.000)

-.063446 (0.000)

Gyeonggi Province

-.019153 (0.058)

.017694 (0.045)

.011730 (0.000)

Other regions

-.088864 (0.000) -.044778 (0.000)

-.050527 (0.091)

.065046 (0.000)

.068084 (0.000)

Region (base = Seoul)

Regular position (yes = 1)

.012751 (0.138)

Unionization (yes = 1)

.083596 (0.000)

.011865 (0.176)

.053989 (0.000)

Log firm size (# of employees)

.030227 (0.000)

.034240 (0.000)

.032945 (0.000)

Full-time (yes = 1)

-.018397 (0.092) -.004910 (0.750)

.029407 (0.002)

Public sector (yes = 1)

.004285 (0.806)

-.082783 (0.000)

-.125638 (0.000)

Industry (base = mining)
Construction

.180666 (0.000)

.099681 (0.000)

.231472 (0.000)

Wholesale and retail trade

.014654 (0.347)

.032784 (0.007)

.040235 (0.000)

Restaurants and hotels

.097342 (0.000)

-.079312 (0.000)

-.009155 (0.489)

Transportation

.161940 (0.000)

-.157486 (0.000)

-.039653 (0.001)

Finance and insurance

.177886 (0.000)

.126633 (0.000)

.131216 (0.000)

Real estate

.092131 (0.006)

-.026756 (0.325)

.033994 (0.121)

Business services

.124187 (0.000)

-.059831 (0.000)

.028164 (0.003)

Public administration and social security

.036291 (0.126)

.021794 (0.262)

.067928 (0.000)

Education

.133446 (0.000)

.024935 (0.111)

.014612 (0.181)

Health and social welfare
Recreational, broadcasting and performing
arts activities
Other community, repair and personal
services
Household service

.094794 (0.000)

.006868 (0.779)

-.038179 (0.004)

.055908 (0.043)

-.157505 (0.000)

-.031507 (0.086)

.035945 (0.094)

-.076435 (0.000)

-.004100 (0.753)

.189901 (0.000)

.604776 (0.000)

.140600 (0.000)
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Appendix Table. (Continued)
Explanatory variables

Women

Men

All

.030758 (0.028)

-.121841 (0.000)

-.044706 (0.000)

Occupation (base = managers, professionals)
Associate professionals
Clerks

-.112387 (0.000) -.211716 (0.000)

-.185245 (0.000)

Service workers

-.309205 (0.000) -.299029 (0.000)

-.337432 (0.000)

Sales workers

-.207301 (0.000) -.377224 (0.000)

-.340353 (0.000)

Agricultural and fishery workers

-.098871 (0.052) -.294731 (0.000)

-.131435 (0.000)

Craft and related trades workers

-.326039 (0.000) -.251783 (0.000)

-.201955 (0.000)

Assemblers

-.346944 (0.000) -.341628 (0.000)

-.284347 (0.000)

Simple laborers

-.327327 (0.000) -.504409 (0.000)

-.402830 (0.000)

Constant term
Sample size

6.552721 (0.000) 5.986192 (0.000) 6.125191 (0.000)
17,179

25,254

42,433

F-value

437.43

699.03

1153.10

Adjusted R-square

0.4777

0.4988

0.4943

Note: P>|t|| in parentheses
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Rebuilding the Employee Representation
System: Necessity and Basic Direction∗
Hoon Kim∗∗ and Jong-Hee Park***
The Issue

The basic framework of Korea’s working-condition determination
system consists of two tiers, the first of which implements a minimum
level of working conditions through such labor-protection laws as the
Labor Standards Act and the Minimum Wage Act, and the second
through which better working conditions are negotiated via autonomous collective bargaining between labor and management and established in the resulting collective agreement. With the downward trend
in unionization, however, the scope of application for the autonomy of
collective agreements reached by the labor unions has become far more
limited. Although progress is being made toward industry-wide—rather
than firm-level—unions, the system in which wages and working
conditions are determined at the level of the individual workplace is
still very much in place.
At the same time, diverse types of employment exist in a labor
market where quantitative flexibility has increased, leading to a mix of
worker groups with different interests within each workplace. HR
management approaches and existing practices are also undergoing
∗
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changes with the emphasis on merit-based treatment of employees,
resulting in different working conditions for workers who may be in the
same occupation or job group. Such change increases the importance
of rules of employment that govern labor standards, service regulations, and working conditions at the workplace level. The landscape of
industrial relations is also expected to undergo immense change as the
2010 Labor Union Act revision goes into effect beginning in July 2011
to allow multiple unions at the workplace level.
This differentiation of workers within the overall labor market and
within individual workplaces leads us to consider just how well the
interests of each different worker group have been coordinated or
represented by the existing labor unions, which are focused on regular
workers in large firms. If the labor unions—which are central to the
working-condition determination system—have not been functioning
adequately in terms of determining working conditions and setting
related norms at the workplace level, the “employee representation
system” may provide an alternative mechanism to fill the functional
void left by the unions.
The definition of an “employee representation system” differs
according to the academic domain through which the concept is
approached (Rogers & Streek, 1995). This paper, however, utilizes the
definition set forth by the Japanese labor-law scholar Kezuka (1997)
and defines the employee representation system as “a body of worker
representatives elected through statutory procedures by the employees
of the workplace or firm, that represents the interests of the workers
that work in the workplace or firm” (p. 105). This paper uses this
particular definition because, unlike labor unions, which are collective
bodies that are created and independently maintained by workers
themselves, the employee representation system is usually mandated by
law, and also because the purpose of this paper is to examine what
needs to be done in legal and institutional terms to revamp or reestablish the current employee representation system and thereby prevent
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any weakening of the system’s ability to collectively determine working
conditions.1
The second section of this paper looks at problems within the labor
market that have been engendered by the interaction between the
downward trend in unionization rates and the diversification of
employment types, and explores how these problems have weakened
the functions of the collective system for determining working
conditions. In the third section, we examine how wider-spread, meritbased HR management practices have individualized working conditions, thus increasing the importance of the rules of employment that
regulate order within workplaces, while also looking at issues surrounding the disadvantageous amendment of rules of employment and the
majority worker representation system together with related problems
of the employee representation system. The fourth section looks at the
need to rebuild the employee representation system in connection with
the introduction of multiple labor unions at the workplace level, and
the last section brings together the discussions in this paper to set forth
basic directions for future rebuilding of the employee representation
system.

Weakening of the Collective System for Determining
Working Conditions
The central tenet of collective autonomy as guaranteed by Article 33,
1

Based on the principles of representative democracy, the employee representation system
generally has the following characteristics: (1) worker representatives are elected by
employees; (2) representatives—as representatives of the employee group—have the ability
to form independent opinions; (3) in representing the interests of the employees, the
worker representatives exercise certain regulatory and speaking rights on working
conditions; (4) in exercising these rights, the representatives do not have the right to
collective action (= the right to engage in disputes) that is granted to labor unions, and
therefore a separate conflict resolution system is utilized; and (5) expenses needed for the
activities of the representatives (or representative body) are covered by the employer
(Kezuka, 1997, p. 106).
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Paragraph 1 of the Constitution of the Republic of Korea is the
“autonomy of agreements,” which provides for the autonomous
resolution of conflicting interests between labor and management
through the designation of the labor union as the representative group
that advocates for the interests of workers, by recognizing the status of
the labor union as a participant in collective bargaining, and by granting
unions the authority to conclude collective agreements. The existing
system for the collective determination of working conditions that is
centered on the concept of autonomy of agreements has been
weakening, however, in light of the crisis faced by labor unions in
terms of their representativeness. This crisis stems from the following
two factors.
The first factor is the low unionization rate and its long-term downward trend. As shown in Figure 4-1, the unionization rate fell from
19.8% in 1989 to 10.1% as of 2009 (where the total number of union
members is approximately 1.64 million). As Korea continues to
advance as a service-oriented economy, and with the diversification of
employment types and the increase in the economic participation rate
of women, this downward trend is expected to continue into the future.

Figure 4-1. Unionization rate and number of union members (unit: 1,000 persons, %).
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This low rate of unionization and the downward trend of the unionization rate indicate clearly that labor unions face grave challenges in
terms of their representativeness as they seek to represent the interests
of all workers. Simply put, the 89.9% of workers who are not union
members are excluded from the collective rules that govern labor–
management relations within the realm of collective autonomy.
Second, labor unions face this crisis in representativeness also because of the limitations of their decentralized organizational structure,
which is still oriented toward large companies and regular workers
despite efforts to transition to industry-wide organizations. Table 4-1
provides an overview of unionization rates by workplace size, where—
as of the end of 2009—the unionization rate is high at 42.4% in
workplaces with 300 or more persons, but only 2.9% and a mere 0.2%
in workplaces with 30 to 99 persons and with fewer than 30 persons,
respectively. The trend shows that industry-level unions are gaining
more ground,2 but with wages and other major elements of working
conditions determined at the enterprise level (enterprises or workplaces), where the focus is on large companies and regular workers, it
becomes rather apparent that the unions are limited in what they can
Table 4-1. Unionization Rate by Firm Size
(Unit: persons, %)
Firm size
(no. of persons)

No. of union members

No. of wage workers

Unionization rate

300 or more

825,659

1,946,000

42.4

100-299

210,046

1,640,000

12.8

30-99

98,080

3,361,000

2.9

Fewer than 30

22,548

9,602,000

0.2

Note. Data from 2009 National Labor Union Organization Status, by Ministry of Labor, 2009, Gwacheon:
Author.

2

The Ministry of Labor 2009 National Labor Union Organization Status tells us that the
proportion of union members in industry-level unions first exceeded 50% in 2007, with
51.3% of all union members reporting to be members of an industry-level union, and this
proportion is 52.9% as of 2009.
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do to represent the interests of all workers.
Most labor unions in Korea conclude agreements at the enterprise
level, and industry-wide agreements in the true sense have not yet fully
taken root. It is also very rare that the binding force of collective
agreements is extended to encompass a certain region. We can
therefore deduce that most of the wage workers who are covered by a
collective agreement in Korea fall under the jurisdiction of an enterprise-level collective agreement. Others aside from these union
members would only be covered when the general binding force of the
collective agreement extends the scope of its coverage, or when the
employer decides to extend coverage to non-members. The proportion
of workers who are covered by a collective agreement is therefore
much lower in Korea than in Western countries. It is estimated that no
more than 20% of workers—at most—are covered by collective
agreements in Korea.3 This implies that the working conditions of the
remaining 80% of workers are regulated through measures apart from
the collective agreement, in which the only possible alternatives are to
determine working conditions through rules of employment established unilaterally by the employer or through labor–management
agreements reached by labor–management councils. Recognizing that
the imbalance in access to information leaves the individual worker in a
position where it is difficult to secure appropriate working conditions
from the employer through individual work contracts, the purpose of
collective agreement autonomy is to leverage collective power to ensure
that appropriate working conditions are put in place. In the absence of
a labor union to exercise such collective power, however, there can be
no such collective autonomy.

3

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2004, p. 145)
estimates that the collective agreement coverage rate in Korea in 2000 is 10%—the lowest
among the OECD members. Cho and Park (2006) discussed the limitations of Korean
measures to extend collective agreement coverage.
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If, perhaps, this situation has arisen because adequate working
conditions are being established in the labor market even without the
intervention of unions, then there would be no need to worry. In reality,
however, this is far from the truth, as is shown in the deepening
polarization of the labor market. The gap between the working
conditions of regular workers and workers in large firms and those of
non-regular workers and workers in small and medium-sized firms
(SMEs) continues to widen, leading to greater polarization. Table 4-2
presents raw data from the 2008 Ministry of Labor Survey Report on
Labor Conditions by Employment Type to examine the difference in average
wage by industry (manufacturing/non-manufacturing), by employment
type, and by the existence/non-existence of unions. The data show that
for manufacturing, when the wage level of regular workers in unionized
firms is set at 100, the wage for non-regular workers in unionized firms
is at 65.4%, whereas the wage for regular workers in non-unionized
Table 4-2. Average Wage by Industry, Firm Size, Employment Type, and Unionization
(Unit: 1,000 KRW/month, %)
Unionized firms
Regular
Non-regular
workers
workers
Manufacturing

Firm size
(no. of persons)

Non-unionized firms
Regular
Non-regular
workers
workers

Less than 30

1,954

(100.0)

1,869

(95.7)

1,940

(99.3)

1,246

30-99

2,338

(100.0)

1,580

(67.6)

2,240

(95.8)

1,378

(63.8)
(59.0)

100-299

2,806

(100.0)

1,579

(56.3)

2,558

(91.2)

1,270

(45.3)

300 or more

3,930

(100.0)

1,958

(49.8)

3,671

(93.4)

1,498

(38.1)

Total

2,642

(100.0)

1,727

(65.4)

2,305

(87.2)

1,275

(48.3)

1,842

(90.7)

1,058

(52.1)

Non-manufacturing
Less than 30

2,031

(100.0)

1,401

(69.0)

30-99

2,898

(100.0)

1,461

(50.4)

2,712

(93.6)

1,495

(51.6)

100-299

3,142

(100.0)

1,511

(48.1)

3,080

(98.0)

1,512

(48.1)

300 or more

4,113

(100.0)

1,804

(43.9)

3,436

(83.6)

1,653

(40.2)

Total

2,533

(100.0)

1,598

(63.1)

2,137

(84.4)

1,137

(44.9)

Note. Figure in parentheses denotes wage ratio when the average wage of unionized regular
workers in the industry is set at 100. From raw data from Survey Report on Labor Conditions by
Employment Type, by Ministry of Labor, 2008, Gwacheon: Author.
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firms is at 87.2% and the wage for non-regular workers in nonunionized firms is at 48.3%. The situation is also similar in the nonmanufacturing industries. Setting the wage level for regular workers in
unionized firms at 100, the wage is 63.1% for non-regular workers in
unionized firms, 84.4% for regular workers in non-unionized firms, and
44.9% for non-regular workers in non-unionized firms.
Within the Korean labor market, firm size, unionization, and employment type are the three variables that have a dominant impact on
wages and other working conditions and on employment stability. Lee
(2009b) looked at the difference in wage levels among workers in three
different groups—Group 1 [large company ∩ unionized ∩ regular],
Group 2 [(large company ∪ unionized ∪ regular)—(large company ∩
unionized ∩ regular)], and Group 3 [SME ∩ non-unionized ∩ nonregular]—and found that when the wage level of Group 1, which is
wrapped in layers of protection provided by market dominance, labor
unions, and employment-protection legislation, is set at 100, the wage
level is 60.8% for Group 2 and only 36.9% for Group 3. However, only
6.7% of all workers are in Group 1, whereas 65.9% are in Group 2 and
therefore receive protection from at least one of the variables—size,
unionization, or regularity of work. Meanwhile, a rather large 27.4% of
all workers are in non-regular positions in non-unionized SMEs and
therefore are not protected by any mechanism.
To secure flexibility in personnel management in preparation for
times of market uncertainty or business-cycle fluctuations, individual
firms (enterprises and workplaces) also seem to be intensifying the
diversity of employment types within their internal personnel structure.
Table 4-3 uses 2007 Workplace Panel Survey (WPS) data4 to examine
the extent of diversification in the personnel structure of individual

4

The Korea Labor Institute’s 2007 WPS sets forth data surveyed in 2008 on firms with 30 or
more persons (about 1,600 private workplaces and 120 public workplaces) as of the end of
2007. The samples were obtained through stratified sampling of the Statistics Korea Census
on the Basic Characteristics of Establishments by industry, firm size, and region.
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Table 4-3. Status of Employment by Industry Firm Size and Unionization
(Unit: persons, %)
Firm size
(no. of
persons)

30-99
100-299
300 or more
Total

30-99
100-299
300 or more
Total

Regular
workers

Unionized firms
Non-regular workers
Directly
Indirectly
employed
employed
Manufacturing

59,368
(75.9)
125,750
(89.1)
383,226
(84.3)
568,344
(84.3)

1,741
(2.2)
3,241
(2.3)
8,208
(1.8)
13,190
(2.0)

160,439
(81.6)
262,612
(82.6)
820,131
(77.1)
1,243,182
(78.8)

15,326
(7.8)
31,831
(10.0)
151,197
(14.2)
198,354
(12.6)

Non-unionized firms
Non-regular
Regular
Directly
Indirectly
workers
employed
employed

17,153
643,030
(21.9)
(88.8)
12,124
345,329
(8.6)
(81.8)
63,306
180,897
(13.9)
(75.5)
92,583
1,169,257
(13.7)
(84.4)
Non-manufacturing
20,791
(10.6)
23,365
(7.4)
92,093
(8.7)
136,249
(8.6)

642,408
(73.8)
408,623
(71.8)
439,496
(62.9)
1,490,528
(69.7)

13,220
(1.8)
11,566
(2.7)
38,641
(16.1)
63,427
(4.6)

67,697
(9.4)
65,021
(15.4)
19,978
(8.3)
152,696
(11.0)

84,795
(9.7)
82,621
(14.5)
141,087
(20.2)
308,503
(14.4)

143,616
(16.5)
78,041
(13.7)
118,403
(16.9)
340,060
(15.9)

Note. Firms with inactive unions are regarded as non-unionized firms in the analysis. Direct
employment includes fixed-term contractual employment and part-time employment, and
indirect employment includes internal subcontracts, dispatched workers, agency workers,
daily workers, special employment arrangements, and homebound employment. Figure
inside parentheses represents the proportion of the group within the total number of either
unionized or non-unionized workers. Raw data from 2007 Workplace Panel Survey, by Korea
Labor Institute, 2007, Seoul: Author.

companies by employment type.
In the manufacturing sector, regular workers account for 84.3% of
the total workforce in unionized workplaces and an almost equal 84.4%
of the workforce in non-unionized workplaces. Directly employed nonregular workers account for 2.0% of the workers in unionized
workplaces, a slightly higher 4.6% in non-unionized workplaces, and a
significantly higher 16.1% in non-unionized workplaces employing 300
or more persons. Indirectly employed non-regular workers account for
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13.7% of the workforce in unionized workplaces, and 11.0% in nonunionized workplaces. Meanwhile, in the non-manufacturing sector,
regular workers account for 78.8% of the total workforce in unionized
workplaces, and a considerably lower 69.7% in non-unionized
workplaces. Also, for the non-manufacturing industries, the proportion
of indirectly employed non-regular workers is higher than the proportion of directly employed non-regular workers in both the unionized
and the non-unionized workplaces with 30 to 99 persons, whereas
there are more directly employed than indirectly employed non-regular
workers for firms of all other sizes.
The internal personnel structure of individual firms has indeed been
diversifying in terms of employment type, but the determination of
wages and other working conditions is still mostly left to labor unions,
which focus on regular workers. The problem, then, is just how well
these labor unions are able to represent the interests of non-regular
workers. Hypothetically, it is equally possible for the existence of a
labor union to “reduce” or to “increase” the wage gap between regular
and non-regular workers. Actual analysis on this topic, however,
suggests that the existence of a labor union leads to an “increase” in
the wage gap between regular and non-regular workers (Lee, 2009b, pp.
219-226). This result reflects the fundamental limitation of labor
unions as organizations composed mostly of regular workers who,
accordingly, cannot help but mostly represent the interests of regular
workers. Table 4-4 sets forth trends in the unionization rate by
employment type, where the unionization rate for full-time workers is
20.5% as of 2009, whereas the rate of unionization is only 1.0% and
0.4%, respectively, for temporary workers and daily workers, clearly
showing the lack of organization for temporary and daily workers. We
saw previously that labor unions are mostly centered in large companies
and that they are failing to “reduce” the gap in wages and other
working conditions between regular and non-regular workers. In this
situation, smaller firms and non-regular workers share very little of the
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Table 4-4. Unionization rate by Employment Type
(Unit: 1,000 persons, %)
Type of worker
Regular
Temporary
Daily

August 2008
August 2009
No. of wage No. of union Unionization No. of wage No. of union Unionization
workers
members
rate
workers
members
rate
9,107
1,955
21.5
9,472
1,943
20.5
4,970
86
1.7
5,117
52
1.0
2,027
10
0.5
1,890
8
0.4

Note. Data from 2010 KLI Labor Statistics, by Korea Labor Institute, 2010, Seoul: Author, p. 142.

benefits of union activities and thus experience inferior working
conditions. As such, in reality, the autonomy of the collective agreement as negotiated by the labor unions is not all that effective.
With the three major labor rights—the right to organize, the right to
collective bargaining, the right to collective action—guaranteed in the
Constitution, there is no denying or rejecting the collective autonomy
of labor unions. When the collective autonomy of labor unions is no
longer fully effective, however, the strengthening of the legally required
employee representation system is a solid alternative that can fill in the
blanks in the collective system for determining working conditions. In
Korea, labor–management councils have already begun replacing
unions in a substantial portion of the wage-determination process,
particularly in non-unionized workplaces (Bae, Noh, & Shim, 2007).
Labor–management councils, however, are also afflicted with their own
set of institutional limitations. 5 There are, of course, concerns
surrounding the strengthening of labor–management councils. For
instance, when the right to collective action is not guaranteed, council
operations may likely be dominated by the employer, and when the
5

The issues faced by the labor–management councils are as follows: (1) unclear legal status,
(2) absence of criteria to distinguish or coordinate unique functions of labor unions vis-àvis labor–management councils, (3) absence of statutory grounds for the legal effect of
agreements reached by the council, (4) unclear guidelines on the level at which councils
should be established, (5) problems arising from the inability to reflect workplace
characteristics in the composition of the council, and (6) problems surrounding the election
of worker members and the extent of authority given to the worker representatives (Kim &
Lee, 2000; Park, 1998a, 2008).
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employee representation body and the labor union compete against
each other in firms where enterprise-level unions are in place, the
employee representation body may eventually replace the union or the
union may ultimately become a company-dominated union. We saw,
however, that unions are not fulfilling their roles in the labor market;
that even when unions are organized at the individual firm level, they
generally exclude non-regular workers; and that majority unions, too,
fail to secure legitimacy as the representative of all workers including
non-members and members of minority unions. In this case, while
taking care not to infringe on essential union functions, it is both
inevitable and reasonable for us to seek to strengthen some functions
of the employee representation system. With multiple unions set to be
allowed at the workplace level beginning in July 2011, it is expected that
there will be an increased need to rebuild the employee representation
system as a body that speaks for all employees in the workplace.

Individualization of Working Conditions and the Increased
Importance of Rules of Employment
The concept of the “job-for-life” collapsed in the aftermath of the
1997 foreign-exchange crisis, and Korean companies increasingly
recognized the appeal of the idea of “freedom in employing and
dismissing workers,” which involves an employment system that utilizes
talent from the external labor market as needed and then releases
workers once the need disappears. This recognition was based on the
assumption that flexibility in the labor market is required in order to
strengthen the robustness of management through corporate restructuring, and that the employment system needs to be dismantled
because the existing system of long-term employment and senioritybased treatment is a detriment to flexibility (KLI, 2000). Based on such
perspectives, many companies sought to introduce American-style
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management approaches by outsourcing or by turning jobs that were
less related to the organization’s key competencies into non-regular jobs
and by revamping their compensation system into visibly merit-based
annual salary systems (Yu & Park, 2001).6
The annual salary system is a compensation system that focuses on
competency and performance, according to which individuals are
basically evaluated for their competency, job performance, and
contribution to the organization in the determination of an annual
compensation amount for the individual. Table 4-5 uses the aforementioned 2007 WPS data to show which firms—by industry, size, and
unionization—have introduced the annual salary system. The data
show that 66.7% of the non-unionized non-manufacturing firms,
57.1% of the non-unionized manufacturing firms, 56.8% of the
unionized manufacturing firms, and 45.9% of the unionized nonmanufacturing firms have introduced the annual salary system, and the
rate of introduction exceeds 50% in all sectors except for unionized
non-manufacturing firms.
Although the annual salary system has been increasingly introduced
overall since the foreign-exchange crisis, the scope of its application is
limited mostly to managerial positions (managers and above), whereas
the rate of introduction for all employees is still relatively low. This low
rate of introduction for all employees seems to be influenced heavily by
whether a union exists or not. Firms reporting that they had implemented the annual salary system as of the end of 2007 were asked
6

Prior to the foreign-exchange crisis, Korean businesses followed an HR management
strategy based on “relational” employment contracts. An employment system based on
“relational” employment contracts actively invests in education, training, and firm-specific
skills formation for employees; determines wage and promotions according to the degree
of unity with and loyalty to the organization; and implements employment adjustment and
job design from the perspective of functional rather than quantitative flexibility. This
employment system is the exact opposite of the employment system based on “transactional” employment contracts, which assume free movement within the labor market and
focus on achieving high-level job performance and organizational performance through
contract renewals and other economic incentives. A further discussion of relational
employment contracts and transactional employment contracts can be found in Kim and
Chae (1999).
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Table 4-5. Implementation of the Annual Salary System by Industry, Firm Size, and Unionization
(Unit: firms, %)
Firm size
(no. of persons)

Unionized firms
N

%
Manufacturing

30-99
100-299
300 or more
Total

443
553
243
1,239

43.6
70.0
64.8
56.8
Non-manufacturing

30-99
100-299
300 or more
Total

1,097
915
444
2,456

38.3
52.4
59.8
45.9

Non-unionized firms
N
%
7,182
1,552
204
8,938

54.8
69.0
67.5
57.1

8,827
2,216
569
11,612

64.8
73.0
77.4
66.7

Note. Raw data from 2007 Workplace Panel Survey, by Korea Labor Institute, 2007, Seoul: Author.

about the scope of application (see Table 4-6). In the manufacturing
sector, 91.4% of unionized firms reported that the annual salary system
is applied only to managerial positions, and 56.5% of non-unionized
firms gave the same response. Meanwhile, 41.2% of non-unionized
firms responded that the annual salary system is applied to all employees. In the non-manufacturing sector, a very high 84.6% of nonunionized firms apply the annual salary system to all employees,
whereas among unionized firms, 47.0% apply the annual salary system
only to managerial positions, and 43.4% applied the system to all
employees.
The transition to a merit-based, competition-driven HR system as
represented by the implementation of the annual salary system
ultimately leads to the individualization of working conditions for
workers. Labor unions work to block the introduction of such meritbased HR systems because such systems weaken the cohesiveness of
labor unions, which exist on the basis of “homogeneous interests.”
Increasingly intense competition both at home and abroad is, however,
bringing merit-based, competition-driven HR systems into the mainstream
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Table 4-6. Scope of Implementation of the Annual Salary System by Industry, Firm Size, and
Unionization
(Unit: firms, %)
Firm size
(no. of persons)

Unionized firms

Employees

N

Non-unionized firms

%

N

%

38

8.6

3,018

42.0

369

83.3

3,998

55.7

36

8.1

165

2.3

0

0.0

601

38.7

553

100.0

938

60.4

Manufacturing

30-99

All
Managerial positions only
(manager or above)
Only employees in core jobs

100-299

All
Managerial positions only
(manager or above)
Only employees in core jobs

300 or more

All
Managerial positions only
(manager or above)
Only employees in core jobs

Total

All
Managerial positions only
(manager or above)
Only employees in core jobs

0

0.0

13

0.8

28

11.5

64

31.4

211

86.8

113

55.4

4

1.6

27

13.2

66

5.3

3,683

41.2

1,133

91.4

5,049

56.5

40

3.2

205

2.3

Non-manufacturing
All
Managerial positions only
(manager or above)
Only employees in core jobs

597

54.4

7,551

85.5

424

38.7

1,050

11.9

76

6.9

226

2.6

All
Managerial positions only
(manager or above)
Only employees in core jobs

321

35.0

1,844

83.2

100-299

486

53.1

283

12.8

109

11.9

89

4.0

149

33.5

428

75.2

300 or more

All
Managerial positions only
(manager or above)
Only employees in core jobs

245

55.1

109

19.2

51

11.5

32

5.6

1,067

43.4

9,823

84.6

Total

All
Managerial positions only
(manager or above)
Only employees in core jobs

1,155

47.0

1,442

12.4

236

9.6

347

3.0

30-99

Note. As a percentage of firms confirming their implementation of an annual salary system. “Core
jobs” are those jobs in which the largest proportion of regular workers are employed within
the firm. Raw data from 2007 Workplace Panel Survey, by Korea Labor Institute, 2007, Seoul:
Author.
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in what looks like an irreversible trend (Kim, 2006; Lee & Yang, 2007).
This is due to the fact that a uniform HR management system based
on level of educational attainment and seniority cannot effectively
prevent the loss of organizational vibrancy caused by freeloaders
within the system and is not conducive to the development of an
autonomous and creative organizational culture that promotes high
performance.
A dynamic and efficient organization is possible only when compensation for the individuals who make up the organization is carried out
appropriately and fairly. The introduction of excessive competition will,
however, damage the organizational values of mutual trust, cooperation, and harmony required by any organization that relies on organic
interdependency among its members. In the long run, this may, in turn,
reverse the stability and efficiency of the organization. In other words,
if the principle of competition dominates the organizational culture,
and if individuals within the organization seek mostly to maximize
private interests, this is likely to damage organizational values that—as
public goods—are difficult to rebuild after harm has been done. It is
therefore imperative that a balance be well maintained between
competition and organizational values in the process of innovating HR
management systems (Arai, 1997). The key to linking performance and
compensation lies in the design of the evaluation (= performance
evaluation) system. Evaluation systems must be designed to enhance
motivation based on “fairness” while ensuring that organizational
commitment remains stable. It is at this stage that the employee
representation system must inevitably be utilized to lead a collective
opinion-forming process that works to increase the receptiveness of
the organization’s members to the introduction of the new system. As
previously mentioned, labor unions are inherently “fighting” organizations, created and independently maintained by the workers, and based
on “homogeneous interests.” They are therefore limited in their ability
to adjust or coordinate the various interests of the many different
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worker groups that exist within an enterprise.
Progress in the individualization of working conditions also increases the importance of rules of employment as a mechanism for
maintaining order and creating norms related to workplace working
conditions. Like standard form contracts, employers use the rules of
employment as a legal tool to help them conveniently deal with
multiple individual labor relations and as a mechanism through which
to unilaterally set forth items related to the content of work contracts,
service regulations, and workplace order (H. Kim, 2008, p. 242). The
Labor Standards Act requires employers of workplaces with 10 or
more full-time workers to maintain rules of employment on working
hours, wages and allowances, retirement, education, maternity protection and work-life balance, health and safety, and other matters that
apply to all workers in the workplace (Article 93). Rules of employment
are unilaterally prepared by employers and then undergo an intermediary process7 to gain normative effect. In light of the limited collective
autonomy of labor unions in Korea that follows from the low rates of
unionization and collective agreement coverage, case law8 on require7

8

Because rules of employment are prepared unilaterally by employers, in order for the rules
to become legally binding, an intermediary process is required. To elaborate, the workers
must agree to the content of the rules (where such agreement by itself would provide only
contractual effect to the rules) and the rules must then be granted statutory effect (to gain
normative effect as described in Article 97 of the Labor Standards Act).
July 26, 1977 Supreme Court Decision 77Da35. In this decision, the Supreme Court ruled
that “. . . in order to unilaterally amend rules of employment to change existing working
conditions in a manner that is disadvantageous to workers, it is necessary to obtain the
consent of workers through collective decision-making of the worker groups that were
affected by the previous rules. Consent must be expressed either by a union with majority
representation of workers or, in the absence of such a union, by a majority of workers
through a meeting of workers. If such consent is not obtained, the amendment to the rules
cannot take effect even for those workers who individually consent to the amended rules.
This is because any unilateral change by employers to existing working conditions in a
manner that is disadvantageous to workers cannot be permitted in view of the spirit of the
Labor Standards Act as a protective statute, the principle of protecting vested interests, and
Article 3 of the Labor Standards Act that stipulates that working conditions must be
determined through the free will of workers and employers who have equal standing in the
process. The disadvantageous amendment of rules of employment cannot take effect for
only individual workers who consent to the amendment because the basic position of labor
relations laws is that workers acting collectively have equal standing with employers, but
the individual application of amended rules for individual workers giving consent to the
amendment would enable employers to occupy a superior status from which the employer
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ments for collective opinion formation has stated that the collective
nature of these rules of employment that regulate individual labor
relations requires the agreement of the majority union or the majority
of all workers if the rules of employment are to be amended in a
manner that is disadvantageous to workers. This was later reflected in
legislation to form the current framework for rules of employment
(newly added to Article 95 Paragraph 1 in the March 29, 1989 revision
of Statute No. 4099 The Labor Standards Act).
Data are not readily available on the extent of disadvantageous
changes to rules of employment agreed to by majority unions or by a
majority of workers in step with changes to HR management systems.
Recent survey results do indicate, however, that rules of employment
are being utilized as an important mechanism for regulating working
conditions at the workplace level. Lee, Park, and Ha (2009) conducted a
survey to examine the status of rules of employment, the results of
which are outlined in Table 4-7. Only 3.5% of the workplaces that are
required to maintain rules of employment are not doing so.
The survey also looked at the rate of utilization for rules of employment, and found that 87.9% (167 firms) of the 190 firms with
rules of employment viewed them as being utilized more than or as
much as the collective agreement. In detail, 26.8% (51 firms) responded
that “rules of employment and the collective agreement are almost
identical in content and utilized at the same level,” whereas 21.0% (40
firms) said that “rules of employment are utilized more than the
collective agreement” and 17.8% (34 firms) noted that “rules of
employment are utilized more than the collective agreement for specific
issues.”
can easily change the rules of employment and, in effect, conclude labor contracts that do
not meet the standards of the existing rules of employment. This contradicts Article 98 of
the Labor Standards Act that states that the rules of employment shall be the minimal
standards for working conditions and that work contract provisions that provide for
working conditions that do not meet the standards set forth in the rules of employment are
invalid and shall therefore be superseded by standards set forth in the rules of employment . . . .”
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Table 4-7. Status of Rules of Employment (by Firm Size According to the Number of FullTime Workers)
(Unit: firms)
Number of workers

Rules
exist
Do not
exist
Total

Less
than 5

5-10

10-29

30-49

50-99

100
-299

300
-499

500 or
more

Total

0

3

16

12

28

53

18

60

190

2

1

2

0

2

1

0

2

10

2

4

18

12

30

54

18

62

200

Note. From Analysis of Rules of Employment and Study on Measures to Improve Related Institutions, by J.
Lee, J. Park, and G. Ha, 2009, Gwacheon: Ministry of Labor.

Only 22.1% (42 firms) and 12.1% (23 firms) respectively responded
that “rules of employment are utilized less than the collective agreement” and “rules of employment are in fact meaningless” (Lee et al.,
2009, p. 23). To the question “What institution is utilized most to
regulate industrial relations?” 104 of the 200 firms surveyed, or 52%,
responded that rules of employment are utilized most; 46 firms, or
23%, pointed to collective agreements; 28 firms, or 14%, noted labor
contracts; and 22 firms, or 11%, said that labor practices are utilized
most (Lee et al., 2009, p. 24).
As such, rules of employment function as one of the most important norm-setting mechanisms related to working conditions at
individual workplaces. The importance of rules of employment
continues to grow, but certain limitations are inherent in the operation
of these rules. We already noted that employers must gain the “consent” of workers covered by the existing rules through a method of
collective decision making if they seek to amend the rules in a manner
that is disadvantageous to workers, and that this consent is granted by
“majority unions” or by “a majority of workers.” “Consent by a
majority of workers” is particularly problematic in that this consent
simply entails a yes/no decision on the employer’s proposal in the
absence of any proactive engagement by workers to revise the
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proposed changes. However, although some degree of “negotiation”
can be expected of the majority unions in the process of granting
“consent,” their representation of the interests of non-members and
of members of the minority unions is limited. Furthermore, this
requirement for majority-union or majority-worker consent burdens
employers who seek to quickly implement HR innovation in response
to a changing environment. In fact, the rigidity of the system governing
rules of employment has led to the introduction of the concept of the
“socially-accepted rationale”9 in case law.
From the perspective of rebuilding the employee representation
system in line with the growing importance of rules of employment,
another major institution that must be examined is the “majority
worker representation system” (provided for in the Labor Standards
Act). Article 24, Paragraph 3 of the current Labor Standards Act
defines the “worker representative” as the “majority union” or as “a
person representing the majority of workers,” where this worker
representative is given the broad role of dealing with issues pertaining
to the flexible operation of working hours through such measures as
selective working hours, flexible working hours, recognized working
hours, and discretionary working hours while also engaging in normsetting at the individual workplace in line with the requirements of
labor laws. This majority worker representation system is also limited,
9

May 14, 2004 Supreme Court Decision 2002Da23185·23192. In this decision, the Supreme
Court ruled that “ . . . while in principle employers are not allowed to unilaterally implement new rules of employment or change rules of employment that involve disadvantageous working conditions for workers that deprive workers of their existing rights and
interests, when socially-accepted rationale recognizes the normative nature of the new or
amended provisions in terms of their necessity and their content even in light of the
disadvantages brought to workers by the new or amended rules, the application of the new
or amended rules of employment cannot be rejected simply because of the absence of
consent through a collective decision-making process by workers covered by existing
working conditions or rules of employment. Socially-accepted rationale is determined on
the basis of a comprehensive consideration of the degree of the disadvantages suffered by
workers, the content and the degree of necessity of the changes to the rules, the acceptability of the amended rules, improvements to other working conditions including compensatory measures, negotiations with labor unions and other worker groups and response
measures by the worker groups, and the general view in Korea on the issue at hand.”
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however, due to the obscurity of the population involved in selecting a
representative and the lack of clarity in terms of the method of
election, the status, and the powers of the worker representative.10
To elaborate, first, there is controversy over how to determine the
population that participates in the election of the worker representative.
For instance, when an employer seeks to introduce flexibility in
working hours for a subset of workers, does the employer need to gain
the consent of the representative of all workers, or should the workers
who will be affected elect their own representative to deal with this
issue? Should workers who act on behalf of the interests of the
employer also be included in the population that elects the representative? In the presence of a majority union, when the majority of workers
affected by a specific issue are not union members, can this majority
union still function as a worker representative for these workers, or
should the workers elect a separate representative to deal with the
issue? (Lim et al., 2007, p. 25)
The majority worker representation system is fundamentally flawed,
based on the following perspectives (Do, 2010, pp. 18-39). First, by
empowering the majority union with excessive stature and roles, the
channels through which the interests of non-members can be reflected
are completely blocked. Second, rules are lacking on the qualifications,
method of election, and job security of a “representative of the
majority of workers” to be elected in the absence of a majority union;
there is no channel through which workers can have their interests
reflected in the activities of the worker representative; and there are no
measures through which workers can democratically maintain control
10

Although it is unclear whether the problem is rooted in related laws and institutions,
measures that secure greater flexibility in working hours have not been introduced at
expected levels. According to Song et al. (2004), who surveyed the status of measures
introduced to secure flexibility in working hours, 11.6% of the surveyed firms introduced
flexible working hours, whereas 2.7% introduced selective working hours, 18.1% introduced recognized working hours, and 1.5% introduced discretionary working hours. In the
Ministry of Labor and Employment’s recent preliminary announcement on legislation, we
can see that the Ministry is seeking to promote the introduction of flexible working hours
by extending the allowed period of flexible working hours from 3 months to 1 year.
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over the worker representative. Third, the separate operation of two
bodies—the worker representation system and the labor–management
council—having almost identical functions causes confusion for the
workers as to which body better represents their interests while
unnecessarily increasing the cost burden for employers.

Changes to Industrial Relations with the Introduction
of Multiple Unions at the Workplace Level
In discussing the need to rebuild the employee representation system,
we must examine changes to the industrial relations environment that
will be brought about as multiple unions are allowed at the workplace
level. The revised Labor Union Act passed by the National Assembly
on January 1, 2010, ended the 13-year delay since 1997 of the introduction of multiple unions at the workplace level and allowed multiple
unions beginning in July 2011.11 At this point, however, no one can
predict the transition cost that will be incurred throughout the process
of overcoming the conflict and confusion accompanying the introduction of multiple unions at the workplace level until a new equilibrium is
reached. One clear fact is that all workers in all occupations and job
groups can now independently establish their “labor union of choice”
within their workplace at any time.
The greatest concern surrounding multiple unions is that numerous
unions will sprout at the workplace level, leading to labor–labor conflict
and an increase in costs related to the management of industrial
relations. From an economist’s viewpoint, a new union will be
established in a workplace that already has a union when workers can
gain a greater marginal benefit from the services provided by the new
union than the marginal costs entailed in joining that union (Kim,
11 Lee

(2010) provided more information on and an assessment of social discussions leading
up to the introduction of multiple unions at the workplace level.
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2009). In non-unionized workplaces, if costs outweigh the benefits of
establishing a union, then it will be less likely that a new union is
established. As such, it seems unlikely that new unions will be established or that multiple unions will compete in SMEs, which generally
have a lower ability-to-pay and have more employers who are unwelcoming to the establishment of unions. In large companies with high
rates of unionization and a greater ability-to-pay, however, we cannot
rule out the possibility that new unions will be established, perhaps as
the result of infighting among groups within the existing union in
which the union splits into smaller unions, or established by occupation
or job group (e.g., clerical or R&D workers could decide to establish
their own union in response to the relative deprivation experienced
within an existing union that centers on blue-collar workers) or by
employment type. Employers will attempt as much as possible to
prevent the establishment of numerous unions within the workplace,
but when the dialogue structure ends up becoming much more
complicated because of the existence of multiple unions, employers
will then seek to reduce the associated cost burden. In this situation,
the role and importance of a body representing all workers inevitably
grows along with the need to ensure consistency in the order and
norms established within the workplace. Employers are expected to
tighten work discipline and pay greater attention to strengthening
individual labor relations as the introduction of multiple unions leads
to higher labor costs and weaker job commitment on the part of
workers (Kim, 2009, p. 207). This, too, adds to the need for a body that
can fully represent all workers.
The revised Labor Union Act includes new provisions on a single
bargaining channel aimed at reducing bargaining costs. The Act
prescribes a process for determining a single bargaining channel when a
workplace has two or more unions that fail to autonomously select a
bargaining representative. Among the unions participating in the
process, the union with “a majority of all union members” is eligible to
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become the bargaining representative. With “all union members” as the
population, if the union with a majority of these union members also
obtains the status of “union organized with a majority of the workers”
as required in the Labor Standards Act, this majority union becomes
the bargaining representative per the Labor Union Act, the worker
representative per the Labor Standards Act, and the worker member on
the labor–management council per the Act on the Promotion of
Worker Participation and Cooperation, and thus effectively monopolizes all power related to the collective determination of working
conditions, giving rise to the concern that the interests of minority
workers—who may either not be union members at all or may be
minority union members—will be ignored. There is particular concern
that labor–labor conflicts will increase in relation to the election of
worker representatives to the labor–management council.
When no union represents a majority of all union members, those
unions representing at least 10% of all union members form a joint
bargaining team that engages in bargaining with management. It must
be noted that all unions “regardless of the organizational type” are
included in the process of identifying a single bargaining channel.
Therefore, the branches of industry-level unions are also included in
this process. Despite the trend of transition to industry-level unions,
many enterprise-level branches of industry-level unions still retain most
of the authority and are only “nominally” industry-level unions. It is
therefore expected that industrial relations will rely even more on
workplace-level than on industry-wide bargaining. To prevent unreasonable discrimination against minority unions and their members,
both the bargaining representative and the employer have the duty to
be “fair representatives.” If workers start to engage in labor–labor
conflicts and power struggles to gain the upper hand in relations with
an employer, however, the role of the employee representation body as
a medium for communication between labor and management is
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bound to gain that much more importance.12

Basic Directions for the Rebuilding of the Employee
Representation System
The key issue raised in this paper is the serious weakening of the
system for the collective determination of working conditions in Korea
brought about by such factors as the smaller scope of the collective
autonomy of labor unions, the diversification of employment types,
and the greater individualization of working conditions. Based on this
awareness of the current situation, to prevent the further weakening of
the system for the collective determination of working conditions, this
paper seeks to present as a policy task the rebuilding of the employee
representation system by integrating into the labor–management
council, as prescribed for in the Act on the Promotion of Worker
Participation and Cooperation, the many functions of the employee
representation system that are scattered throughout various institutions
provided for in the labor laws.13 The basic directions for the rebuilding
Some scholars view the forced merging of bargaining channels as unconstitutional, in that
the collective bargaining rights of minority unions are fundamentally violated (Yu, 2010, pp.
27-29). According to this view when, in particular, a union is organized with a majority of
all union members, there exists the possibility that issues raised by minority unions will not
be discussed at all in the process of collective bargaining, and that the provisions on fair
representation are not sufficient as a compensatory measure that can justify the violation of
the minority unions’ collective bargaining rights.
13 This approach is consistent with the mid- to long-term employee representation system
improvement measures set forth by the Labor Standards Study Group. This Study Group
proposes to “unify and integrate into the employee representation system the collective
regulation system currently scattered in the rules of employment system, the worker
representation system prescribed in the Labor Standards Act and the labor–management
council system provided for in the Act on the Promotion of Worker Participation and
Cooperation to create a new domain for collective autonomy in the long-term” as the basic
direction for rebuilding the employee representation system (Lim et al., 2007, p. 201). The
Study Group sets forth the following as the background for their proposal: (1) the need to
streamline the complexities in the legal system caused by the coexistence of multiple
regulation systems; (2) the need to create an efficient regulation system in line with changes
to the economic environment; and (3) the need to transform the outdated functionalities of
the rules-of-employment system to befit the modern world. With regard to the determination of working conditions, the Study Group proposes that, in principle, labor unions
12
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of the employee representation system should be as follows.
First, as for the participants and scope of participation in the organization, unlike labor unions, the employee representation body must be
able to represent all workers in a workplace. With the diversification of
employment types changing the internal personnel structure within
individual workplaces, and with the further individualization of
working conditions as a result of merit-based treatment of workers, the
employee representation body must be able to play a central role in
coordinating and integrating the diverse interests of different worker
groups as it collectively speaks to the employer on behalf of the
workers. Labor unions based on “homogeneous interests” simply
cannot fully adjust and coordinate the differing interests of a variety of
worker groups.
Second, unlike labor unions, which are established independently,
voluntarily, and arbitrarily by workers, the employee representation
body must be based on statutory mandatory establishment for
workplaces exceeding a certain size. In this sense, the employee
representation system should be rebuilt to center around the labor–
management councils that are mandated as standing bodies by the Act
on the Promotion of Worker Participation and Cooperation. The
employee representation body rebuilt in this manner cannot, however,
proactively exercise collective autonomy, and must remain behind labor
unions, which are established freely by workers, in terms of legal
authority. This is because collective autonomy is essentially based on
the basic right to freely organize. It would therefore be contradictory
for a body that is mandatorily established to exercise collective
autonomy. The statutory employee representation body can exercise
should be central to collective autonomy, but that in the absence of unions or when the
union transfers the right to exercise authority or accepts the transfer of authority to
employee representatives, the labor–management council should be allowed to participate—with a supplementary status—as a player in the determination of working conditions.
The Study Group also proposes that the labor–management council be recognized as
having the greatest regulation authority with regard to establishing consistency in the
workplace order (Lim et al., 2007, p. 203).
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collective autonomy only when autonomous coordination becomes
impossible as the function of collective autonomy is compromised due
to the absence of a freely organized body. There will be no violation or
invalidation of basic labor rights even when the statutory body is given
the role of exercising collective autonomy in such cases. Of course,
although we cannot ignore concerns that when the employee representation body and the labor union compete against each other in
individual workplaces, the representative body may end up replacing
the union or the union may become a company-dominated union,
given that even majority unions cannot claim to represent all workers
including those who are not union members and those who are
members of minority unions, certain functions of the employee
representation body must be strengthened while ensuring that the
fundamental functions of the labor unions are not affected.
Third, this employee representation system should bring together
the various employee representation systems provided for in current
labor laws into a single body that centers on the current labor–
management councils. In particular, the rules-of-employment system
and the majority worker representation system as prescribed in the
Labor Standards Act both face operational issues due to the limitations
of related laws and institutions and should therefore be integrated into
the system for labor–management councils as set forth in the Act on
the Promotion of Worker Participation and Cooperation. The labor–
management councils would then act as the unified body responsible
for engaging in norm-building activities at the individual-workplace
level. This combination of the different employee representation
systems into a single body is based on the assumption that, with regard
to issues affecting all workers (i.e., norm-setting related to establishing
order at the workplace level), including the concerned parties in the
decision-making process will contribute to increased “rationality,”
“fairness,” and “acceptability” in setting the related norms. As for
establishing a collective-voice mechanism in dealing with employers, a
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collective voice is needed in order for workers to be on equal footing
with the employer in the process of determining working conditions,
and a collective voice is also required to ensure industrial democracy
where all workers in a workplace are directly involved in setting the
rules that are commonly applied in their workplace.
Fourth, the employee representation body must have a status that
enables it to fulfill, if necessary, the role of key player in determining
working conditions based on the principle of equality. The recognition
of a channel for the collective expression of workers’ opinions on
norm-setting related to the establishment of workplace order is
basically equivalent to ensuring the principle of equality in the
determination of working conditions. Therefore, when the collective
autonomy of labor unions fails to function well, the employee
representation body must be empowered to engage, in general, in
determining working conditions. In unionized workplaces, the
employee representation body should be involved in the formation of
the workplace order or the implementation of determined working
conditions while avoiding any overlap with the function of unions; but
in non-unionized workplaces, the employee representation body should
be able to transcend its original role of forming the workplace order
and work in the place of a union to determine working conditions. In
non-unionized workplaces, labor–management councils have already
been performing the function of unions with respect to wage determination. The rate of establishment of labor–management councils in
non-unionized workplaces is very low in comparison to the rate in
unionized workplaces, and there is a large variance according to
workplace size, resulting in great differences in the functions of the
labor–management councils according to the strategy for industrial
relations adopted by the employer. Therefore, to vitalize the functions
of labor–management councils, we must seek to clearly mandate by law
their status as players in the determination of working conditions, at
least in non-unionized workplaces. It should be remembered, however,
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that the primary function of the labor–management councils as set forth
in the Act on the Promotion of Worker Participation and Cooperation
is to enhance worker participation and cooperation in the process of
creating added value prior to the distribution of this added value.
labor–management councils must therefore contribute to improving
not only working conditions, as the representative body for worker
interests, but also to performance, if this system is to successfully take
root (Noh, 2009).
Fifth, in establishing and operating an employee representation
system, it is desirable to maintain the operation system of the current
labor–management council where labor and management participate
together. Although employee representation bodies may consist of
representatives elected only by workers—as is the case in Germany’s
Betribsrat—to engage in consultations and agreements with employers
on certain matters, because Korea’s labor–management councils have
been in place for 30 or so years and because we have accumulated
much experience in their operations, the current model would likely be
accepted without much difficulty in the workplace. Especially given that
the organization and bargaining structure of Korean unions is mostly
centered in the workplace, the German model, which consists of a
two-tiered determination system for working conditions in which
industry-wide agreements between industry-level unions and employer
groups that cut across all workplaces coexist with workplace arrangements between employers and Betribsrat, may not be that compatible
with the Korean situation. Also, in models based on confrontational
relations between employee representatives and employers, when
agreement cannot be reached on an issue that needs to be settled by the
employee representation body, third-party mediation by the National
Labor Relations Commission or some other public body is needed to
resolve the situation. This leads to an increased administrative burden,
and it is rather difficult to say that the conditions in Korea and the
attitudes of labor and management are developed enough to rationally
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accept such third-party mediation in resolving conflicts. Therefore, it
would be more fitting for the formation of reasonable norms related to
the establishment of order in individual workplaces and for the
establishment of a fair labor–management culture to have council
members from labor and management gather together on the basis of
the current system for labor–management councils and be mandated to
reach a conclusion on issues in consideration of the conditions and
characteristics of the individual workplace.
Sixth, if the employee representative represents all “labor” provided
at the particular workplace, then the employee representation system
should include within the scope of concerned parties all workers
(including dispatched workers and internal subcontractors) who
provide all their labor at the workplace in question. This does not imply
that all workers must be granted the same legal status as those workers
having direct labor relations with the workplace employer. As for those
workers in indirect employment relations with the employer of the
workplace, in respect of industrial democracy, if their labor is being
provided directly at the workplace, they deserve a certain share (of the
status as a concerned party in determination of working conditions) in
the process—for instance, by granting the right to vote, if not the right
to be elected, to workers who provide labor at the workplace for at
least a certain amount of time; by providing an institutional channel
through which these workers can collectively express their opinions; or
by requiring the employee representative to listen to the collective
opinion of these workers. Other measures should also be enacted to
ensure that the various interests of all the workers in the workplace are
also reflected in discussions on working conditions. For instance,
minors, women, and older workers are minorities in workplaces who
may have interests that differ from those of the majority of workers. If
they do not have the opportunity to advocate for their own interests,
however, industrial democracy cannot be achieved. Separate measures
must therefore be established to take the interests of minority workers
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into account. This could be accomplished by allocating spots on the
employee representative body for minority workers, or by guaranteeing
the right for such workers to participate in and speak before the
employee representative body.
Last, collective autonomy should be realized through a two-tiered
system composed of autonomy of agreements on the one hand and
the employee representation system on the other, where another orderestablishing function should be assigned to the realm of industrial
relations. Unnecessary conflicts have arisen as Korea expands the scope
of collective bargaining. Unions demand that collective bargaining
expand into management and personnel issues, whereas employers tend
to reject such ideas; these conflicts often lead to illegal strikes. Employers cannot, however, afford to ignore such demands from workers
under the claim of management prerogative and completely close off
any room for negotiation. Because labor has long focused on the issue
of workers’ participation in management, it would be wise to reflect
further on this issue as we explore ways to rebuild the employee
representation system.
It may be desirable to limit collective bargaining to the narrow sense
of working conditions while separating negotiations related to
management and HR from the function of the union and possibly
including them, instead, in the functions of the employee representation body. In enterprise-level unions that represent only their members,
it may be more legitimate to have a representative of all workers discuss
management and personnel issues. 14 By limiting the autonomy of
agreements centered on unions to dealing with the traditional narrower
scope of working conditions, the burden of collective bargaining can
14

Article 31 of the Labor Standards Act actually mentions workers’ representatives as
management’s counterpart for sincere consultations. From the perspective of legitimacy,
this is indirect indication that employment adjustment for managerial reasons is a
managerial decision that is not subject to collective bargaining. This stipulation can also be
interpreted to imply that it is more valid for managerial matters that influence all employees to be discussed not with the union that represents a portion of the employees but
with a representative of all workers.
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be alleviated and unnecessary conflict reduced, thus further stabilizing
collective industrial relations. Meanwhile, the revamped industrial
relation system should be rebuilt in a direction that is conducive to
having the employee representation body absorb issues pertaining to
management and HR and other new issues that should also be dealt
with, so that conflicts can be autonomously resolved, and to fostering
the establishment of a fair and rational workplace order.
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Promoting Registration for Social
Insurance through Insurance
Premium Subsidies∗
Byung-Hee Lee∗∗
The Issue

International institutions including the International Labour Organization (ILO), Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and the European Union (EU) have focused on the
employment-related issue of non-registration to social insurance
schemes through the lens of informal employment. 1 The OECD
(2004) notes that in middle-income countries, issues surrounding
informal employment that is neither taxed nor covered by labor-related
laws and institutions or by social insurance programs are, in fact, more
serious than the issue of unemployment.2
Informal employment overlaps with the non-protection from social
insurance and is therefore widely exposed to risks such as income loss
∗

This study was conducted as part of the Korea Labor Institute (KLI) study Resolving Blind
Spots in the Employment Safety Net. This paper is the English translation of the revised
version of the report as published in the Summer 2011 issue of Trends and Prospects, 82, by
the Korea Social Science Institute.
∗∗∗
Senior Research Fellow, Korea Labor Institute.
1 According to ILO guidelines adopted at the 17th international conference of labor
statisticians in 2003, “informal employment” is a concept that is distinct from “employment in the informal sector” and can exist also in the formal sector. Especially, “employees
holding informal jobs” is defined as employment relationship that is, in law or in practice,
not subjected to national labor legislation, income taxation, social protection or entitlement
to certain employment benefits (advance notice of dismissal, severance pay, paid annual or
sick leave, etc.). Details can be found in ILO (2003).
2 The OECD (2008) reported that the proportion of informal employment in Korea is
second only to that in Mexico.
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in the case of involuntary unemployment, limited access to employment policies, and old-age income instability. Informal employment
also adversely affects the economy because it triggers unfair competition that increases the burden shouldered by the formal jobs sector,
causes economic inefficiencies through the sustaining of inefficient
production in the informal jobs sector, increases the fiscal burden of
social assistance, and hinders social integration by increasing social risks
and restricting social mobility.
Throughout the past decade, Korea has expanded social insurance
coverage, established a modern social assistance system, expanded
social services. Despite these efforts, however, the gaps in Korea’s
social safety net are still exceedingly large. The financing mechanism of
social insurance schemes rely heavily on subscriber contributions,
making it inevitable that Korea’s social insurance programs center on
regular workers.3 Vulnerable groups with no access to social insurance
can receive social assistance once they fall into a state of absolute
poverty, but even here fiscal constraints have been limiting the size of
benefit recipients.
The global financial crisis of 2008 clearly exposed the institutional
limitations of Korea’s social safety net. We saw that while the risk of
unemployment was concentrated most in the working poor, the social
safety nets were pretty much helpless to them. Temporary jobs and
vocational training were provided en masse through fiscal spending, but
the efficiency and effectiveness of such measures were heavily
concerned.
This study seeks to analyze the current state and causes of the nonregistration in social security, and to highlight the need for social
insurance premium subsidies to resolve the issue. The study examines

3

Hong (2010) noted that this principle of contributions-based social insurance is only valid
upon the assumption of employment stability. Prolonged high-risk situations would
therefore make it difficult for the insurance principle of social insurance programs to
function properly and would spread social risks throughout the lifecycle of subscribers.
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various arguments surrounding social insurance premium subsidy
policies and sets forth a detailed proposal for premium subsidies that
takes into consideration the size and scope of support and related fiscal
requirements.

The Size and Actual State of Non-registration for Mandatory Social
Insurance: Focusing on Employees
Size of Non-registration for Mandatory Social Insurance
We first use August 2010 raw data from the Supplementary Survey
of the Economically Active Population Survey by Employment Type
(Statistics Korea, 2010) to look at the state of subscription to social
insurance programs by wage workers. The Supplementary Survey of
the Economically Active Population Survey by Employment Type asks
wage workers about their subscription to the three major social
insurance programs, monthly average wage, usual weekly work hours,
and other working conditions.
Table 5-1 tells us that as of August 2010, 71.7% (with workplacebased subscribers accounting for 65.0% of all wage workers) of the
wage workers in Korea subscribe to the national pension plan or to
special occupational pension plans, 97.3% (where 67.0% of all wage
workers are workplace-based subscribers) subscribe to health insurance,
and 58.6% subscribe to employment insurance. The subscription rate
for employment insurance is lower than the rates for workplace-based
national pension and health insurance subscription because the extent
of coverage exclusion is widest for employment insurance, as civil
servants and teachers are excluded from legal coverage. The nonsubscription rate for health insurance is very low in Korea because of
the need for health insurance as protection for immediate health risks.
The health insurance program suffers, however, from persons avoiding
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Table 5-1. Wage Worker Social Insurance Subscription Rates
(Unit: %)

Wage workers

National pension
(special
occupations)
U
WB CB
28.3 65.0 6.7

U
2.7

WB CB
67.0 17.3

MA
1.1

WBD
11.9

CS
7.5

S
U
58.6 33.9

62.7
40.4
25.1
14.4
6.8
3.6

6.2
3.8
2.3
1.1
0.7
0.3

26.7 38.4
52.9 26.1
71.1 14.8
83.1 8.7
92.6 3.2
96.0 1.9

2.4
1.3
1.0
0.6
0.3
0.1

26.3
15.9
10.8
6.4
3.3
1.7

0.4
0.7
4.6
14.0
11.4
20.2

25.3
51.2
65.5
68.2
80.1
74.8

6.1
2.1
0.3

34.3 30.6
69.8 17.6
93.2 4.5

3.0
0.6
0.1

26.0
9.9
2.0

0.3 32.5 67.3
3.2 66.3 30.5
21.2 70.5 8.3

78.4 4.4 1.7 79.5 11.5
98.0 0.6 0.0 98.7 0.9
28.4 14.2 5.9 30.4 38.4
4.7 16.7 10.9 6.4 54.1
38.1 11.5 4.5 42.1 28.9
58.6 6.1 3.8 64.6 15.7
63.8 4.9 2.8 71.1 11.4
86.0 4.6 2.8 86.5 7.1

0.5
0.1
1.5
3.3
2.2
1.7
1.8
0.5

6.7
0.3
23.8
25.3
22.3
14.3
12.9
3.2

10.6
14.6
0.1
0.0
1.2
2.1
2.3
3.4

67.6
82.8
29.2
7.5
40.4
60.6
66.4
82.1

Employment
insurance

Health insurance

1)

Firm size
1-4
5-9
10-29
30-99
100-299
300Wage class

24.8 12.5
49.9 9.8
68.3 6.5
80.7 4.9
91.8 1.5
95.6 0.8

74.3
48.1
29.9
17.8
8.5
5.0

2)

Low-wage
Mid-wage
High-wage

62.3 29.2
23.4 68.5
4.6 92.6

8.5
8.1
2.8

Employment type
Regular
Regular full-time
Regular temporary
Regular daily
Non-regular
Contingent
Fixed-term
Renewed contract
Open-ended contract
with dismissal
possibility
Part-time
Non-standard
Dispatched
Contract company
Independent contractor
Home-based
On-call

17.2
1.4
57.5
78.6
50.5
35.3
31.3
9.4

21.7
2.6
70.7
92.5
58.3
37.3
31.3
14.4

72.7 14.2 13.1

9.2

17.4 43.0

2.1

28.3

0.0

17.0 83.0

81.6 9.3 9.1
58.5 22.3 19.2
27.0 67.1 6.0
36.7 59.0 4.3
64.7 0.4 34.9
85.7 7.7 6.6
76.1 0.3 23.6

6.7
4.5
3.3
2.6
3.6
3.3
6.9

10.6
28.8
72.0
81.3
0.6
6.9
0.4

4.2
2.2
2.0
1.2
1.5
2.3
3.5

42.7
23.5
9.3
8.2
31.2
54.1
31.5

0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0

10.6
28.6
71.7
74.2
2.0
8.9
4.0

35.9
41.0
13.4
6.8
63.1
33.3
57.7

88.9
71.4
28.3
25.8
97.9
91.1
96.0

1)=Civil servants, teachers, and special postal workers.
2)=Wage class is “low-wage” when hourly wage is less than 2/3 of the median wage, “high-wage”
when hourly wage is 3/2 or more of the median wage, and “mid-wage” when hourly wage is
between 2/3 and 3/2 of the median wage.
Note. U = unsubscribed, WB = workplace-based, CB = community-based, MA = medical aid,
WBD = workplace subscriber dependent, CS = civil servants and others, S = subscribed.
Data: Statistics Korea, Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey by Employment
Type, August 2010.
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contributions by registering as dependents to workplace-based
subscribers and from the issue of fairness in the level of insurance
premiums paid by workplace-based and the community-based
subscribers.
Social insurance subscription rates differ significantly according to
firm size, wage class, employment type, and other job characteristics.
For employment insurance, only 25.3% of workers in workplaces with
fewer than five persons subscribe to the program, and the subscription
rate is still quite low, at 51.2% in workplaces employing five to nine
persons. In terms of employment type, the employment insurance
subscription rate for regular workers is 67.6%, while only 40.4% of the
non-regular workers subscribe to employment insurance. It is important to note that, even among the regular workers, disadvantaged
workers who are employed as temporary or daily workers in small
businesses subscribe to employment insurance at a lower rate (29.2%
and 7.5%, respectively) than even the average rate of subscription for
non-regular workers. This implies that firm size exerts a greater
influence than employment type on employment insurance subscription. Meanwhile, the employment insurance subscription rate is only
32.5% for the low-wage groups. Although the results of our analysis
are not included in Table 5-1, they tell us that there is a difference in
the employment insurance subscription rates for different employment
types in the low-wage groups: 27.7% of the non-regular low-wage
workers subscribe to employment insurance, and a not-much-higher
38.1% of the regular low-wage workers subscribe to this insurance
program.
Non-protection for workplace-based social insurance is caused in the
four following ways. First, some workers are excluded from coverage by
law, including independent contractors, domestic workers, part-time
workers who work less than 60 hours a month, and daily workers who
have worked for less than 1 month (excluded from national pension
and health insurance). Second, some workers who have statutory
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coverage are not covered in practice due to non-payment of insurance
premiums or because of the business owner’s non-compliance. Third,
non-protection can sometimes occur when strict benefit requirements,
such as where unemployment benefit is completely revoked in the case
of voluntary job separation. Fourth, when the level of benefits is too
low or the duration of benefits is too short to provide sufficient social
security coverage, social insurance provides little protection.
The largest non-protection is caused by the non-subscription of
persons who should be covered by social insurance. Social insurance is
mandatory for all workplaces with one or more worker, but a very large
non-protection is caused by failure to pay insurance premiums. It is in
this context that this study seeks to estimate the size of the social
insurance non-protection created by non-subscription. More specifically,
this study estimates the number of wage workers who do not subscribe
to social insurance programs even though coverage is mandated by law.
To do so, we need to exclude from our consideration sectors that are
not mandatorily covered by social insurance. In this study, the nonregistration in (workplace-based) social insurance coverage is estimated
by first excluding sectors that are not mandatorily covered by employment insurance, since employment insurance coverage excludes the
largest number of workers. The August 2010 Supplementary Survey of
the Economically Active Population Survey by Employment Type
excludes civil servants, teachers, and special postal workers in its survey
on subscription to employment insurance. Workers in sectors excluded
from statutory coverage who do not subscribe to employment
insurance (agriculture, forestry and fishery workers in workplaces with
fewer than five workers, domestic workers, workers in international and
foreign organizations, workers 65 years of age or older, part-time
workers with less than 15 weekly usual work hours) and independent
contractors are also excluded in our determination of the extent of
coverage exclusion.
Table 5-2 gives us information on the number of workplace-based
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Table 5-2. Distribution of Workplace-Based Social Insurance Subscribers Among Wage Workers
(Unit: 1,000 persons)
Subscribed to
two schemes
Wage workers

FS P, H P, E H, E
9,513 211 57 246

Non-subscription
Subscribed to one
scheme
P
20

H
61

E
U
169 4,006

Sub
1)
total CE
4,770 2,764

Firm size
1-4

733

25

13

33

9

15

29

1,792

1,917

546

5-9

1,380

33

7

62

7

14

40

1,140

1,303

223

10-29

2,381

60

17

77

3

15

55

707

933

546

30-99

2,276

42

12

57

0

15

32

262

419

789

100-299

1,316

25

4

10

0

1

11

66

117

242

300-

1,428

26

4

7

0

1

3

40

82

419

Low-wage

1,232

37

24

138

5

25

62

2,194

2,484

766

Mid-wage

4,944

98

24

88

15

30

97

1,674

2,024

805

High-wage

3,338

77

9

21

0

6

11

138

262

1,194

Wage class

Employment type
Regular
Regular full-time

7,511 157

23

89

13

36

63

2,091

6,764 117

15

57

4

8

12

69

2,472 1,380
281

1,228

Regular temporary

733

40

8

30

9

27

44

1,782

1,940

116

Regular daily

14

1

0

2

0

1

7

241

251

35

2,002

54

34

157

7

25

106 1,915

1,773

52

29

135

3

19

52

704

995

513

1,468

43

26

123

1

16

39

375

624

402

243

7

1

2

0

0

5

19

34

28

62

2

3

10

2

3

7

310

337

82

132

6

7

10

3

7

24

811

867

622
822

Non-regular
Contingent
Fixed-term
Renewed contract
Open-ended contract with
dismissal possibility
Part-time

2,298 1,385

Non-standard

493

3

11

96

2

5

54

802

974

Dispatched

134

1

7

8

0

1

3

38

57

20

Contract company

352

2

4

87

0

3

7

77

181

75

Home-based

1

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

11

578

On-call

5

0

0

0

1

0

1

46

48

17

1) Persons excluded from employment insurance coverage.
Note. FS = fully subscribed, P = pension, H = health, E = employment, U = unsubscribed, CE =
coverage exclusions.
Data: Statistics Korea, Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey by Employment
Type, August 2010.
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social insurance programs to which wage workers are subscribed. 4
Among the 17,048,000 wage workers included in the survey, 2,764,000
are legally excluded from social insurance coverage. Among those who
are not excluded from coverage, 9,513,000 workers (66.6%) subscribe
to all three social insurance programs, and 4,770,000 workers (33.4%)
do not subscribe to at least one insurance program. One interesting fact
is that those who do not subscribe to at least one social insurance
program generally (4,006,000 persons) do not subscribe to any of the
social insurance programs.
This implies that when exploring solutions for the social insurance
gap, we must take into consideration the total burden of all social
insurance premiums.
Negative Effects of Non-registration for Mandatory Social Insurance: Focusing
on Employment Insurance
Workers without employment insurance coverage are likely to be
more exposed to labor market risks such as unemployment. Lee (2009)
analyzed the 1-year trajectory of wage workers within the labor market
by composing panel data from the Supplementary Survey of the
Economically Active Population Survey by Employment Type and the
Economically Active Population Survey for each individual worker. The
1-year job retention rate for workers with statutory coverage who do
not subscribe to employment insurance is only 41.0%, a figure much
lower than the 76.3% for workers subscribing to employment insurance
(see Table 5-3). The unemployment experience rate for the group that
is not subscribed to employment insurance is 34.4%, or almost three
times the 12.1% for employment insurance subscribers. For this group,
the rate of job-to-job mobility is 35.3%, and the self-employment

4

For industrial accident compensation insurance, business owners are responsible for paying
compensation benefits regardless of insurance subscription status. Therefore, the nonprotection issue does not exist in industrial accident compensation insurance.
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Table 5-3. 1-Year Labor Market Trajectory of Wage Workers by Employment Insurance Subscription
Status
(Unit: persons, %)
Total
All
Stayed
Non-employed
Voluntary
Involuntary
Job-to-job mobility
Self-employed

11,450 (100.0)
7,233 (63.2)
2,381 (20.8)
1,394 (12.2)
1,021 (8.9)
2,380 (20.8)
525 (4.6)

Employment insurance
No coverage
Unsubscribed
1,798 (100.0)
1,171 (65.1)
392 (21.8)
184 (10.2)
195 (10.8)
343 (19.1)
99 (5.5)

3,692 (100.0)
1,515 (41.0)
1,270 (34.4)
733 (19.9)
609 (16.5)
1,304 (35.3)
280 (7.6)

Subscribed
5,960 (100.0)
4,547 (76.3)
719 (12.1)
477 (8.0)
217 (3.6)
733 (12.3)
146 (2.4)

Data: Panel data from Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey by Employment
Type, and Economically Active Population Survey, August 2005 to August 2006 (as cited in Lee,
2009).

experience rate is 7.6%, indicating that this group is indeed more
exposed to labor market risks.
This low rate of subscription to employment insurance is one reason
why the unemployment indicators in Korea do not fully reflect the
labor market condition. 73.0% of wage workers become economically
inactive once they lose their job (see Table 5-4). Furthermore, compared with workers who are not covered by or not subscribing to
employment insurance, more workers who subscribe to employment
insurance report their status as “unemployed” upon job loss. Almost
half of the wage workers subscribing to employment insurance who
experienced involuntary job loss reported being “unemployed.”
Employment insurance provides unemployment benefits to guarantee income during unemployment and to support effective job-seeking
activities. In April 2009, Statistics Korea conducted the Survey on
Unemployment Benefits as a supplementary survey to the Economically Active Population Survey. This supplementary survey looks at the
status of unemployment-benefits receipt and reasons for non-receipt
of benefits for former wage workers within 1 year of job loss.
Overall, 11.3% of former wage workers within 1 year of job loss
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Table 5-4. Economically Active Status Upon Job Loss According to Employment Insurance Subscription
Status and Reason for Job Separation
No coverage Unsubscribed
Unemployed
All
Economically inactive
Voluntary job Unemployed
separation
Economically inactive
Unemployed
Involuntary job
separation
Economically inactive

7.7
92.3
7.6
92.4
10.4
89.6

26.8
73.2
20.6
79.4
36.9
63.1

Subscribed

Total

36.0
64.0
31.8
68.2
47.9
52.1

27.0
73.0
22.4
77.6
33.7
66.3

Data: Panel data from Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey by Employment
Type and Economically Active Population Survey, August 2005 to August 2006 (as cited in Lee,
2009).

(excluding non-respondents and those under review for unemployment-benefits eligibility) receive unemployment benefits (see Table 55).5 To receive unemployment benefits, a worker must have worked for
at least 180 days in the past 18 months as a wage worker, the job
separation must not be due to his or her own inclination without a
legitimate reason or due to his or her own fault, and the worker must
be engaging actively in job-seeking activities. The survey results tell us
that the most prominent reason why wage workers who lose their jobs
do not receive unemployment benefits is that they do not subscribe to
employment insurance (45.0%). Among those who do subscribe to
employment insurance, the largest percentage do not receive unemployment benefits because of the reason for their job separation
(22.9%), reminding us of the strict eligibility criteria that completely
deprive workers of unemployment benefits in the case of voluntary job
separation without a legitimate reason.
5

This result is very different from the 2009 figure of 42.6% for the unemployment-benefits
recipiency rate as defined by the number of unemployment-benefits recipients among all
unemployed persons. This difference exists because—as noted previously—many workers
move directly to an economically inactive status upon job loss instead of into unemployment, and because those not subscribed to employment insurance or not receiving
unemployment payments are more likely to report the economically inactive status. Results
of the 2007 Korean Labor & Income Panel Study (KLIPS), an alternative unemploymentbenefits recipiency rate, show that the proportion of wage workers receiving unemployment benefits upon job loss is 10.3% (as cited in Lee, 2009).
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Table 5-5. Unemployment Benefits Recipient Status for Previous Wage Workers Within 1 Year
of Job Separation and Reasons for Non-Receipt
(Unit: %)
Status and reason

Percentage

Non-recipients
Unsubscribed to EI
Required unit period of insurance not fulfilled
Job separation reason not fulfilled
Other reason
Benefits terminated
Recipients

45.0
11.1
22.9
6.8
2.9
11.3

Note. EI = employment insurance. “Not enough days worked at previous workplace” is
categorized as “required unit period of insurance not fulfilled,” and “voluntary separation” is
categorized as “job separation reason not fulfilled,” while those who did not apply for
unemployment benefits or were denied unemployment benefits are categorized as “other
reason.”
Data: Statistics Korea, Supplementary Survey on Unemployment Benefits Non-Recipients of the Economically
Active Population Survey, April 2009.

The data also indicate that the proportion of workers receiving
unemployment benefits is lower in the more vulnerable groups. As set
forth in Table 5-6, 37.0% of workers who were regular workers before
job loss receive unemployment benefits, whereas only 7.2% and 2.3%,
respectively, of workers who were previously temporary workers and
daily workers receive benefits. The reason for non-receipt of benefits
Table 5-6. Unemployment Benefits Receipt Status by Employment Status and Reasons for NonReceipt
(Unit: %)
Non-recipients
Required unit
Job
Unsubscribed period of
separation
Benefits
Other reason
to EI
insurance not reason not
terminated
fulfilled
fulfilled
Full-time
workers
Temporary
workers
Daily workers

Recipients

9.0

5.7

34.2

7.6

6.6

37.0

46.9

11.6

25.1

6.5

2.7

7.2

61.6

13.5

14.9

6.6

1.1

2.3

Data: Statistics Korea, Supplementary Survey on Unemployment Benefits Non-Recipients of the Economically
Active Population Survey, April 2009.
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differs according to employment status: former regular workers tend
more to cite “job separation reason,” whereas temporary and daily
workers point to their non-subscription to employment insurance as
the main reason for not receiving unemployment benefits. Employment policies are less likely to be delivered to workers who do not
receive unemployment benefits after losing their job.

A Proposal for Reductions for Social Insurance Contributions
The Need for Subsidies
The primary means of converting employees without social insurance protection into formal employment is for the authorities to use
administrative tools to detect non-subscription and to levy appropriate
sanctions.6 The National Tax Service and the social insurance authorities
also share administrative information databases on employment,
income, and social insurance subscription statuses to identify any noncompliant businesses or workers. For instance, the Korea Workers’
Compensation & Welfare Service works very closely with the National Tax
Service and other social insurance authorities to share information in
order to identify businesses that are not providing social insurance
coverage for their workers. The Korea Workers’ Compensation & Welfare
Service obtains data from the National Tax Service on newly registered
businesses (every 2 weeks), withholding of income tax reports (every 2
months), and earned-income payment records (every year) to send out
notices encouraging businesses to voluntarily fulfill their social
insurance obligations and to identify workers in businesses who should
6

Responsible for the collection of employment insurance and industrial accident compensation
insurance premiums, the Korea Workers’ Compensation & Welfare Service identifies business
owners who evade applying for employment insurance on behalf of their workers and
takes action to enforce employment insurance coverage in the identified businesses by
collecting unpaid premiums and levying late fees and fines. In 2009, such measures were
executed in 39,406 cases.
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be covered by social insurance programs. Through the Social Insurance
Information System, the authorities obtains monthly data on new
insurance applications submitted to the other social insurance authorities (for health insurance and national pension) to identify workers and
businesses who participate in the other social insurance programs but
who have not reported their eligibility to the employment insurance
program. These businesses are identified every month and are subject
to “employment insurance eligibility monitoring,” through which
business owners are encouraged strongly to voluntarily apply to
participate in the employment insurance program.
We need to acknowledge the fundamental limitations of the administrative measures of detection and sanctions in reducing nonregistration for social insurance. In the absence of publicly available
data on the employment and wage of workers without social insurance,
even if the collection authorities greatly increase the number of
personnel working to identify non-compliant workers and businesses
and to expand the sharing of relevant information, we still cannot
expect a great deal of progress in the identification of non-compliant
businesses and workers.
This study proposes that a monetary incentive should be provided to
encourage greater subscription to the social insurance programs. Social
insurance premiums have continued to increase over the past decades
in line with efforts to expand coverage and ensure fiscal stability. 7
Where earned income tax is waived for persons with earned income
that does not reach a certain level, social insurance premiums are
particularly hurtful to low-wage workers as premiums are levied on all
workers at the same rate. The social insurance premium burden
increases non-wage labor costs and leads to a decrease in demand for
7

The proportion of earned-income tax and worker contributions to social insurance as a
percentage of total wage was 4.8% in 1995 and a much higher 10.6% in 2006—an increase
that greatly affected the disposable income of workers. For businesses, too, the proportion
of earned income tax and social insurance contributions as a percentage of the total labor
cost burden increased from 6.9% in 1995 to 18.1% in 2006 (Lee et al., 2009).
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Table 5-7. Social Insurance Premiums for Firms with Fewer Than 100 Workers
(Unit: %)
Industrial accident insurance
Health insurance
National pension
Employment insurance
Wage claim guarantee fund
Long-term care insurance for the
elderly
Subtotal

Business owner

Worker

All

1.80
2.665
4.50
0.70
0.04

2.665
4.50
0.45
-

1.80
5.33
9.00
1.15
0.04

0.175

0.175

0.35

9.88

7.79

17.67

Note. Data from “Evaluation of Employment Insurance Fund Adequacy Standards in the
Employment Insurance Act and the Reserve Ratio Multiple as an Alternative Indicator,” by
J. Hur and D. Kim, 2010, Quarterly Journal of Labor Policy, 10(2), 99-124.

low-wage workers. It also acts to increase the marginal tax rate for lowwage workers, thus providing a lower incentive to gain employment and
thereby promoting informal employment. As a result, most of the
working poor end up in a social insurance non-registration.
Lee (2010) also noted that the social insurance premium burden acts
as a detriment to graduation from social assistance. According to Lee’s
analysis of changes to the marginal effective tax rate upon an increase
in earned income, the marginal effective tax rate for social assistance
recipients is 100%, and therefore there are no work incentives whatsoever. When the income of these recipients is fully exposed upon
their graduating from social assistance, disposable income decreases
because of the burden of social insurance premiums. This situation
stems from the absence of measures to address the social insurance
premium burden that is created upon graduation from social assistance.
Issues in Designing a Subsidy Program
Social insurance subsidies are officially endorsed by the OECD Jobs
Strategy, and many OECD member countries provide reductions in
social insurance contributions. While these subsidies are provided in
other countries to strengthen work incentives and promote labor
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demand, Korea could mainly use such subsidies to reduce noncompliance problem in social insurance.
In designing a social insurance subsidy program, we must first deal
with the following issues.
First, will subsidies be provided to individuals or to households?
While it may be more effective to select subsidy recipients based on a
policy targeting the working poor in households with income that is
below a certain level, in practice it is impossible for the social insurance
collection authorities to conduct an income and asset test for this
purpose. Also, because the reduction or waiver of social insurance
premiums at the level of the individual has a positive effect not only for
reducing non-registration problems but also for decreasing labor costs
for employers and strengthening incentives for waged work, most
advanced countries provide subsidies to individual workers. The
proposal set forth in this study also provides for subsidies targeting
individual workers.8
Second, should the self-employed also be eligible for subsidies? This
study looks at wage workers in terms of eligibility for subsidies.
Because of the difficulty in accurately measuring all income for the selfemployed, subsidies for this group needs to be delayed until the
infrastructure for accurate self-employed income determination is in
place. Also, by subsidizing wage workers first, we can provide some
incentive for the self-employed to transition to waged work.
Third, the proposal in this study supports subsidies for low-wage
workers, since—as previously mentioned—the social insurance
subscription rates for both regular and non-regular workers are pretty
8

The earned income tax credit cannot contribute to eliminating non-compliance in social
insurance because it does not provide any incentive for employers to subscribe to social
insurance for their workers who are workplace-based subscribers. Compared with the
earned income tax credit that is provided once yearly ex post facto, social insurance
subsidies have a greater work-incentive effect and do not cause the unintended decrease in
work hours of the secondary-income earner in the household. It would be most desirable
to provide social insurance subsidies that can reduce social insurance non-registration and
promote labor demand together with earned income tax credits that provide work
incentives and income support to poor households whose members are able to work.
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much equal for low-wage workers.
Fourth, all low-wage workers are eligible for subsidies in our proposal, since employers may choose to let go of existing workers (Phelps,
2007) should social insurance subsidies be provided only for new
recruits.
Fifth, if social insurance premium subsidies are provided regardless
of work hours, benefits are likely to be biased in favor of part-time
workers, and this may lead to the undesirable effect of reducing work
hours for the purpose of gaining subsidization of social insurance
premiums. Germany’s Mini-Job scheme, which reduces social insurance
premiums regardless of the number of work hours, is assessed as
having very little effect in providing incentives for new labor supply
while exerting a negative influence on total hours worked, as it leads to
a reduction in the working hours of existing workers (Kim, Kang, &
Ok, 2010). Meanwhile, Belgium’s Employment Bonus is based on
hourly wage and therefore does not cause such problems. In this light,
Korea’s social insurance subsidy needs to be designed in a manner that
does not lead to a bias in favor of part-time workers.
Sixth, in consideration of budgetary constraints, should we—as
proposed by some—provide subsidies for just employment insurance
and industrial accident compensation insurance premiums first?
Considering how information is shared between social insurance
collection authorities, this approach is not very realistic. There are past
examples of policy experiments that attempted partial subsidization but
contributed little to the elimination of social insurance gaps. During a
period from May to July 2009, the Korean government waived the
payment of employment insurance and industrial insurance premium
arrears when workplaces with fewer than 10 workers that had not
subscribed previously to the employment and industrial accident
compensation insurance programs voluntarily applied for subscription,
but the number of businesses that took advantage of this opportunity
was very low due to the fear that, while unpaid employment and
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industrial accident compensation insurance premiums would be waived,
businesses might end up having to pay the more expensive premiums
for health insurance and national pension.
Seventh, a high rate of subsidization places a heavier burden on the
budget, while a low rate leads to less substantial benefits. This study
therefore adopts a midline stance that provides for partial subsidization
that combines subscriber contributions with fiscal support.
Eighth, social insurance subsidies in other countries are varied in that
they may target employers so as to promote labor demand, workers in
order to strengthen work incentives and provide income assistance, or
both employers and workers (Kim et al., 2010). Although social
insurance subsidies for employers can promote labor demand by
reducing non-wage labor costs, various problems can also arise, such as
the deadweight loss caused by providing support for jobs that would
have been retained or created even without any subsidies, a substitution
effect through which nonsubsidized workers are replaced by subsidized
workers, and a displacement effect where businesses that are not
subsidized experience a decrease in competitiveness that leads to a
decrease in employment. From the perspective that social insurance
non-registration cannot be eliminated through partial support for just
the employer portion of social insurance premiums, this study
proposes partial subsidies for both the employer and the worker
portions of social insurance premiums.
A Proposal for Social Insurance Subsidies
Based on the previous arguments, this study sets low-wage workers
in small businesses as the initial target group for social insurance
premium subsidies. More specifically, we look at full-time workers in
workplaces with fewer than 10 workers whose wage level does not
reach 1.3 times the minimum wage. Businesses that are not compliant
with statutory minimum-wage regulations are excluded from considera-
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tion.9 As outlined in Table 5-1, the social insurance subscription rate is
much lower in workplaces with fewer than 10 workers, and 1.3 times
the minimum wage is quite close to the low-income cut-off of 2/3 of
the median wage that is used prevalently in international comparisons.
To ensure that benefits are not provided disproportionately to parttime workers, we propose that subsidies be provided first to full-time
workers with 36 or more hours in weekly usual work hours.
To provide incentives for social insurance subscription and in consideration of the budgetary burden, the subsidy rate is designed as a
graduated subsidy that covers a gradually decreasing portion of the
social insurance premiums for both employers and workers. To
elaborate, the subsidy rate is set at 80% for those receiving minimum
wage, and gradually decreases while ensuring that a notch effect does
not occur at the upper income limit (1.3 times the minimum wage).
Data from the August 2010 Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey by Employment Type is used to estimate
the size of potential subsidized group and required funds with the
introduction of this social insurance premium subsidy. All together,
854,600 persons work in workplaces with fewer than 10 persons and

Figure 5-1. Gradually decreasing social insurance subsidy.
9

Workers paid at less than the minimum wage account for 8.4% of all private-sector wage
workers (Ministry of Labor, Survey report on labor conditions by employment type, 2009)
and 12.8% of all wage workers (Statistics Korea, 2009).
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Table 5-8. Characteristics of Persons Eligible for Social Insurance Subsidies
(Unit: 1,000 person, %)

Gender

Age

Education

Relationship with
household
head
Firm size

Employment type

All
Male
Female
15-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60Elementary school or
lower
Middle school
graduate
High school graduate
Technical college
graduate
University graduate
Post-graduate degree
Household head
Spouse

Social insurance
Fully
Partially
Completely Total (Proportion)
subscribed unsubscribed unsubscribed
296
43
516
855 (100.0)
63
15
205
283 (33.2)
233
28
311
571 (66.8)
95
4
121
220 (25.7)
68
4
108
180 (21.1)
66
7
141
215 (25.1)
53
3
119
175 (20.5)
14
24
27
65 (7.6)
25

15

61

101 (11.8)

25

9

77

110 (12.8)

129

11

281

421 (49.3)

70

3

45

118 (13.8)

45
3
79
116

4
1
27
12

46
6
218
150

96
9
323
277

(11.2)
(1.1)
(37.8)
(32.5)

Household member

102

4

148

254 (29.7)

1-4
5-9
Regular
(Regular full-time)
(Regular temporary)
(Regular daily)
Non-regular
Contingent
(Fixed-term)
(Renewed contract)
(Open-ended contract
with dismissal
possibility)
Non-standard
(Dispatched)
(Contract company)
(Independent
contractor)
(Home-based)
(On-call)

125
171
197
107
89
0
99
86
71
6

21
22
13
4
9
0
29
23
19
0

314
202
355
9
296
50
161
75
28
5

460
395
565
120
394
50
289
183
119
11

8

3

42

53 (6.3)

42
6
35

18
1
15

96
5
17

155 (18.1)
13 (1.5)
67 (7.8)

(53.8)
(46.2)
(66.1)
(14.1)
(46.2)
(5.9)
(33.9)
(21.4)
(13.9)
(1.3)

0

1

0

1 (0.1)

0
0

0
1

1
76

1 (0.1)
77 (9.0)

Note. Data from Supplementary Survey of the Economically Active Population Survey by Employment Type, by
Statistics Korea, August 2010, Daejeon: Author.
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receive a wage that is between the minimum wage and 1.3 times the
minimum wage while working for at least 36 hours a week; and if all of
these workers apply for a subsidy, it is estimated that 749.2 billion
Korean won (KRW) will be required each year.
If the introduction of subsidies causes changes to labor market
behavior, the scope and budget requirements of the subsidy could, of
course, change. With social insurance subsidies only available for
workers receiving at least the minimum wage, the compliance rate for
minimum wage may increase and thus lead to an increase in required
funds. This would, though, help improve the low-income labor market.
Meanwhile, even with the introduction of social insurance subsidies,
the incentive for employers to evade taxes makes it difficult to expect
that all eligible persons will apply for subsidies.
Table 5-8 outlines the characteristics of persons eligible for social
insurance subsidies, and shows that while 516,000 persons are not
subscribed to any social insurance program, 43,000 are subscribed to
one or two, and 296,000 are subscribed to all programs. In terms of
personal characteristics, a large proportion of eligible persons are
middle-aged women, young people and high school graduates, and
persons with lower levels of educational attainment. By employment
type, we can see that the largest group, 444,000 persons, are “regular
but temporary and daily workers” who work in extremely poor working
conditions, and that 289,000 are non-regular workers and 120,000 are
regular full-time workers. Although the results are not included in the
table, the study finds that many of the eligible persons engage in
manual labor, bookkeeping, shop sales, food services, and health and
welfare services.
Anticipated Effects of Social Insurance Premium Subsidies for Low-Wage Workers
The primary effect of social insurance subsidies is expected to
reduce social insurance non-registration. The transition to formal
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employment can prevent households from falling into poverty upon
job loss or with old age, and can thus alleviate the fiscal burden of
providing public assistance. Social insurance subsidies will also expand
access to active labor market policies, while serving as a catalyst for the
strengthening of activation policies based on mutual obligations.
Although the social insurance subsidy provided to low-wage workers
will not lead to a reduction in the number of low-wage jobs, the
transition to formal employment will serve to lessen the risk of poverty
after job loss. Additionally, the publicly available data obtained on
employment and income can contribute to the establishment of a
wider base for tax revenue (OECD, 2004).
As a “make work pay policy,” the social insurance premium subsidy
will also serve as a greater incentive for workers to gain employment.
The subsidy increases the monetary incentive to engage in waged work,
and can thus lead to a higher rate of participation in economic activities,
and may also encourage the more self-employed to convert to waged
work.10
Social insurance premium subsidies will also promote labor demand
by lowering non-wage labor costs (OECD, 2009). 11 Also, in comparison to corporate tax support that does not target vulnerable groups
with low employability, social insurance premium subsidies for the
vulnerable groups are generally more effective in increasing business’s
labor demand.
As for the effect of the subsidy on social insurance finances, we can
first anticipate that there will be an increase in social insurance
subscribers that leads to an increase in premium income. Since the
proposed social insurance premium subsidy covers only a portion of
10 Shin

(2011) estimated that the social insurance premium subsidy will have a considerably
large effect on the transition of self-employed persons to wage workers.
11 Because social insurance premium subsidies are limited to low-wage workers whose value is
recognized by employers, and because labor costs outweigh the social insurance burden,
businesses will not fall into a productivity trap where the employment of low-productivity
workers is retained.
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the premium, this increase in premium income will exceed the amount
required for the provision of subsidies. As for expenditures, there will
be no short-term influence on expenditures for the national pension,
for which insurance payments occur at the point of retirement, or for
health insurance, which in fact already covers all persons either as
individual subscribers or as dependents of workplace-based subscribers.
For employment insurance, however, the high risk of job loss of
persons eligible for subsidies is expected to lead to an increase in
expenditures used for unemployment-benefits payments, a situation
that should be addressed through the strengthening of activation
policies that combine unemployment benefits and active labor market
policies. In the long run, it is expected that there will be an increase in
national pension expenditure due to the income-redistribution elements
of the national pension scheme, whereas unemployment benefits
payments will continue to increase and health insurance payments will
not change much. These long-term projections should be considered in
conjunction with the increase in insurance premium income that comes
with higher employment rates and savings in public assistance finances
achieved through the provision of better old-age livelihood security.
To ensure that the proposed social insurance premium subsidy
policy is applied to the right group of people, we must first be able to
accurately know the earned income of eligible workers. Also, the
subsidy should be implemented together with special measures to waive
insurance premiums and fines that have been left unpaid by employers
who previously avoided applying for social insurance coverage.

Conclusion
Although social insurance, as the primary social safety net, has been
extended to all workplaces with one or more persons, non-compliances
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are still widespread in the scope of social insurance. As a result, a large
proportion of workers in very small businesses, low-wage non-regular
workers, and the self-employed are exposed upon job loss to the risk of
income loss and old-age poverty.
In the EU, efforts are being made to reduce informal employment by
combining strategies for deterrence and for enabling compliance
(Williams & Renooy, 2008). In Korea, however, the existing strategies
that rely on deterrence through detection, sanctions, and informationsharing have been limited in terms of their effectiveness in eliminating
contribution avoidance. In the absence of publicly available data on
employment and wage of workers without social insurance, neither a
large-scale increase in the number of collection and detection personnel nor the wider sharing of information can be particularly effective in
making better progress in detecting non-compliant workplaces and
workers.
In response to this situation, this study sets forth a proposal to deter
non-subscription to social insurance programs by providing monetary
incentives for subscription. With the further entrenchment of a dual
structure in Korea’s labor market, social insurance schemes that rely
solely on subscriber contributions ultimately exclude vulnerable groups
from coverage, and therefore it is necessary to provide an incentive for
social insurance subscription.
This study proposes to place priority on providing subsidies first to
low-wage workers, and to later expand subsidies to other groups.
Although this proposal is based on the need to take into consideration
the fiscal burden posed by subsidies and the current social insurance
operational infrastructure, efforts are needed to build social consensus
on subsidy recipients and the subsidy rate. This study recognizes that
subscription and contribution avoidance is linked not just to social
insurance premiums but also to the incentive to evade taxes. This link
between subscription avoidance and tax evasion is left for analysis in
future studies.
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Empirical Study on the Impact of Multiple
Trade Unions on Industrial Relations
Sung-Hee Lee∗
Introduction

The industrial relations landscape in Korea is set to experience
considerable change, as multiple unions will be allowed at the firm or
workplace level beginning July 1, 2010, and this change will be
particularly pronounced in the establishment of unions and the number
of union members, the nature of industrial relations, the probability of
labor disputes, and the overall power relations between labor and
management. Some groups in labor and management project that the
introduction of multiple unions at the workplace level will be the
source of the most far-reaching change in industrial relations since
1987.
From a legal perspective, the introduction of multiple trade unions
into individual enterprises entails the revision of labor laws to expand
recognition of the right to assembly while mandating the establishment
of a single bargaining channel when multiple unions exist in one
bargaining unit. Because industrial relations are forged within a system
of external environmental factors (labor market, values, public
technology policies, etc.) and internal institutions (corporate strategy,
collective bargaining and collective agreement, human resources
management [HRM], etc.) that are mutually compatible, any improvements to the legal and institutional environment for industrial relations
∗

Research Fellow, Korea Labor Institute.
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will affect all aspects of industrial relations (Dunlop, 1958). Institutional
changes such as the introduction of enterprise-level multiple unions
and the establishment of single bargaining channels within enterprises
will function as new environmental factors affecting industrial relations,
and this change to industrial relations will broadly affect both labor and
management in their strategic choices and their actions, such as in the
establishment of unions, collective bargaining, and labor disputes,
within the framework of industrial relations (Walton, CutcherGeschenfeld, & Mckersie, 1994).
How, then, will the July 1, 2010, introduction of enterprise-level
multiple trade unions affect industrial relations in Korea? It may not be
that easy to get a straight answer to this question given that we have yet
to implement the multiple-union system. In light of the fact, however,
that multiple unions have been almost universally adopted throughout
the world to the extent that the International Labour Organisation
(ILO) and other international labor organizations have continuously
raised issue with Korea’s prohibition of multiple unions as a violation
of international labor standards, we should be able to project the
effects of the introduction of multiple unions in Korea by looking at
cases in other countries.
There are two caveats associated with this method. First, the effect
of multiple unions on industrial relations differs from country to
country. In Japan, for instance, the active establishment of multiple
unions from 1955 to 1965 led to increased cooperation and pragmatism
in the labor union movement, resulting in weaker organized union
activities (Sam-Soo Kim, 2007); but in Canada, the competitive
establishment of new unions led to more confrontational union
activities that further strengthened union organization (Yong-Jin Noh,
2010). Results of empirical studies of multiple unions in the United
Kingdom (UK) indicated that, when comparing the early 1980s and the
mid- to late 1980s, the proportion of enterprises with multiple unions
decreased and that enterprises increasingly established single bargaining
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channels (Kersley, Alpin, Forth, Bewley, Dix, & Oxenbridge, 2006). As
such, the effect of multiple unions on industrial relations differs
according to the industrial relations environment in each country, the
characteristics of labor and management, and the industrial relations
practices, and can also differ according to the timing of multiple-union
introduction.
Second, the institutions for multiple unions in Korea will be somewhat different from those in other countries. Differences can be found
particularly in the concrete operational principles for the right to
assembly, for the right to collective bargaining, and for labor disputes.
The exclusive representation systems of the United States and Canada
grant the majority organization the sole right to engage in collective
bargaining (Lee and Lee, 2004; S.-W. Lee, 2005), whereas the UK,
France, and Japan leave collective bargaining under multiple unions to
the autonomous decision of labor and management (Chae, 2010; SamSoo Kim, 2007). Korea, meanwhile, allows the free establishment of
multiple unions at the enterprise level, but upholds the principle of
engaging in collective bargaining through a single channel, the
bargaining representative (C.-S. Lee, 2010). Also, whereas Europe has a
strong tradition of engaging in industrial relations at the industry level
through industry-wide unions that conduct industry-level bargaining
and secure industry-level wage determination, Korea has traditionally
engaged in enterprise-based industrial relations according to which
bargaining and wage determination are conducted at the enterprise level.
These differences in the institutional environments surrounding
industrial relations may also cause the introduction of multiple unions
in Korea to have impacts that are different from those experienced by
other countries.
In this regard, two methodologies must be employed in an analysis
of the effect on industrial relations of the implementation from July 1,
2010, of the legislation allowing multiple unions. First, we need to
engage in an empirical analysis of the effect in other countries of
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multiple unions on industrial relations in order to study where and how
multiple unions influence industrial relations. Second, we should then
conduct an empirical analysis of the impact of the Korean legislation
allowing multiple unions on Korea industrial relations, on the basis of
the Korean industrial relations environment, labor and management
characteristics, and industrial relations practices.
It is against this background that in this study I analyze the effects of
the introduction of multiple unions in Korea on industrial relations: (a)
by analyzing the institutional characteristics of the multiple-union
legislation that will go into effect on July 1, 2010; (b) by conducting an
empirical study of the impact of multiple unions on industrial relations
in other countries; and (c) by interviewing representatives of Korean
labor and management on their views on the influence of multiple
unions on industrial relations.

Theoretical Framework and Literature Review
Environmental Factors in Industrial Relations that Affect the Establishment of
Multiple Unions
Environmental factors that affect the existence of multiple unions. To predict
changes to industrial relations that might occur in the era of multiple
unions, we must first look at the manner in which multiple unions will
be established once the legislation goes into effect. The effect of
multiple unions on industrial relations will depend most heavily on the
workplaces in which these multiple unions will be established, their size,
and their activities once established.
Here, it is important to first think about the way in which multiple
unions will be realized within the reality of Korea. Multiple unions will
not be established at every single workplace just because enterpriselevel multiple unions are permitted by the Trade Union and Labor
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Relations Adjustment Act. Although multiple unions may be established as a result of a wide variety of reasons, such as differences in
policy lines surrounding union activities, differences in economic
interests, and differences in religious views, not all workplaces will have
an environment that is conducive to the establishment of multiple
unions. The rate of labor union establishment usually converges at a
unionization equilibrium that is determined based on the industrial
relations environment of a particular country and the characteristics of
its labor movement. An analysis of the multiple-union establishment
trends in the UK and Japan shows that the proportion of enterprises
having multiple unions changes in accordance with the economic cycle
and governmental policy paradigms.
In the UK, results of the 1984 Workplace Industrial Relation Survey
(WIRS) showed that 35% of unionized workplaces saw the establishment of additional unions for blue-collar workers. The proportion of
multiple unions in workplaces in the UK has decreased since 1984,
falling to 29% in manufacturing workplaces in 2004.
What, then, are the main factors behind this trend? Jeong (2006)
analyzed the effect of multiple unions on industrial relations in the UK
in connection to changes in the environment of its labor union
movement. In the UK, during the economic boom period from
immediately after the Second World War until the end of the 1970s, the
various occupational unions within each workplace had the strength to
competitively increase wages. Beginning in the late 1960s, when
industrial competitiveness started to decrease, however, negative views
of the economic effect of the labor movement began to gain more
strength. With the emergence of the conservative administration led by
Prime Minister Thatcher in the early 1980s, the issue of higher
bargaining costs due to multiple unions and multiple bargaining units
came under contention, policy responses to which focused on
suppressing labor conflicts and any increase in bargaining costs due to
multiple unions. These developments eventually led, in the early 1990s,
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to the introduction of the union-recognition system by the Donovan
Commission.1 It is perhaps due to such changes in environment that
multiple unions are on the decline in the UK. Heo (2005) reported that
multiple unions are decreasing in the UK because of legislation in July
1997 providing for a system for recognizing trade unions.
In Japan, multiple unions were actively established in the 1950s, but
have been decreasing since the mid-1960s as the organizational power
of unions with cooperative policy stances gained wider support and
with the building of consensus between labor and management on
“one union per enterprise.” As of 2000, 14.5% of workplaces in Japan
had multiple unions.
The decline in multiple unions in Japan after the 1970s was also
affected by governmental labor policies that recommended “one union
per enterprise.” The government’s permitting labor and management to
engage in union-shop arrangements served to further weaken the
activities of minority unions, and the government’s ban on the payment
of wages to full-time union officials established the practice of unions
paying for the wages of full-time union officials from their own funds,
effectively eliminating full-time officials in the smaller unions and thus
weakening their foundations. This, too, contributed to the gradual
decline in the number of multiple unions in Japan.
The previous studies indicated that multiple union trends are affected by economic cycles, governmental labor policies, and various
other environmental factors that influence industrial relations.
Workplace characteristics that affect the existence of multiple unions. Studies on
trade unions in the UK found that a higher proportion of larger
1

The UK’s union recognition system (TULR(C)A, 1992, Schedule A1): (1) Voluntary
recognition: Employer voluntarily recognizes a certain union as a bargaining unit; (2) Semivoluntary recognition: Union is recognized through an agreement between the union and
the employer in the midst of ongoing statutory procedures for union recognition applications; (3) Statutory recognition: Union is recognized through votes, etc., by the Central
Arbitration Committee after the conclusion of all statutory procedures.
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workplaces have multiple unions. Machin, Stewart, and Van Reenen
(1993) reported that larger workplaces are more likely to have multiple
unions: 29.2% of workplaces with fewer than 100 workers had multiple
unions for blue-collar workers, whereas the rate was 88.9% in
workplaces with 1,000 or more workers (see Table 6-1).
Machin et al. (1993) also reported the difference between manufacturing and non-manufacturing industries in the UK: they found that
42.4% of manufacturing-industry workplaces had multiple unions but
only 19% of non-manufacturing industry workplaces did.
These results show that multiple unions are more prevalent in larger
companies and in workplaces in the manufacturing industry. The high
rate of multiple unions in larger companies is probably due to the fact
that larger companies offer a wider variety of occupations and are
better equipped to establish and maintain multiple unions. The high
prevalence of multiple unions in the manufacturing industry, meanwhile, can be attributed to the high rate of unionization and the
Table 6-1. Multiple Unions and Single Bargaining Channels in the United Kingdom
Workplace type
Workplaces with multiple blue-collar unions

Proportion(%)

No. of workplaces

30.3

692(488)

″ (Less than 50 workers)

17.1

665(194)

″ (50-99 workers)

29.2

103(137)

″ (100-199 workers)

34.2

112(82)

″ (200-499 workers)

56.0

142(50)

″ (500-999 workers)

68.8

135(16)

″ (1000 workers or more)

88.9

135(9)

42.4

467(236)

19.0

225(252)

45.9

697(61)

Manufacturing industry workplaces with multiple
blue-collar unions
Non-manufacturing industry workplaces with
multiple blue-collar unions
Closed shop workplaces

Note. Unweighted number of plants (weighted equivalents in parentheses). From “The Economic
Effect of Multiple Unionism: Evidence from the 1984 Workplace Industrial Relations
Survey,” by S. Machin, M. Stewart, and J. Van Reenen, 1993, Scandinavian Journal of Economics,
95(3), 279-296.
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relatively more-active unions in this industry.
Competing union policy lines and employer strategies that affect the existence of
multiple unions. Multiple unions were actively established in Japan in the
1950s with the labor movement that gained strength from democratization, from changes to the business environment resulting from
corporate mergers, and amidst the competing policy lines of Sohyo and
Domei, the two representative national labor union federations. One
major factor behind the increase in multiple unions at the enterprise
level in Japan from 1953 to the mid-1960s is the pursuit by businesses
facing an economic recession to secure competitiveness by rationalizing
management (Jun, Yun, Kim, Jung, & Zullo, 2007). This move by
businesses to rationalize operations through the introduction of new
equipment and technology and through corporate mergers met with
strong resistance from the leftist unions in the large companies, leading
to an increase in the creation of pro-management unions at the
enterprise level. In particular, with the indirect support of employers,
more additional unions were created among site supervisors and other
occupational groups that had so far been passive in union activities, and
as the labor struggles led by the leftist unions ended without success,
these additional unions started to attract more members. From 1955 to
1965, approximately 300 additional unions per year were established in
previously unionized workplaces due to splits in the original unions, for
a total of 3,034 new unions that were established as a result of such
fragmentation during the 10-year period (Sam-Soo Kim, 2007).
Beginning in the mid-1960s, however, with pro-management unions
leading union activities, competition between labor-union-movement
policy lines dissipated, and a greater consensus on “one union per
enterprise” was established among labor and management, leading to a
decrease in the number of workplaces with multiple unions.
Canada, too, saw heated competition between the international
unions established as branches of the AFL–CIO of the United States
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and its own national unions beginning in the 1980s (Young-Jin Noh,
2008). The international unions pursued pragmatic and cooperative
union activities under the influence of the AFL–CIO’s business
unionism, and Canada’s national unions had close links to the New
Democratic Party and tended more to engage in union activities while
wielding the weapon of labor strikes. After the oil shock in the late
1970s, Canada’s labor movement experienced serious clashes in policy
lines surrounding concession bargaining in times of recession and faced
intense competition in terms of organizing multiple unions. The
international unions in Canada followed the policy lines of the AFL–
CIO of the United States and were receptive to concession bargaining,
whereas the Canadian unions chose to engage in union activities
focusing on strikes and labor struggles that were, ultimately, more
successful in maintaining and improving wage levels and working
conditions. This conflict between the international and the national
unions in Canada developed into competing efforts to raid organizations and establish new unions, leading to an increase in the proportion
of workplaces with multiple unions.
All of the previous studies showed that a fragmentation of or competition between the policy lines of the labor union movement may
function as an independent factor to increase the proportion of
multiple unions in workplaces. They also showed that the strategy used
by an employer in dealing with a union can influence the existence of
multiple unions within a single workplace.
The Effect of Multiple Unions on Collective Bargaining
Strategic choice of a labor–management bargaining method (single bargaining
channel versus individual bargaining) in workplaces with multiple unions. When
multiple unions exist, the issue of whether the bargaining channel will
be merged into a single channel or whether management will engage in
bargaining with each of the individual bargaining units is bound to
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become a point of contention between labor and management. This
decision will ultimately be based on considerations of bargaining costs,
the policy lines of the different unions, and the power relations
between labor and management.
The mode of bargaining (single channel / individual) in the presence
of multiple unions is also closely related to the strategic choices of both
labor and management. The 1980 WIRS conducted in the UK surveyed
labor and management in workplaces with multiple unions on their
preference in terms of engaging in individual or joint bargaining for
each occupational group. The survey results showed that bargaining
with the individual occupational groups is advantageous in that the
different needs of each individual occupation can be reflected in
different working conditions, but that when there is a wide wage gap
between the occupations, conflicting interests among the different
unions may make it difficult for the multiple unions to take joint action
and thus may weaken their bargaining power. Meanwhile, when
multiple unions choose to engage in joint bargaining, it is easier for
them to bring the employer to the bargaining table, redundancy in
bargaining can be eliminated to reduce bargaining costs, and attempts
by the employer to divide and rule can be prevented. Joint bargaining,
however, may not reflect the different needs of each individual
occupational group as effectively, leading to complaints from some
occupations that are not appropriately compensated, and possibly
leading to the loss of talented workers. The bargaining mode in
workplaces with multiple unions is therefore influenced by the strategic
choice of both labor and management as they seek to achieve their
bargaining goals and increase their bargaining power.
Results of the 1984 Department of Employment survey on industrial
relations in the UK indicated that when multiple blue-collar unions
exist within one bargaining unit, a single bargaining committee was
formed in about 50% of the cases (see Table 6-2).
According to a survey on the mode of bargaining in multiple-union
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Table 6-2. Multiple Unionism and Collective Bargaining in the United Kingdom, 1980 to
1984
Private + public sectors

1980

1984

Proportion of workplaces with recognized multiple blue-collar unions (%)

35

35

Multiple- or single-channel bargaining (proportion among multiple-union
workplaces [%])
Single-channel bargaining
Multiple-channel bargaining

66
34

51
49

workplaces conducted by the University of Warwick’s Industrial
Relations Research Unit (IRRU) in the UK, when multiple unions exist
within a single occupational group in a workplace, they tend to initially
engage in individual bargaining and then to increasingly merge
bargaining into a single channel. In 1984, 49% of blue-collar multiple
unions engaged in single-channel bargaining, but this figure grew to 60%
in 2004 as reported in the WIRS survey results (Kersley et al., 2006).
Environmental factors in industrial relations that affect the creation of a single
bargaining channel in workplaces with multiple unions. When multiple unions
exist within a single workplace, the mode of bargaining is influenced by
various environmental variables such as the characteristics of the
workplace and its method of production.
Empirical studies on industrial relations in the UK showed that
larger workplaces with multiple unions tend have more unions and
bargaining channels. The 1984 WIRS results indicated that workplaces
with a higher number of union members engage more extensively in
multiple-channel bargaining (see Table 6-3). This is perhaps because
larger organizations offer a wider variety of occupations that inevitably
feature more-pronounced differences in interests.
Other important factors that affect the mode of bargaining in multiple-union workplaces include the method of production and the
functional relationship between the multiple unions. Horn and
Wolinsky (1988) noted that the strategic choice of unions differs
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Table 6-3. Multiple Unions in the United Kingdom and Their Bargaining Channels
Workplace type

Proportion
(%)

Multiple channel
bargaining (%)

No. of
workplaces

Workplaces with multiple blue-collar unions

30.3

19.2

692 (488)

″ (fewer than 50 workers)

17.1

9.8

65 (194)

″ (50-99 workers)

29.2

19.0

103 (137)

″ (100-199 workers)

34.2

21.2

112 (82)

″ (200-499 workers)

56.0

36.0

142 (50)

″ (500-999 workers)

68.8

44.4

135 (16)

″ (1000 or more workers)

88.9

55.6

135 (9)

Manufacturing workplaces with multiple
blue-collar unions

42.4

27.5

467 (236)

Non-manufacturing workplaces with
multiple blue-collar unions

19.0

11.5

225 (252)

Closed shop workplaces

45.9

34.4

97 (61)

Note. Unweighted number of plants (weighted equivalents in parentheses). From “The Economic
Effect of Multiple Unionism: Evidence from the 1984 Workplace Industrial Relations
Survey,” by S. Machin, M. Stewart, and J. Van Reenen, 1993, Scandinavian Journal of Economics,
95(3), 279-296.

according to whether the union members function as substitutes or as
complements of factors of production. According to Horn and
Wolinsky, if the members of the multiple unions are mutually complementary as production factors, the employer will find it difficult to
secure substitute workers within the workplace during strikes; therefore,
unions may find it more advantageous to engage in multiple-channel
bargaining. If, however, union members can substitute for one another
in terms of their function, the establishment of multiple bargaining
channels could allow employers to divide and rule, thereby weakening
the unions’ bargaining power. In this case, the presence of a single
bargaining channel would benefit the multiple unions.
Such studies indicate that the method of production within a multiple-union workplace and the functional relationship between
members of the multiple unions within the production processes are
important variables in determining whether to engage in single-channel
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or multiple-channel bargaining.
The Effect of Multiple Unions on Strike Occurrence
Metcalf, Wadsworth, and Ingram (1993) conducted an empirical
study of factors affecting strike occurrence in multiple-union workplaces and analyzed strike actions that occurred in the course of 4,832 wage
negotiations from 1981 to 1989. They found that strikes are more likely
to occur in workplaces having a higher number of bargaining units (see
Table 6-4). The strike occurrence rate was 2% for workplaces with only
one bargaining unit but 14.5% in workplaces with five bargaining units,
demonstrating that the number of strikes increases as the number of
bargaining units increases (Metcalf et al., 1993).
As to why strike occurrence increases with a higher number of
bargaining units, Metcalf et al. (1993) argued that this is because
bargaining instances increase as the number of bargaining units
increases and that the probability of a labor dispute increases as labor
and management engage in more bargaining. The probability of labor
disputes also increases more in workplaces having a greater number of
bargaining units as the different bargaining units compete to differenTable 6-4. Strike-Occurrence Probability in the United Kingdom and Number of Bargaining
Groups
No. of bargaining units in
workplace

a

Strike-occurrence probability in workplaces
Sample %

Actual
percentage

Regression analysis estimation
a
(%)

1

16

2.0

2.0

2

30

4.2

5.0

3

24

5.1

6.9

4

11

13.6

14.4

5

9

14.5

16.0

6+

11

17.4

17.4

Total

100

-

-

Regression analysis estimation is obtained through a logit analysis.
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Table 6-5. Size of the Bargaining Group and Strike Probability
Bargaining group size
(no. of workers)

Regular frequency (%)
Sample proportion
(%)

Actual percentage

Regression analysis
estimate

1-50

27

0.7

0.7

50-100

18

2.7

1.5

101-250

27

3.0

1.5

251-500

14

2.1

1.2

501+

14

3.8

1.5

Total

100

2.3

-

tiate their positions.
Metcalf et al. (1993) also set forth the results of an empirical analysis
of the correlation between number of union members and frequency of
strikes. They found that although strikes occur less frequently in
workplaces with fewer than 50 workers in the bargaining unit, overall
there is no significant correlation between the number of union
members and the likelihood of strikes (see Table 6-5).
As can be seen in the results of this empirical analysis, in terms of
the effect of multiple unions on strike occurrence, strikes are more
likely to occur when unions engage in individual- rather than singlechannel bargaining, due to competition among the different bargaining
units to differentiate themselves and to more-frequent bargaining
contact between labor and management when there are more units
involved in bargaining.
The Effect of Multiple Unions on Labor–Management Power Relations
How do labor–management power relations change with the introduction of multiple unions? Multiple unions may strengthen the
bargaining power of unions, or may—to the contrary—weaken
bargaining power as union members split into different, smaller groups.
Studies of Japan and the UK showed that the presence of multiple
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unions has a considerable effect on the power relations between labor
and management.
When Japan sought to rationalize corporate management in the
1960s, the leftist Domei unions that led the labor union movement at
the time rejected attempts by businesses to rationalize management and
entered into a strike to collide head-on with management. It was at this
time that new unions that espoused labor–management cooperation
were established, leading to a split in the leftist union front that resulted,
in many cases, in the failure of the strikes (Jun et al., 2007). Businesses
needed to implement management rationalization for their very survival
and chose, therefore, not to accept the demands of labor but to instead
engage in face-to-face confrontation, and it is reported that businesses
often provided indirect support for the establishment of additional
unions that were open to labor–management cooperation. These
multiple unions in Japan mostly bargained through multiple channels,
where the Japanese employers would determine wages and working
conditions through the newer pro-cooperation unions to weaken the
bargaining power of the militant leftist unions. In view of such changes
to the power relations between labor and management, we can see that
in Japan the introduction of multiple unions led to the decline of
militant labor-union policy lines and served as a turning point toward
employer-led industrial relations.
Meanwhile, during the period of economic growth in the 1960s in
the UK, multiple unions functioned in this period, which was characterized by an active labor union movement to raise wage levels through
the unions’ strong bargaining power. Beginning in the late 1970s,
however, with a prolonged recession and the implementation of
policies by the government and businesses to curb labor union
activities, multiple-channel bargaining in multiple-union workplaces
faced increased criticism, and unions themselves also started to
recognize the existence of multiple bargaining units as a source of
weakened bargaining power. There has since been an increase in the
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number of cases where multiple unions engage in bargaining through a
single channel (Gall, 1994). These examples of changes to the labor–
management power relationship in the multiple-union environments of
Japan and the UK indicate that in times of economic growth or when
there exists a strong labor union movement, the presence of multiple
unions can strengthen union bargaining power; but during economic
recessions and when the labor union movement is declining, the
presence of multiple unions can create conditions that are more
advantageous to employers. The examples also show that labor–
management power relations can change according to whether the
multiple unions choose to engage in single-channel bargaining or
multiple-channel bargaining. In sum, labor–management power
relations under multiple unionism are influenced by the strategic
choices made by both labor and management.
Empirical Study on Projections for Industrial Relations Upon the Introduction of
Multiple Unions
There are few Korean empirical studies on multiple unions, most
likely because they have not yet been introduced at the enterprise level;
as a result, it is difficult to empirically research their effects. Most
Korean studies on multiple unions therefore engage in indirect
empirical analysis.
Lee, Cho, and Hong (2006) surveyed labor and management representatives at 108 workplaces and reported that 27.9% of their respondents thought it highly likely that multiple unions would be established
once they were allowed at the enterprise level. Furthermore, 42.1% of
the employers—or three times the percentage of labor union representatives (13.7%)—responded that it was highly likely that multiple
unions would be established. By union size, the authors reported that
although only 8.3% of the respondents in workplaces with fewer than
100 workers responded that it was highly likely that multiple unions
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Figure 6-1. Likeliness of multiple-union establishment in Korea. From Study on
Changes to Workplace Costs With the Establishment of Multiple Unions (Commissioned report), by K.-K. Lee, J. Cho, & S. K. Hong, 2006, Gwacheon: Ministry of Labor.

would be established, the response grew to 46.1% in workplaces with
1,000 or more workers (Lee et al., 2006).
Kim, Lim, and Lee (2007) conducted an empirical study of industrial
relations in workplaces that already have multiple unions, and found
that as of 2006, mutual exchange between the co-existing unions is very
restricted, and bargaining is conducted separately. In bargaining with
management, the multiple unions engage in almost no coordination or
consultation with the other unions in any part of the collective
bargaining process, including the finalization of collective bargaining
demands, progress made in collective bargaining, and the conclusion of
the collective agreement, and proceed with bargaining almost completely independently of the other unions (Kim et al, 2007). In some
workplaces with multiple unions, when one union strikes, the other
union engages in substitute work, leading to labor–labor conflict.
labor–management bargaining costs are also higher in these workplaces,
because labor–management councils operate separately in the presence
of multiple unions.
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These empirical studies on the Korean situation are inevitably limited, as they do not actually look directly at multiple unions but
simply survey labor and management on the basis of somewhat
abstract expectations about what will happen once multiple unions are
allowed. The empirical studies that do look at existing multiple unions
also have a limited ability to shed light on the effect of multiple unions,
because they mostly deal with unions that have been brought under the
same roof through corporate mergers.

Empirical Analysis of the Effect on Industrial Relations
of the Introduction of Multiple Unions in Korea
Methodology
Multiple unions have not yet been legalized in Korea; therefore, any
attempts to predict the situation after July 2011 are limited because we
currently have no multiple unions and therefore no way to see what the
reality is. Still, with less than a year left before the introduction of
multiple unions, both labor and management have started preparing for
their presence. New unions may be created with the introduction of
multiple unions, considerably changing the landscape of industrial
relations in enterprises where multiple unions are formed. For this
reason, both labor and management are busily trying to anticipate the
“possibilities” that may be realized with the introduction of multiple
unions.
In consideration of these realistic demands and limitations, this study
seeks a better grasp of the upcoming era of multiple unions through a
predictive survey of labor and management. Although statutory
enterprise-level multiple unions do not yet exist, I sought to survey
persons who are responsible for industrial relations and who feel most
affected by the possibility of multiple unions in the workplace.
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Enterprise-level multiple unions have already been provided for in
legislation set to go into effect soon, and labor and management have
been working on responses to multiple unions within their own
workplaces. It is quite likely, therefore, that these people have conducted their own analysis on the possibility of multiple unions in
consideration of the propensities of their union leaders and the internal
dynamics of their union, the sentiments of union members, the
interests of non-union member workers and the attitude of the union
toward these workers, the position of the employer with regard to the
union, and the strategies being employed by both labor and management in terms of industrial relations.
This study surveys the projections of persons who are responsible
for industrial relations based on their recognition of the reality of the
multiple-union era. In other words, I sought through this study to
discover what persons responsible in the workplaces for industrial
relations foresee to be the reality in the age of multiple unions. Toward
this end, I asked these persons whether they projected that multiple
unions would be established in their workplace; if yes, then which
group would seek to establish a new union; how this would change the
landscape of industrial relations; and what collective bargaining would
look like under multiple unions.
Survey Respondents and Contents
Survey respondents. This survey was conducted on a sample obtained
from workplaces with 100 or more workers that have unions registered
in National Labor Union Organization Status database of the Ministry
of Labor. Of the 3,168 unionized workplaces with 100 or more
workers, stratified sampling by industry and federation affiliation was
used to obtain the survey sample.
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Of the sampled workplaces, persons responsible for industrial
relations in 206 workplaces responded to the survey (see Table 6-6). Of
Table 6-6. Survey Respondents
Item

Frequency

Percentage

Union / Employer
Union response

106

51.5

Employer response

100

48.5

102

49.5

Industry
Manufacturing
Non-manufacturing

73

35.4

Public sector

28

13.6

Less than 299

62

30.1

300‐999

53

25.7

No. of regular workers

1000 or more

82

39.8

Total

203

100.0

System-missing value

3

Year of union establishment
Pre-1987

45

24.3

87‐97

89

48.1

Post-1997

51

27.6

Total

185

100.0

System-missing value

21

Affiliation
Non-affiliated

10

5.0

FKTU

83

41.7

KCTU

106

53.3

Total

199

100.0

System-missing value

7

Organization type
Industry-wide union

98

51.0

Enterprise-based union

92

47.9

Other

2

1.0

Total

192

100.0

System-missing value

14
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these, 102 workplaces, or 49.5%, are in manufacturing industries, and
104, or 50.5%, are in non-manufacturing. The proportion of manufacturing workplaces included in this survey is slightly higher than that in
the larger population. As for affiliation with the larger umbrella
organizations, 83 workplaces, or 41.7% of the respondent workplaces,
are affiliated with the Federation of Korean Trade Unions (FKTU),
and 106, or 53.3%, are affiliated with the Korean Confederation of
Trade Unions (KCTU), a higher representation of KCTU workplaces
than found in the population.
Survey contents. The survey consists of four main sections (see Table 67). Section I provides for an overview of the workplaces, Section II
asks about the possibility for the establishment of multiple unions,
Section III asks about collective bargaining under multiple unions, and
Section IV asks for projections on industrial relations with the
establishment of multiple unions.
Survey method. This survey was conducted by having industrial relations experts directly interview persons responsible for industrial
relations at the workplaces. Because most of the contents of the survey
are related to industrial relations at the workplace, it was necessary to
have experts with in-depth understanding and broad experience in
industrial relations conduct the interviews. We therefore entrusted the
interviews to four interviewers who have experience in industrial
relations activities and research. The interviews were conducted with
company executives or managers (on the employer side) who were
responsible for industrial relations in the workplace, and with union
chairs or union officers (on the union side).
The survey was conducted from July to October 2010, under the
assumption that persons who were responsible for industrial relations
on both the labor and the management sides would have started
internal reviews of response measures to the introduction of multiple
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Table 6-7. Items in the Survey on the Effect Of Multiple-Union Legislation
Survey item

Contents of analysis

Workplace overview
Industry

Manufacturing / Non-manufacturing / Public

No. of workers

Distinguish regular and non-regular workers

No. of union members

300 / 300 1000 / 1000 or more

Year of union establishment

Pre-87 / 87 97 / Post-97

Affiliation

FKTU / KCTU

No. of union branches

No. of actual branches

White-collar positions / non-regular workers / R&D,
Scope of exclusion from organization
some plants
Existence of multiple unions
Leadership of union leaders

Stable / average / unstable

Nature of industrial relations

Confrontational / neutral / cooperative

Multiple union establishment possibility
Multiple union establishment
possibility

Within 1 year / 1 3 years / no possibility

Reason why multiple union
establishment is difficult

Stable leadership / absence of forces to pursue
establishment / union members do not want multiple
unions / employer opposition / uncertain industrial
relations

Existence of forces to pursue
multiple union establishment

Official faction / unofficial group / potential possibility

Motivation of multiple union
establishment

Different policy lines for union activities / hegemony
struggle within union / different interests among
occupations / organization of industry-wide union /
employer support / response to corporate restructuring

Multiple union organization

Splinter unions / new unions

Main targets for multiple union
organization

Unorganized occupations / some plants / all of the
existing workplace / industry-wide union branch

Propensity of new union’s activities

More confrontational / more cooperative

Changes to the No. of union
members

More union members / no change / fewer members

Possibility of majority union

Majority for the existing union / majority for the new
union / many small unions

Possibility of competition over
members

Intense competition / some competition / none

Employer attitude towards the
establishment of multiple unions

Deterrence / disinterest / support

Prospects for collective bargaining
Labor and management bargaining
channel preference

Single enterprise-level channel / multiple bargaining
units / industry-level collective bargaining
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Table 6-7. (Continued)
Survey item

Contents of analysis

Actual prospects for single channel

Single enterprise-level channel / multiple bargaining
units / industry-level collective bargaining

Bargaining representatives for single
channel

Representative union / proportional representation /
joint bargaining team

Points of conflict regarding the
establishment of a single bargaining
channel

Confirming No. of members / determining bargaining
units / method of creating a single channel

Prospects for industrial relations
Projected changes to industrial
relations

More stable / status quo / less stable

Dispute possibility

Higher / same / lower

Reasons for more disputes

Union differentiation competition / failure to
coordinate views / different opinions on union
activities / employer control

Reasons for fewer disputes

Split unions / employer control / other

Main issues

Wage and working conditions / new collective
agreement / allocation of full-time officials / formation of
bargaining team / demands to participate in management

Changes to labor management
power relations

Employer gains strength / status quo / union gains
strength

Prospects for discrimination between
unions

Office space / union activity hours / preferential
treatment for members of certain union / mistreatment
of non-regular workers / preferential treatment for
some plants

unions beginning in July 2010, given that the revised legislation
allowing multiple unions at the workplace level was promulgated in
early January 2010.
Results of the Empirical Analysis on the Possibility of Multiple-Union
Establishment
The possibility of multiple-union establishment was surveyed in the
following two ways. First, the interviewees were asked questions
directly related to the possibility of multiple-union establishment, and
second, this possibility was confirmed on the basis of the presence of
any groups having a commitment to establish a new union. These two
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methods were used because this survey essentially captures information
about the perceptions of persons responsible for industrial relations on
the possibility of multiple-union establishment, and there is therefore a
need to minimize any errors in perception. Because persons responsible
for industrial relations may be affected by a threat effect that is caused
by an abstract concern over the possibility that multiple unions may be
established and may thus overestimate the possibility of multiple-union
establishment, this survey gathers information about the realistic
conditions within each workplace to more accurately gauge the
possibility. Therefore, instead of simply asking interviewees about the
possibility of multiple-union establishment, this survey also asks about
the concrete grounds for this possible establishment of multiple unions
by exploring whether potential groups that may push for the establishment of a new union exist, whether these groups are committed to
establishing a new union, and whether the general union membership
wants multiple unions within the workplace.2
The results of the analysis show that 13.7% of the workplaces believe that multiple unions will be established within 1 year of July 2011,
and that 23.4% think that multiple unions will be established within 3
years (see Table 6-8). Meanwhile, 62.9% of the responding workplaces
replied that there is no possibility for multiple unions to be established.
Table 6-8. Multiple-Union Establishment Possibility: Survey Question: Is It Possible That a
New Union Will Be Established With the Introduction of Multiple Unions Next
July?
Response
Establishment possible within 1 year

2

Frequency

Percentage

28

13.7

Establishment possible within 3 years

48

23.4

Establishment not possible within the next 3 years

129

62.9

Total

205

100.0

The criteria for concrete grounds for the possibility of multiple-union establishment was
developed through four meetings of the survey teams and through pilot tests in 12
workplaces.
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Overall, 37% of the respondents replied that multiple unions will be
established within 3 years.
The survey on the possibility of multiple-union establishment based
on the actual existence of groups that may push for multiple unions
indicates that 6.9% of the workplaces believe that they have groups
within their workplace that are committed to establishing a new union,
and that 24.3% replied that there is a group and that the group may
possibly establish a new union under the right conditions (see Table 69). Of the respondents, 18.3% stated that although independent groups
of factions opposing the incumbent union leadership exist, they are not
committed to establishing a new union. Meanwhile, 50.5% of the
surveyed workplaces replied that there was no such group nor any push
for a new union in their workplace.
A cross-tabulation analysis of the possibility of multiple-union
establishment and the existence of groups that are pushing for the
establishment of a new union reveals that in workplaces with a group
that is committed to establishing a new union, there is a quite high 78.6%
possibility that multiple unions will be established within 1 year (see
Table 6-10). Where there is a potential group that is set to establish a
new union under the right conditions, there is a 64.6% possibility that
Table 6-9. Groups Pushing for Multiple-Union Establishment: Survey Question: When Multiple
Unions Are Allowed Beginning Next July, Is There a Group With Enough Commitment to Establish a New Union?
Response

Frequency

Percentage

There is a group, and they are thinking of establishing a new union

14

6.9

There is a potential group, and they may seek to establish a new
union under the right conditions

49

24.3

Although there are groups/factions that oppose the incumbent
union leadership, they are not seeking to establish a new union in
the immediate future

37

18.3

There are no groups nor any calls for the establishment of a new
union

102

50.5

Total

202

100.0
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Table 6-10. Possibility of Multiple-Union Establishment, and Possible Leaders
Establishment possibility
Type of push for establishment

Within
1 year

Within
3 years

Total

No
possibility

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

0%

Groups pushing for new union + firm
commitment

11

78.6

3

21.4

0

0.0

14

100.0

Potential groups pushing for new union +
possible commitment

16

33.3

31

64.6

1

2.1

48

100.0

Independent groups exist + no immediate
push yet for establishment

0

0.0

10

27.0

27

73.0

37

100.0

No independent groups exist + no
commitment or push for establishment

0

0.0

4

3.9

98

96.1

102

100.0

Total

27

48

126
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multiple unions will be established within 2 to 3 years, in other words,
there is a high mid-term possibility of multiple-union establishment. In
workplaces that have groups or factions that oppose their union
leadership, but where there is no intention to push for a new union, or
in workplaces that replied that there are no groups that might push for
a new union, the percentage of workplaces replying that there is no
possibility of multiple-union establishment are 73.0% and 96.1%,
respectively, indicating that there is no possibility that multiple unions
will be established there. These survey results imply that analysis is
more accurate when the possibility of multiple-union establishment is
analyzed together with the presence of groups pushing for a new union.
Overall, the survey results indicate that there is a 7% to 14% possibility that multiple unions will be established in the short term after the
introduction of enterprise-based multiple unions in July 2011. When
workplaces that may potentially have multiple unions within 3 years are
included, about 31% to 37% of the workplaces have the potential for
multiple-union establishment.
Analysis of environmental factors of industrial relations that affect the possibility
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of multiple-union establishment. A logit regression analysis with multipleunion establishment possibility as the dependent variable was performed on workplaces having a high possibility of multiple-union
establishment to see how establishment possibility is influenced by
workplace variables (industry, organization size, number of workplaces),
union variables (union membership rate, year of establishment,
affiliation, industry- or enterprise-level union, excluded occupations),
and industrial relations variables (union leadership, nature of industrial
relations) (see Table 6-11).
The results of this empirical analysis as shown in the logit regression
analysis of Model 1, which looked only at workplace variables and
union membership rate, show that the establishment of multiple unions
is most likely to occur in the public sector. Union membership rate has
a negative value, implying that the higher the union membership, the
lower the possibility of multiple-union establishment.
Model 2 includes labor union variables in the logit analysis, and here,
too, the results are the same for the public sector. With regard to the
presence of workers excluded from union organization, when more
workers are excluded, it is more likely that multiple unions will be
established.
Model 3 adds industrial relations variables to the logit analysis, and I
also provide a model in which only the industrial relations variables are
used as explanatory variables. The results show that the leadership
variable has a significant positive correlation—in other words, greater
instability in union leadership leads to a higher possibility for multipleunion establishment. The nature of industrial relations has a significant
negative correlation with the possibility of multiple-union establishment, indicating that where industrial relations are more cooperative,
there is a lower likelihood that multiple unions will be established.
Based on these empirical analysis results, the following workplace
characteristics, labor union characteristics, and industrial relations
characteristics influence the possibility for multiple-union establishment.
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Table 6-11. Regression Analysis of Factors Affecting the Possibility of Multiple-Union
Establishment
Variables
Manufacturing
Public sector
Organization size (no. of
regular workers / 1000)
No. of workplaces
Union membership rate

Dependent variable: Establishment possibility (yes = 1, no = 0)
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
0.19
(0.398)
1.28**
(0.512)
0.03

0.06
(0.415)
1.09*
(0.568)
0.03

-0.09
(0.494)
0.93
(0.617)
0.10*

(0.024)
-0.23
(0.286)
-1.17*
(0.697)

(0.028)
-0.22
(0.273)
-0.55
(0.741)
-0.00
(0.017)
0.25
(0.504)
-0.41
(0.869)
0.07
(0.476)
0.73**

(0.052)
-0.48
(0.381)
0.27
(0.840)
-0.00
(0.021)
-0.26
(0.564)
-0.92
(0.992)
0.15
(0.535)
0.55

(0.359)

(0.427)
1.18**
(0.409)
-1.06***
(0.319)
0.14
(1.334)
138
0.21

Year of union establishment
KCTU
Non-affiliated
Industry-level union
Presence of occupations
excluded from organization
Leadership
Nature of industrial relations
Constant
Observations
Pseudo R-squared

-0.11
(0.572)
169
0.05

-0.84
(0.781)
157
0.05

1.15***
(0.326)
-0.99***
(0.236)
0.40
(0.704)
181
0.16

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses.
*p < .10. **p < .05. ***p < .01.

First, in terms of workplace characteristics, large company workplaces having a high number of regular workers are more likely to see the
establishment of multiple unions. This finding is consistent with those
of Machin et al. (1993), who found through their empirical analysis of
industrial relations in the UK that larger workplaces are more likely to
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have multiple unions. Larger workplaces feature more diverse occupations and may also have more groups or organizations that have the
potential to pursue multiple unions; therefore, these workplaces have a
higher likelihood of establishing multiple unions.
For the workplace characteristic of industry, the analysis shows that
the possibility of multiple-union establishment is highest in the public
sector. This is most likely because the public sector enjoys secure
employment and thus has well-developed social networks in the form
of factions and groupings within an organization that can push for the
establishment of multiple unions, and because this sector already has a
high rate of union membership that supports very active union
activities.
Second, in terms of labor union characteristics, multiple-union
establishment is more likely in workplaces that have lower union
membership rates. This may indicate that when the membership rate
for the existing union is high, workers already belong to a union that
represents their demands through its activities, and therefore it is less
likely that a new union will be established.
In addition, when more people are excluded from union organization, it is more likely that multiple unions will be established. This can
be interpreted as a higher likelihood of multiple-union establishment in
workplaces that have workers who are excluded from union membership. In other words, new unions may likely be established by whitecollar workers, R&D personnel, non-regular workers, and others who
have been excluded from union membership.
Third, in terms of industrial relations characteristics, multiple unions
are more likely to be established when union leadership is weak,
because it is likely that members who are not satisfied with the union’s
current activities will seek to establish a new union.
The nature of industrial relations also affects the possibility of multiple-union establishment, where confrontational relations between
labor and management lead to a higher possibility for the establishment
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of multiple unions. This suggests that in workplaces with confrontational labor–management relations, it is highly likely that multiple
unions will be established as unions split into different groups or as a
new union that espouses cooperative relations with management is
established with the indirect support of the employer.
Results of the Empirical Analysis on the Effect of Multiple Unions on
Collective Bargaining
Existence of a majority union. When multiple unions exist, the existence
of a majority union is an important variable in the establishment of a
single bargaining channel. This is because the composition of a
bargaining team in a workplace with multiple unions will first be left to
the autonomous decision of labor and management in the concerned
workplace, but when labor and management are not able to agree on
the composition of the bargaining team, the majority union may
become the bargaining representative union.
When asked about the existence of a majority union after the introduction of multiple unions, 73.1% of the respondents replied that the
existing union would become the majority union, and 12.8% replied
that the new union would have a majority (see Table 6-12). Furthermore, 14.1% affirmed the possibility that multiple smaller unions would
exist in the absence of a majority union. Overall, a very high 86% of the
respondents expected that a majority union would exist among the
multiple unions. On the other hand, however, 14% expected that many
Table 6-12. Existence of a Majority Union: Survey Question: Will the Existing Union
Become the Majority Union When There Are Multiple Unions?
Response
The existing union will be the majority union

Frequency

Percentage

57

73.1

The new union will be the majority union

10

12.8

There will be no majority union

11

14.1

Total

78

100.0
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smaller unions would coexist, warning of the possibility of unstable
industrial relations due to labor–labor conflicts in the process of
composing and operating bargaining teams in the multiple-union
workplaces.
Mode of collective bargaining. Next, labor and management were asked
about their preferred mode of bargaining. The survey results reveal that
labor and management have very different preferences (see Table 6-13
and Table 6-14). On the management side, 90.4% of the respondents
preferred a single channel for collective bargaining, whereas 61.4% of
the labor-side respondents preferred multiple bargaining units. Only
24.6% of the labor-side respondents stated a preference for singlechannel bargaining. This difference in preferred mode of bargaining for
multiple-union scenarios indicates that labor–management conflict may
occur quite frequently over whether to establish a single channel for
Table 6-13. Preferred Mode of Bargaining (Management): Survey Question: Which Mode of
Bargaining Would You Prefer When There Are Multiple Unions?
Response

Frequency

Percentage

Enterprise-level single channel bargaining

66

90.4

Individual bargaining with each union
(multiple bargaining units)

7

9.6

Total

73

100.0

Table 6-14. Preferred Mode of Bargaining (Labor): Survey Question: Which Mode of
Bargaining Would You Prefer When There Are Multiple Unions?
Response

Frequency

Percentage

Enterprise-level single channel bargaining

14

24.6

Individual bargaining with each union
(multiple bargaining units)

35

61.4

Industry-level collective bargaining for all workplaces
affiliated with an industry-wide union

8

14.0

Total

57

100.0
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collective bargaining or not.
One notable characteristic in the results here is that some (9.6%) of
the management-side respondents actually reported favoring multiple
bargaining units. This forewarns us of the possibility that the management side may choose to engage in bargaining with multiple bargaining
units for the purpose of holding the existing union in check.
Granting that various conflicts will arise from the differences between labor and management’s preferred modes of collective bargaining when there are multiple unions, when asked what the actual mode
of negotiation would look like, 84.8% of the respondents replied that
they would likely engage in enterprise-level single-channel bargaining
(see Table 6-15). This suggests that although labor and management
will collide over whether bargaining should be conducted through a
single channel or through multiple channels, most workplaces will
ultimately decide to utilize a single bargaining channel.
It is also interesting to note that 13.9% of the respondents expected
that individual bargaining would be conducted with each of the unions.
This implies that discussions between labor and management on
whether to establish a single bargaining channel may sometimes end in
a decision to engage in individual bargaining instead of establishing a
single bargaining channel.
Meanwhile, only 1.3% of the respondents expected that industryTable 6-15. Actual Mode of Bargaining: Survey Question: What Do You Expect Will Be the
Actual Mode of Bargaining Agreed Upon Through Labor–Management Negotiations Upon the Establishment of Multiple Unions?
Response

Frequency

Percentage

Enterprise-level single-channel bargaining

67

84.8

Enterprise-level individual bargaining with each union
(bargaining with multiple bargaining units)

11

13.9

Industry-level collective bargaining for all workplaces
affiliated with an industry-wide union

1

1.3

Total

79

100.0
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level bargaining would be conducted, indicating that this mode of
bargaining will be close to impossible. This suggests that the industrylevel bargaining that has been conducted so far in some industry
sectors including for metal workers, hospital workers, financial-sector
workers, and the public sector may face considerable difficulties with
the introduction of multiple unions. These industry sectors are
currently organized into industry-wide unions that have thus far
engaged in industry-level bargaining (hospital workers transitioned in
2010 from industry-level bargaining to enterprise-based diagonal
bargaining), but it seems that it will become more difficult to conduct
such industry-level bargaining. Of course, with the consent of management, industry-level bargaining may still be possible irrespective of
the establishment of a single bargaining channel in the workplace. So
far, however, employers have preferred enterprise-based bargaining for
wages and working conditions, while maintaining a rather negative
attitude toward industry-level bargaining; therefore, this negative
attitude may well become further entrenched. This expectation is
reflected in the very low percentage of respondents anticipating that
industry-level bargaining would be conducted with the establishment of
multiple unions.
Composition of the bargaining team. When establishing a single bargaining
channel for multiple unions, 55.0% of the respondents said that they
would have a representative union bargaining team led by the majority
union, 38.0% said that their bargaining team would be composed
through proportional representation, and 7.0% said that the bargaining
team would be jointly formed by the multiple unions (see Table 6-16).
Previously, 86% of the respondents expected that there would be a
majority union when multiple unions are present, but here only 55%
reported expecting that this majority union would be the representative
union in collective bargaining, suggesting that minority unions will
often be included in the composition of bargaining teams. This perhaps
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Table 6-16. Preferred Mode of Bargaining (Labor): Survey Question: Which Mode of
Bargaining Would You Prefer When There Are Multiple Unions?
Frequency

Percentage

Representative union bargaining team (majority union)

Response

37

55.0

Proportional representation bargaining team

27

38.0

Joint bargaining team

5

7.0

Total

69

100.0

reflects the concern of majority unions that a bargaining team composed only of the majority union may come under constant criticism
from the minority union throughout the bargaining process. Minority
unions may therefore be offered a degree of participation on the
bargaining team more often. The majority union may thus choose to
form and operate the bargaining team with the participation of the
minority unions in order to quell internal criticism and to share
responsibility for collective bargaining.
When minority unions participate on the bargaining team despite the
presence of a majority union, although it may be easier to converge
opinions in the bargaining process, there is also the potential for
bargaining deadlock when labor–labor conflicts—perhaps in the form
of a veto by the minority unions—occur in the final decision-making
process.
Empirical Analysis of the Effect of Multiple Unions on Industrial Relations
Changes in the stability of workplace industrial relations. When asked about
the stability of industrial relations with the establishment of multiple
unions, 66.6% of those surveyed replied that industrial relations would
become less stable, 30.9% replied that they would stay the same, and
2.5% replied that industrial relations would become more stable (see
Table 6-17). As such, a large majority of the respondents reported
expecting industrial relations to become less stable with the introduction of multiple unions.
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Table 6-17. Preferred Mode of Bargaining (Management): Survey Question: Which Mode of
Bargaining Would You Prefer When There Are Multiple Unions?
Response
Become more stable

Frequency

Percentage

2

2.5

Status quo

25

30.9

Become less stable

54

66.6

Total

81

100.0

This indicates that the presence of multiple unions within a
workplace will likely lead to unstable industrial relations, because
multiple unions are likely to result in a higher labor-conflict index as
labor–labor conflicts as well as labor–management conflicts occur. This
also implies that the establishment of multiple unions can lead to
increases in bargaining costs and personnel-management costs.
Changes to possibility for dispute. As for possibility of dispute with the
establishment of multiple unions, 30.9% of the respondent workplaces
said that disputes would be more likely to occur, 45.7% replied that the
possibility for dispute would stay the same, and 23.5% replied that it
would decrease (see Table 6-18). Overall, more respondents expected
the possibility of dispute to increase with the establishment of multiple
unions.
These results contrast slightly with the huge majority of respondents
who expected industrial relations to become less stable with the
Table 6-18. Possibility of Dispute: Survey Question: How Will the Presence of Multiple
Unions Affect the Possibility of Dispute?
Response

Frequency

Percentage

Higher possibility

25

30.9

Remains the same

37

45.7

Lower possibility

19

23.5

Total

81

100.0
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establishment of multiple unions, and indicate that although this may
occur, the actual occurrence of labor disputes may not be as frequent as
indicated in the industrial relations instability index. This is perhaps
related to Horn and Wolinsky’s (1988) analysis that in the presence of
multiple unions, fragmentation within labor makes it difficult for labor
to act uniformly, and for unions to launch strikes, particularly when a
pro-employer union has been newly established.
In sum, this analysis of the possibility of dispute reminds us of the
complexities of this issue: on the one hand, industrial relations become
less stable; on the other, employers may gain the upper hand in labor–
management power relations.
Changes to the bargaining power of labor and management. In terms of
changes brought about by the establishment of a new union to labor–
management power relations, 49.4% responded that employers would
be stronger, 37.7% replied that things would stay the same, and 13.0%
said that unions would gain strength (see Table 6-19). Overall, it seems
more likely that employers will gain strength within the labor–
management power relations with the establishment of multiple unions.
This indicates that the presence of multiple unions in Korea could
lead to the fragmentation and weakening of unions described by Horn
and Wolinsky (1988). In other words, as multiple unions gain steady
footing in Korean workplaces, it is possible that Korea will experience
the fragmentation and weakening of unions that is similar to the
Table 6-19. Labor–Management Power Relations: Survey Question: How Will the Labor–
Management Power Relation Change With the Establishment of Multiple Unions?
Response

Frequency

Percentage

Employer gains strength

38

49.4

Status quo

29

37.7

Union gains strength

10

13.0

Total

77

100.0
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experience of Japan’s industrial relations as analyzed by Sam-Soo Kim
(2007) and Byung-Jik Noh (2009).

Prospects and Tasks for Industrial Relations in the Era
of Multiple Unions
Implications of This Study
Possibility of multiple-union establishment. My survey on the possibility for
multiple unions to be established in currently unionized firms indicates
that about 7% to 14% of the workplaces may have multiple unions in
the short term after the allowance of multiple unions in July 2011.
When workplaces with the potential to establish multiple unions within
the next 3 years are also included, about 31% to 37% of the workplaces
have the potential for multiple unions.
As of 2009, there were 4,689 unions in Korea, so we can expect that
in the short term, after the legislation permitting multiple unions goes
into effect in 2011, 350 to 650 new unions may be created. Recent
years have seen a decrease of 150 to 200 unions each year, so this
increase in the number of unions caused by the introduction of
multiple unions in workplaces may reverse the downward trend in
union numbers.
The trend of multiple-union establishment is projected to have a
limited effect in terms of increasing the number of union members.
Results of this survey show that 51% of the new unions created under
the multiple-union system will be “new unions” that organize previously unorganized workers, and that a nearly equal 48% will be “split
unions” that are created as unions that splinter off from existing unions.
Given that split unions will make up half of the newly established
unions, we can expect only a small increase in the overall number of
union members with the establishment of multiple unions.
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At the macro level, changes to the number of union members can be
explained not only by institutional changes but also by various factors
such as the political environment where there might perhaps be the
emergence of a leftist government or changes to the industrial relations
paradigm (Yoo-sun Kim, 2007). In Korea, in the 20 years since 1987,
the union-organization rate has gradually decreased, with slight
increases with legislative amendments recognizing the right of assembly
for teachers in 1999 and the civil servants union in 2007, only to revert
back to a stable downward trend. In light of this trend, although the
introduction of multiple unions may temporarily increase the unionorganization rate, it will probably have a limited effect on the mid- to
long-term trend.
Characteristics of industrial relations in workplaces with high possibility for the
establishment of multiple unions. The following are the main factors found
in this analysis to influence the possibility of multiple-union establishment.
First, multiple unions are more likely to be established in workplaces
that have greater numbers of regular workers and in the public sector.
Second, in terms of union characteristics, the establishment possibility
is higher in workplaces with lower union-organization rates and in
workplaces where the existing union covers a wider scope of people
subject to organization. Third, as for industrial relations characteristics,
multiple unions are more likely to be established in workplaces
characterized by weak union leadership and confrontational industrial
relations.
Additional analysis of the possibility of multiple-union establishment
indicates that industrial relations are very important in terms of their
impact. Workplaces with confrontational industrial relations and those
in which unions are very active are more likely to see the establishment
of multiple unions. This is because the cost burden for both labor and
management is higher in such workplaces, so it is highly possible that a
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new movement will seek to move beyond such confrontation. The
employer will seek the establishment of a cooperative union, and union
members will be more likely to split into smaller groups according to
different union-activity policy lines. Like the Japanese industrial
relations described by Sam-Soo Kim (2007) and Byung-Jik Noh (2009),
it may be that union members opposing the confrontational propensity
of an existing union will establish a new union that is supported
indirectly by management.
Changes to industrial relations with the establishment of multiple unions. The
establishment of multiple unions is expected by 66.6% of the respondents to make industrial relations less stable, whereas 30.9% anticipate
no change, and 2.5% expect greater stability in industrial relations with
the establishment of multiple unions. A large majority of survey
respondents predicted that industrial relations will become more
unstable when multiple unions are present. This suggests that it is likely
that the industrial relations instability index will increase as labor–labor
conflict is added to labor–management conflict. The establishment of
multiple unions has the potential, in other words, to increase bargaining
costs and personnel-management costs.
As for possibility of dispute, 30.9% of the respondent workplaces
said that it is more likely that disputes will occur when multiple unions
are present, 45.7% replied that the possibility of dispute would stay the
same, and 23.5% expected the possibility of dispute to decrease. This
suggests that although industrial relations may become less stable with
the establishment of multiple unions, the likelihood of actual strikes
may not be as high as the industrial relations instability index.
This anticipated increase in possibility of dispute is attributed by 57.6%
to the competition between unions to differentiate themselves.
Meanwhile, 54.2% of the respondents answered that dispute occurrence would remain quite low when there are multiple unions because
unions will have become fragmented. This indicates that the establish-
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ment of multiple unions may lead to increased competition among
unions and to the fragmentation and weakening of unions, as described
in Horn and Wolinsky (1988).
In terms of the effect of multiple unions on labor–management
power relations, 49.4% of the respondents anticipated that management would gain more power, and 13.0% replied that the union would
gain more power. This indicates that, overall, the establishment of
multiple unions will be more advantageous to employers in terms of
the labor–management power relation.
When changes to the labor–management power relation are examined in light of the nature of industrial relations, survey respondents
replied that management would gain more power when the existing
industrial relations are confrontational, whereas relatively more
respondents said that the unions would gain strength in workplaces
characterized by cooperative industrial relations. Thus, overall, the
establishment of new unions is more likely to give more power to
management, but in workplaces with existing industrial relations that
are cooperative, the establishment of multiple unions may lead in some
cases to more-confrontational union activities.
Effects of the Enactment of Multiple-Union Legislation and Major Policy
Tasks
Actual impact of the establishment of multiple unions on industrial relations.
For these institutional changes that allow the establishment of multiple
unions to take firm root, we must start by conducting a more accurate
analysis of the impact of multiple unions on industrial relations. By
predicting the actual impact of multiple unions on industrial relations
and by identifying issues that may arise in the course of implementing
multiple unions, we will be able to develop policy tasks for the stable
implementation of this institution and prepare for any issues that may
arise. The results of this survey provide a number of insights into how
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the implementation of this institutional change will affect industrial
relations.
First, the actual impact of multiple unions may exceed the statistical
projections derived through the present analysis. This survey predicts
that the possibility of multiple-union establishment is 7% to 14 % in
the short term following the introduction of multiple unions. Although
the numbers may suggest that the multiple-union effect will be limited
to just a number of workplaces, in reality, when multiple unions are
established in a workplace of a large firm, and when labor–management
and labor–labor conflicts arise in this workplace, the actual impact on
industrial relations can be much greater. For instance, although the
number of strikes has been decreasing recently, strikes by some unions
in large firms have not only affected industrial relations in the concerned companies but have also attracted the attention of the whole
country. With multiple unions more likely to be established within large
firms, the actual effect of multiple unions on industrial relations will
most probably be much greater than what the statistical figures indicate.
Second, at the outset, every single issue related to multiple unions,
including their establishment, collective bargaining, discrimination
against unions, and any other labor–management or labor–labor issue,
will be drawn into heated debate. Because labor–management and
labor–labor conflict caused by the introduction of this new institution
is unprecedented, all persons involved in industrial relations in the
country will pay keen attention to the issues raised, which will also
become topics of great interest for society in general. Therefore, all
governmental policy decisions on such issues will be subject to heated
debates in the early days of implementation.
Third, with regard to such contentious issues as multiple-union
establishment, collective bargaining, labor disputes, and discrimination
of unions, labor and management federations may argue with each
other as representatives of labor and management at the national level
in the early days of implementation. Because power relations will
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inevitably be readjusted when multiple unions are first established, both
labor and management will work to make precedents that benefit their
own side, and employer groups, labor groups, and the two major union
federations will all respectively support labor and management in the
workplaces in order to set favorable precedents related to issues that
arise in the course of establishing multiple unions and engaging in
collective bargaining. At the early stages of implementation, therefore,
issues that arise at the workplace level over the establishment of
multiple unions, collective bargaining, labor disputes, and discrimination among unions will, in many cases, be escalated into national issues.
It is therefore important that early on in the implementation process,
policies be put in place in consideration of the impact that the
establishment of multiple unions has on industrial relations. Toward
this end, the government should work to provide sufficient education
and information on laws and policies related to multiple unions to
persons responsible for industrial relations. Policies must also be
prepared in anticipation of any predictable issues.
Importance of labor policies in creating a fair industrial relations order. As
mentioned previously, the introduction of multiple unions not only will
affect industrial relations at the workplace level but also will change
industrial relations at the national level. In this process, various
conflicts may arise between labor and management as well as between
labor and labor, and multiple layers will develop within industrial
relations. Amidst this change to the landscape of industrial relations, we
need to ensure that rational industrial relations practices that are
compatible with the institutional changes are firmly rooted. In this light,
it is important that the government plays the role of a fair executor of
the law. In the process of creating a new order for industrial relations
by dealing with issues related to multiple unions such as discrimination
between unions, establishment of a single bargaining channel, and fair
implementation of collective agreements, the government plays an
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integral role in determining the representative union, providing relief
for unfair labor practices, and ordering the proper fulfillment of the
fair-representation obligation. When the government sets fair criteria
for determination of the representative union, for relief from unfair
labor practices, and for determination of whether the fair representation obligation has been fulfilled, and when it makes fair decisions
based on such criteria, both labor and management will be able to
accept such criteria and decisions, thus establishing new industrial
relations practices that befit the new institutional changes. For this
reason, it is all the more important that fair and rational criteria are set
for policies that are pursued in the process of implementing legislation
on multiple unions and paid time off.
Policy infrastructure should also be built appropriately for the government to fairly implement policies for the formation of productive
industrial relations and the creation of a rational industrial relations
order in the process of enforcing the legislation on multiple unions and
paid time off.
Stronger functions for the labor relations commissions as the body responsible for
collective industrial relations institutions. Once multiple unions are introduced,
it is the labor relations commission that becomes responsible for all
administrative work related to multiple unions, such as determination
of the bargaining representative union, decisions to separate bargaining
units, and correction orders related to fair-representation obligations
and unfair labor practices. For paid time off, too, the labor relations
commission is responsible for requesting resolutions for correction
orders on collective agreements that are in violation of paid time-off
limits.
Therefore, in addition to the existing duties of the labor relations
commission related to collective industrial relations—such as labordispute adjustment and arbitration, relief for unfair labor practices,
determination of essential minimum services, resolutions for collective-
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agreement correction orders, and interpretation of collective agreements—the labor relations commission is also responsible for duties
related to multiple unions. The labor relations commission is therefore
responsible for a considerable portion of the administrative duties
related to collective industrial relations.
In order for the introduction of multiple unions and paid time off to
contribute to creating a fair industrial relations order and productive
industrial relations, it is of particular importance that the labor relations
commission conduct all duties in a fair and reasonable manner.
To ensure that labor relations commission duties are conducted
effectively and efficiently, we need to strengthen the functions of the
commission, and to build a system centered around the commission
that links all administrative duties related to industrial relations. The
labor relations commission should be able to function as the administrative center for the establishment of fair and productive practices in
collective industrial relations, and we therefore need to explore
measures to strengthen the function of the commission and revamp its
work system.
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